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1 Perspective in discourse

A multitude of concepts is covered by the word perspective. In language alone,

perspective may refer to ideas as different as subjective language, narrative

perspective in literary fiction, and the reader's stance in the comprehension process.
Apparently, perspective is a very fruitful concept that structures a range of discourse

phenomena, and that is closely related to the concept subjectivity.

Speakers-as well as writers-express in their discourse where their perspective is

located, in other words, from which point of view they are speaking.' At first thought,
it may seem that a monological discourse has one, fixed perspective, i.e. the writer's,

whereas a dialogue or polylogue has as many perspectives as speakers. However, any
natural discourse, either spoken or written, may show that this is not the case at all.
Let's look at an example from a famous natural discourse: Milne's ~nnie-the-Pooh.
Context: It has been raining for days in the forest where Christopher Robin lives.

(1) On the morning of Ihe fifth day he saw the water was all around him, and knew that for the
first time in his life he was on a real island. Which was very exciting.
It was on this morning that Owl came tlying over the water to say "How do you do?" to his

friend Christopher Robin.
"I say, Owl," said Christopher Robin, "isa't this fun? I'm on an island!"
"The atmospheric conditions have been very unfavourable la[ely," said Owl.
"The what?"
"It has been raining," explained Owl.
"Yes," said Christopher Robin. "I[ has."
"The flood-level has reached an unpreceden[ed height."
"The who?"
"There's a lot of water about," explained Owl.
"Yes," said Christopher Robin, "[here is."
"However, the prospects are rapidly becoming more favourable. At any moment -"
"Have you seen Pooh?"
"No. At any moment -
"I hope he's all right," said Christopher Robin. "I've been wondering about him. I expect

Piglet's with him. Do you think they're alright, Owl?"
"I expect so. You see, at any moment -"
"Do go and see, Owl. Because Pooh hasn'[ very much brains, and he might do something silly,

and I do love him so, Owl. Do you see, Owl?" (p. 135-136).

In this fragment, the writer (or rather, the narrator) is-necessarily-in the first place

talking from her or his2 own perspective, although he does not mention himself

explicitly as `I'. He chooses what to tell, and how, dependent on what he wants to
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achieve by the text. For instance, what happened on the third day is not described as

elaborately as what happened on this fifth day, because it may not have been as

interesting.

But it is easy to see that within the narrator's story, he is taking various other

perspectives. In the first two sentences, Christopher Robin's perspective is taken: the

narrator tells what Christopher sees, thinks, and feels. In the third sentence Owl

enters the scene, but still the narrator takes Christopher Robin's perspective. This

impression is caused by the fact that the narrator says that Owl came flying, instead

of went flying or just fiew; this indicates that the narrator takes Christopher's position

to describe the scene. .-Iowever, the sentence goes on to say that Owl came to say

hello to his friend Christopher Robin. Here it seems that the narrator is moving a little

bit away from Christopher and sits next to Owl, referring to Christopher as Owl's

friend.

In the next fragment, we see that Owl and Christopher both have their own

perspective: they refer to themselves as`I', and to the other as `you'. They also have

their own opinions, which are expressed by subjective language: statements such as

Pooh hasn't very much brains, and evaluations such as favourable or silly. Christopher's

and Owl's opinions may be exemplary for the way they look at the world. Christopher

has a curious, down-to-earth approach; from this perspective, the flood of rain is

exciting, but also scary. Owl has an almost scientific approach; from this distant

perspective, the rain is `unfavourable'. Christopher and Owl do not understand each

other's perspective very well, and therefore disagree on what their conversation is

about.

Readers of this text may tend to empathize with Christopher Robin, because the

narrator started the text with Christopher Robin's perspective, which primes him as

main character of the text. Another reason, less connected with the text than with the

readers' own perspectives, may be that readers appreciate Christopher's world view

more than Owl's world view. Even the factor that they may empathize more easily

with a human character than an animal character can direct the readers' empathy

choice. This in turn will influence the interpretation of the text: for instance, readers

who strongly empathize with Christopher Robin may feel suspense because they share

his worry about Pooh.
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The analysis of this short text shows that many different kinds of perspective can be

discerned in discourse, and that these perspectives may influence the production and

comprehension of discourse. T'his thesis can not describe and explain all these aspects

of discourse perspective exhaustively. Instead, it will concentrate on the way a narrator

presents the perspective of narrative characters, and the functions this perspective-

taking has. It is by way of introduction that this chapter will discuss the different

aspects of perspective in a general way, thus outlining the object and the research area

of this study.

1.1 Relevance of perspective in language

Perspective taking is a ubiquitous and flexible phenomenon in language. In spoken

language, perspective is an object of negotiation. Speaker and listener, who repeatedly

switch roles, must establish a mutual understanding of what the discourse is about

(Clark and Marshall 1981; Sperber and Wilson 1982; Rommetveit 1988). The speaker

must have some idea of what the listener knows and believes in order to make his

communication both understandable and relevant (Grice 1975). In order to

comprehend someone's discourse, the listener has to have some representation of

what the speaker knows and believes (Wilks and Bien 1983). Although this interaction

also takes place between writer and reader (Bruce 1981), the position of a reader is

less flexible than the listener's, since a reader cannot switch roles with the writer

instantly. A writer has to anticipate this: he will present his own perspective and at

the same time adjust his information to what he believes his reader knows and
believes. Yet, readers still may not understand or may misunderstand the point of

view of the writer, or they may understand it in their own way which is not shared by
other readers.

Producing and understanding perspectivized information is a precondition for social

interaction through language, as appears from empirical study of language acquisition.

1fie ability to take someone else's point of view and to see things the way they are

seen by this other person is developed gradually. According to Piaget, young children

are egocentric in the sense that they are not able to take the other person's point of

view (Piaget according to Ginsburg and Opper 1969). Another way of putting it is to
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say that they have not yet developed a theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith

1985), that is, the ability to ascribe propositional attitudes or, in De Gelder's (1987)

approach, intentional states to others (for an overview of the theory of mind, see Frye

and Moore 1991). T'he lack of a theory of mind manifests itself as the lack of a

linguistic frame of reference in the child's own language, e.g., inappropriate use of

pronomina and demonstrative adjectives, weak expression of causal relations, and

omission of important elements. Between the ages of 3 and 4, children normally

develop the perspective-taking ability.3 Egocentric characteristics will gradually

decrease, and language will become more communicative, which means that the child

becomes conscious of other people's perspectives and adapts his language to them

(Ginsberg and Opper 1969).' This development in the comprehension of others'

perspective is reflected in the development of language production, such as the

pragmatically correct use of factive and non-factive concepts as `to know' and `to

think', that express different presuppositions about the generalizability of other

people's thoughts (Moore and Furrow 1992). Also in learning a second language, the

acquisition of perspective taking is a difficult process which covers a wide range of

linguistic features (Huebner 1989).

Especially with respect to the comprehension of narrative discourse, the

development of the perspective-taking ability is crucial (among others, Bruce 1981,

Graumann and Sommer 1988). Narrative discourse can represent more than one

perspective at the same time at various levels, and readers may comprehend the

discourse from various perspectives. By perspective taking, the child comes to

understand not only the actions in narratives, but also what those involved in the

actions know, think, feel or do not know, think and feel (Bruner 1986, Astington

1990).

The overview of studies of perspective shows that perspective is a cognitively and

socially relevant category. It manifests itself in various areas of communication, of

which language is a very important one. In the next section, I will describe how

perspective is relevant in discourse in at least three respects.
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1.2 Three aspects of perspective in discourse

1.2.1 World view

People who communicate have some perspective from which the rest of the world (in

the discourse) is perceived and presented: their world view. For instance, people may

have an ideological or political orientation (conservative, Roman Catholic, etc.), or

a point of view in a specific discussion (`pro life' vs. `pro choice'). In an argumentative
discourse, a writer may represent his subjective world view or attitude directly and
openly, for instance as an opinion, such as in (2).

(2) Pooh hasn't very much brains.

The writer may also represent multiple perspectives by contrasting opinions, as in (3).

(3) In England, Winnie-the-Pooh is e~ctremely popular, but my sister thinks he's rather dull.

Not only in argumentative texts, but also in expository texts and in fictional narratives,
different characters may represent different world views (Uspensky 1973 according to
Fowler 1982), but they will often be stated less directly. In narratives, world views will
be presented indirectly, wrapped in the story. Nevertheless, the influence of world
view on discourse production is necessarily great. In the first place, and most
importantly, the writer's world view determines the content of the discourse: what is
said and what is left out. To give a simple example: Winnie-the-Pooh may tell that he
is stuck in the door, while leaving out the relevant information that he has eaten too
many pots of honey.

(4) "It all comes," said Pooh crossly, "of no[ having front doors big enough."
"It all comes," said Rabbi[ sternly, "of eating too much." (p. 39)

More generally, the information that does not fit in the preferred picture of the state
of affairs, or the ideological world view, is more likely to be omitted. Admittedly, the
influence of world view on the content of natural discourse is rather inaccessible: since
the discourse says what it says, it does not reveal what is not said. How content
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selection takes place can be investigated in experimental settings, where discourse is

produced by different subjects (with different world views) on the basis of a controlled

source of information (see for instance Renkema 1984). Another method is the

comparison of different discourses on the same item, as was conducted in a number

of sociolinguistic studíes of journalistic discourse (Geis 1987; Van Dijk 1988; Gruber

1989, 1993; K. Clark 1992; Simpson 1993).

From such studies it appears that world view not only influences the content of the

discourse, but also the way in which the content is verbalized: how it is said. In the

media, for instance, both the content and the form of language are colored by the

newspaper's (journalist's) ideological perspective, e.g. an anti-semitic perspective in

Austrian newspapers (Gruber 1993) and a sexist perspective in a British tabloid (K.

Clark 1992; see also Cameron and Frazer 1987). Clark reports a tabloid headline

quoted in (5).

(5) Girl 7 murdered while mum drank at pub.

By its content choice, (5) implicitly blames the mother of the victim, and by its passive

syntactic form distracts from the murderer. Ideologically colored discourse is

subjective, in the morally-disapproving sense of biased, where a matter-of-fact

formulation such as (Sa) would be more neutral.

(5) a. Unknown killer murders girl, 7.

But even journalistic discourse from quality newspapers will reveal, under close

scrutiny, subjective interpretations by the author (see, e.g., Witteveen 1992).

Newspapers can verbalize a world view that is shared by large groups in society. In

a pragmatic investigation of minority politics in Belgium, Blommaert and Verschueren

(1991) found that news reports, political policy papers and sociological reports share

a coherent world of beliefs and attitudes with respect to perceptions of the `other' and

`self, as well as the perception of `the problem' and proposed solutions for this

`problem'. This world of beliefs is revealed by the expressions that are used to

verbalize its specific perceptions, for instance by labelling minority members as

`migrants' [migranten] or `aliens' [vreemdelingen] instead of `guest workers'
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[gastarbeiders], a term that used to be common until recently (op. cit.: 507).

People's world view connected to their gender, race, history, and social context will

not only influence to some extent the discourse they produce, but also the way they

comprehend discourse. For instance, in recent years there has been a growing interest
in the influence of gender on language use. Women and men express themselves

differently and behave differently in verbal interaction (see among others R. Lakoff

1975, Tannen 1990, Bresnahan 1993). Male versus female world view may also be
influential in `naming': language is thought to reflect the male perspective in many

linguistic ways, such as the description of roles (for instance, the now frowned upon

use of man to refer to the human species, and the reference to spouses as man and
wife, the latter being a derived referential form). Some feminist theorists even take
a Whorfian view, in that the tenets of male chauvinism are encoded into language,
having excluded women from naming and definition (a `man made language', Spender
1980).

The influence of world view on the discourse form is expressed by many different

linguistic devices, from syntactic and lexical choices to the ways in which narration and
vision of persons are represented (among others, Fowler 1991). Because of the

diversity of these linguistic devices, and since the influence of world view on selection
of content is irretrievable for the greater part, it is very difficult to provide a complete
picture of the perspective from which a text was originated. It is necessary to
categorize and redefine the various linguistic perspectivization devices with respect to
their core functions. The starting point from such a redefinition is the root meaning
of the concept `perspective': vantage point.

1.2.2 Vantage point ~ , .

The term perspective originates fromperspicere (Latin), which means to look through.
The basic meaning of perspective is: the art of representing objects as they appear to
an observer seen from a particular vantage point. In its derived, more abstract
meaning, perspective refers to the way objects show themselves from a particular point
of view (De Vries et al. 1956). Perspective, then, has two connected and inseparable
aspects: vantage point, that is, the viewpoint from which something is represented, and
orientation, that is, the resulting specific representation of objects when a particular
viewpoint is taken. In every utterance (except for certain elliptic utterances), a
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speaker~writer has to choose a vantage point.
Vantage point can be pictured as a camera angle, from which the scene is

represented. A more abstract metaphor is provided by Langacker (1987), who

describes vantage point as the cross of the axes of a visual field or a comparable

coordinate system; orientation is the alignment of construed objects with respect to

these axes. The vantage point is often, but not necessarily established in the

consciousness of a subject in the text. But representing a vantage point (by both writer

and reader) necessarily presupposes the imagination of this vantage point, if only

virtually. Vantage point is thus the set of possible instantiations of a referential center:

an `I'. Generally, the vantage point of a piece of discourse describing an event,

activity, process, or state implies a referential center involving time, place, and person

(so-called point of view-deictics, see Doron 1990: 80). Explicit indicators of the

anchoring of an utterance are first and second person pronouns, verb tense, and

temporal and spatial deictic expressions: if an `I' is represented, whose verb tense is

present, and whose time and place are `now' and `here', these signals refer to the

current speaker. For instance, in (6), two current speakers are constituted by two

different referential centers.

(6) "Owl, isn't this fun? I'm on an island!," said his friend Christopher Robin.

In (6), the referential center is shifted between the quoted utterance and quoting

clause. In the quoted utterance, the referential center is instantiated by Christopher

Robin, who is the `I', whose tense is present, and whose location is on the island; in

the quoting clause, the referential center is constituted outside Christopher Robin in

the speaker of the sentence, as can be inferred from the past tense and the definite

reference by noun phrase to refer to Christopher Robin (instead of `I'). Thus, in the

quoting clause, the vantage point is not instantíated by an `I', but it can be inferred

from the description `his friend Christopher Robin'. T'his description indicates that the

vantage point is with Owl rather than with (his friend) Christopher Robin.

In general, if explicit indicators of vantage point are absent, it can be inferred from

clause-level lexical and syntactic choices (see, for instance, DeLancey 1982; BollCestein

and Risselada 1987; Wildgen 1988; Kuno 1987; Zribi-Hertz 1989). This means that

lexical and syntactic encoding implies perspectival encoding as well. Within clauses,
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vantage point may be instantiated by referential choices in the description of entities

and situations, which are realized in possessive, locative and temporal constructions

such as Marie's sister, the bookr on the table under the pile of papers, after the rain.

Different referential choices may lead to different formulations of the same message

(cf. Levelt 1989). This can be observed in example (7).

(~) Accompanied by his son, [he informant wen[ out to investigate.

The writer of (7) chooses to position the vantage point with the informant and not

with his son by (i) referring to the father with an independent description and to the

son with the dependent description his son, and (ii) by making the father the implicit

subject of the adjunct accompanied by. T'hus he expresses more `empathy' (Kuno 1987)

with the informant than with the son.

For many scenarios, languages allow alternative framings like to come versus to go,

to give versus to receive, to buy versus to sell, and so forth (Fillmore 1982). Whenever

such alternatives are available, the choice is dictated by the sentence's implied vantage

point, and has consequences for it. If the writer in example (7) above had chosen to

write came out instead of went out, the vantage point would have been outside the

house, as is shown in example (7a).

(~ a. Accompanied by his son, the informant came out to investigate.

When the participant from whose vantage point the scenario is to be described cannot

be assigned the semantic role of an actor or experiencer, the clause can be passivized

to promote the participant to grammatical subject position. Due to the markedness

of this construction, the `empathy' perspective in passive sentence lies firmly with the

grammatical subject. Example (8) illustrates this: the event is described from the

Rijkwacht's vantage point as a result of its passive form.

(8) On Saturday afternoon the Rijkswacht in Turnhout was called by a man who owns a bungalow
in the area.

The instantiations of the vantage point contribute to the figure~ground structure of
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the discourse representation (Reinhart 1984; see also Langacker 1987, 1993). If figure

is constituted by the vantage point in time, place, and the main event~character, other

elements-the ground-are relative to it. For instance, in (8), the vantage point is

positioned in `the Rijkswacht', relative to which the other characters are described.

Note that instantiation of the vantage point may be, but is not necessarily more in

focus, or more prominent, in the sense of important: for instance, in (8), the caller's

story is clearly more prominent than the Rijkswacht. Vantage point thus merely

expresses an aspect of a cognitive organization system. This in turn influences readers'

mental representations of the discourse. Franklin, Tversky and Coon (1992) show that

readers construct mental models of scenes from discourse describing spatial situations.

The vantage point influences the comprehension process by readers with respect to

the resolution of anaphoric reference and the choice of a referent as the main

character. For instance, reference to a character by his proper name increases the

prominence of this character, causing greater availability for anaphoric reference

(Sanford, Moar, and Garrod 1988) S Readers tend to take the perspective of the

thematic character of a discourse, unless this character is currently in a background-

event (Morrow 1985: 317).

The concept of vantage point describes a range of clause- and sentence level

manifestations of perspective. However, it is too narrow to cover all linguistic

realizations of perspective in discourse.

1.2.3 Subjective point of view

The speaker~writer is the basic subject in each discourse representation. By default,

writers represent their own perspective. However, they are not restricted to this

position. They also take the perspective of readers, and even of subjects in the

discourse, the characters. This means that the perspective of many persons other than

the writer may be presented in a discourse.

In written texts, the writer has a choice both in self reference and in reader address

between direct (personal) reader perspective and indirect (impersonal) reader

perspective. Especially in persuasive and instructive discourse genres, the writer may

choose a direct reader perspective, which is expressed by the use of I~we and you, and

he may encourage the reader to take this perspective by the use of imperatives

(Proeme 1984). By contrast, an indirect reader perspective, often chosen in expository
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genres, demands that passive and other impersonal constructions are used (see also
Jaspers 1989).

Perspective is most commonly discussed with respect to literary, fictional discourse.

In many modern fictional narratives, reader and~or writer are by default not explicitly

refened to. The reader is only rarely addressed directly as `you'. The writer as person

who exists independent from the discourse is not represented either in a fictional

narrative. Therefore, in literary theory, the first question with respect to perspective

is: who is narrating? The discourse's basic referential center determines what is `here',
`now' and `factual' in the discourse; this referential center is ascribed to a conscious

entity who narrates the discourse as a whole, the narrator.The role of the narrator is

a central one in perspective, since the narrator's position has important consequences

for the content and form of the discourse. There are various options for the viewpoint

he takes and the way persons and events are seen from this viewpoint.
The narrator may be present in the narrative text by explicitly referring to himself

as`I' (first person-narrator), or he may remain abstract (external narrator). If the
narrator is abstract, he sometimes has access to the consciousness of (one of) the
characters. Such access can be inferred from the report of a character's thoughts and

feelings, as in (9).

(9) Jan was afraid of the dentist.

T'he narrator may even be omniscient, dropping hints as to the narrative's ending. If
the narrator is a first-person narrator, he may play a role in the story, i.e. a dramatized
narrator, or remain backgrounded as undramatized narrator (Booth 1961: see also
Stanzel 1989). An undramatized first-person narrator may be omniscient, having
knowledge of the narrative's ending as well as of various characters' inner thoughts.
Such privileges are often more restricted for a dramatized first-person narrator who

is represented as a human subject with human (im)possibilities.

Apart from the external and first-person narrator, persons who appear in the text

may act as narrators. The characters in a narrative text, as well as`real' persons in

non-narrative text types, may be called upon to speak for themselves. In that case, a
new speaker is embedded in the discourse of the narrator, as in (10).
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(10) Jan said~though[, "I am afraid to go to the dentist."

Spooren (1989) and Spooren and Jaspers (199Q) d~escribe expressions such as Jan

said~thought in (9) in terms ofperspective indicating elements. In their approach, such

attributions, as well as explicit temporal and locativè predicates as In England in (3)

and On Saturday aftemoon in (7), do not necessarily establish the referential center

with Jan, or on Saturday afternoon, or in England, but they invite the reader to create

in their discourse representation a domain in which the predicated discourse fragment

should be represented.

Spooren and Jaspers' model points out a useful approach to describe the perspective

phenomena indicated above. However, in my view, their definition gives too wide an

interpretation to the concept perspective, since it includes many modifying elements

such as temporal, spatial and epistemic restrictions. Admittedly, some of these cases

can intuitively be interpreted as perspectives, such as in (3) above and in (11) below.

(11) On Saturday afternoon Winnie-the-Pooh was [he best book you ever read, and now it's dull.

In such cases, subjective points of view on reality are attributed to an implicit subject

of consciousness in the form of a public or individual opinion. This is not the case in

examples like (12) or (13).

(12) On Saturday afternoon it snowed.

(13) In England it is snowing.

It is important to make a distinction between such thematic restrictions such as

temporal and local predicates as in (12) and (13), and elements such as my sister

thinks that, which indicate the perspective of a subject in the discourse as in (3). By

reserving the term perspective for the latter category, perspective-taking is defined in

terms of the intuitively closely related concept of subjectivity. These subjective points

of view demarcate the aspect of perspective that is relevant to the present study. The

definition of perspective as subjective point of view provides a framework for many

perspective phenomena in terms of discourse context and discourse function. Points

of view can be attributed to subjects in the narrative discourse by various linguistic
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means, suCh as direct, indirect, and free indirect representation of speech and thought.
Very often, however, subjective points of view are presented much less explicitly, by
more subtle devices that establish implicit perspectives.

In an overview, the three aspects of perspective in discourse discussed in this section
are presented with some examples in table 1.

Table 1.
Three aspects of discourse perspective

Aspect Linguistic realizations

World view area of influence:

writer's and reader's choice of content

ideological, habitual choice of form

or personal point of

view

Examples

"It all comes," said Pooh crossly, "of

not having front doors big enough."

("It all comes," said Rabbit sternly,

"of eating too much.")

Girl 7 murdered while mum drank at
pub ~ Unknown killer murders girl, 7

Vantage point clause-level choices:

viewpoint of time, lexico-semantic

place and person, to choices

which other elements syntactic choices

are related

Subjective point of (re)presentation

view modes: represented

the subjects whose narration

discourse represented thought;

or thought is implicit perspectives
represented

Accompanied by his son, the
informant went out to investigate ~
came out [o investigate
The Rijkswach[ was called by a man
from the area ~ a man from the area
called the Rijkswach[

Jan said~thought, "I am afraid to go
to the dentist"
Jan was afraid to go to the dentist
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1.3 Perspective as subjective point of view

Perspective in the sense of subjective point of view is the perspective attributed to a

subject (person) in the discourse.b This can be introduced by various means, for

instance by explicit parentheticals such as my sister thinks that (x), as opposed to

impersonal, thematic predicates such as in England or on Saturday aftemoon. To ask

which perspective is taken, means to ask which subject is responsible for content

and~or form of an utterance or perception. This question is not a trivial one, because

these are qualitatively different responsibilities: a difference in attribution of

responsibility can lead to considerable differences in subjectivity between discourse

interpretations. Texts can even be misunderstood completely if one fails to appreciate

from which perspective statements are presented. This is a problem for the

interpretation of narrative texts and all other text types in which speakers attribute

utterances or thoughts to other persons.

An illustration is the study of the Jenninger-case. In 1988, the German politician

Jenninger had to resign because of a supposedly anti-semitic speech. Analysis of this

speech shows that Jenninger in fact sketches a sharp and disapproving picture of

Germany's ideology and policy during the Nazi regime (Ensink 1992: 152). That

Jenninger gave a`sketch' was precisely the problem of his speech: in order to

represent the Nazis' repulsive ideas, he used the textual form `erlebte Rede' (Ensink

1992: 71), i.e. the `free indirect mode', which can be easily misunderstood. While

Jenninger presented a reconstruction of the general ideas of the people in Nazi-

Germany at that time, listeners and readers of his speech thought he had verbalized

his own ideas, or shared the ideas of the Nazis.' A similar discussion was caused by

the Sister Souljah-case in the United States. In an interview, rap singer Sister Souljah

explained the riots in the black ghetto's of Los Angeles (Spring 1992) from the

feelings of the people in the ghetto's. In the media, her way of representing these

feelings was interpreted as representing her own ideas, thus explicitly calling for

violence. Among linguists discussions were held about Sister Souljah's statements

along the lines of the concept `free indirect discourse' (discussed on the Linguist List,

1992, vol.: 3-512, 3-519 and 3-530): were the challenged passages to be characterized

as cases of the free indirect discourse, and if so, how could it be explained that many

readers had the-from the linguistic standpoint naive and wrong-interpretation that
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Sister Souljah was fully responsible for these statements?8 A Dutch illustration of the

acute importance of a careful perspective interpretation is provided by the novel

Mystiek Lichaam [Mystic Body] by Frans Kellendonk (1986), in which one of the

characters presents anti-semitic statements. Critics held the narrator, and thus the

author Kellendonk, responsible for these statements, as if they represented his own

ideas.

An area where the study of perspective has a long tradition is literary research. The

notion of perspective is most commonly discussed with respect to fictional narratives.

Especially in fictional narrative discourse and its comprehension, perspective is

acknowledged as a crucial component. Fictional narratives often show complex

multiple perspective structures, in which not only the spoken discourse but also the

hidden consciousness of one or more narrative characters is represented. In recent
years, a number of literary theorists have emphasized the importance of a category

of vision ~part from voice or narration (Genette 1972~1980, Bal 1985~1990, Cohn 1978,

among-Jothers). The model of vision, or focalization, is based on the idea that the

source of narration and that of vision may be positioned with different persons in the

discourse. Exactly how vision and narration are related is not very clear. Furthermore,

perspective is not restricted to fictional narrative, but, as I have outlined above, a
general linguistic phenomenon.

The problem indicated here can be stated in linguistic terms: when is a sentence or
~ text part presented from a subjective point of view, and whose subjective point of view

is it? To answer these questions is the main goal of this thesis. ll will investigate the
linguistic realizations of perspective and subjectivity, as well ~as their effects on
readers. In order to do so, an analytical model has to be developed which aims at a
complete and useful representation of perspective in discourse. This analytical model

has to answer to two criteria that can be put to text analysis in general. In the ~rst

place, the analysis has to aim for a cognitively plausible text representation, which

means that the analysis ideally results in a representation of perspective which

corresponds to the way readers build a mental representation of the text. Secondly,

the analytical model should be based on línguistic markings in the text, which means

that the method of analysis must indicate explicitly which elements in the text signal

which perspective.

Yet another question is what functions perspective serves. One possibility is that
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perspective aims at making the story more lively and thus increases the text's

`inte~estingness' (Hidi and Baird 1986). Alternatively, perspective could be a means

to present information as documentation or evidence for what is stated, for ínstance,

by quoting an authority such as a police spokesman or an eye-witness in a news

report. The function of perspective may vary with discourse genre (fictional versus

non-fictional discourse), and different perspective types may have different functions.

Narrative discourse (fiction and non-fiction) is the natural area for a study of

perspective, because it can be considered as a prototypical, or `basic' text type, which

means that it may be used to perform various text functions such as instruction and

persuasion (Virtanen 1992), and also because the known descriptive models of

perspective are mostly based on the narrative genre.

1.4 Cognitive linguistic conceptions of perspective and subjectivity

If perspective is a cognitively relevant concept, we should be able to describe it in a

cognitive representation model. When we try to imagine how readers make a

representation of perspective as subjective point of view in text, two ideas come to

mind. In the first place, it is likely that readers represent the perspectives of different

subjects in different places, by attributing each meaning to the responsible subject.

When the perspective of a particular person is represented, the reader will create a

domain or space in which he places the perspectivized information. The reader can

thus shift from space to space in order to compare, connect, and disconnect the

information from different spaces. The other idea is that perspective is intuitively

close to subjectivity. Perspective and subjectivity are very often used to indicate similar

observations: when we find a piece of discourse particularly subjective, we can also

say that someone is describing things from a particular perspective. Some (parts of)

discourses are evidently more subjective than others. This raises the question of

whether these discourses are thus more perspectivized than others, and if so, how this

is represented in the discourse representation: for instance, is a strong perspective

represented by strong space boundaries? Although this line of thought may at first

seem unusual, these two different but related conceptions of perspective provide a

cognitive linguistic basis for the exploration of discourse perspective in its various
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phenomena.

In recent years, there has been a growing concentration on semantic relations that

govern the way representations may be extended or modified in the course of a

discourse, such as presupposition and ambiguity. Such discourse relations are opposed

to truth relations which indicate how a representation may be related to the `world'
(Guenthner 1989). A number of authors have presented more or less formal ways to
describe discourse relations using notions like mental spaces (Fauconnier 1985~1994),
partitioned representations (Dinsmore 1991), discourse domains (Seuren 1985),
perspective domains (Spooren 1989), or linguistic worlds ( Palacas 1993). In this thesis,
perspective is defined in terms of these semantic díscourse relations: perspective does

not in itself express the truth of the predicated information, but embeds it in the
discourse reality by ascribing it to the subject that is responsible for its meaning-yet,

this embedding may have consequences for the validity of the information in the

discourse reality; a similar proposal was recently presented in Palacas' (1993) theory
of attribution semantics. T'he embedding and attribution of information can be
described adequately in a mental space framework.

In mental space theory it is assumed that understanding a text involves the creation

of domains or mental spaces. The basic tenet df inental space theory is the claim that

sentences are partial instructions for building, connecting, and structuring domains in
discourse. Information in a díscourse is represented in domains or mental spaces,

"constructs distinct from linguistic structures but built up in any discourse according

to guidelines provided by the linguistic expressions" (Fauconnier 1985: 16), with

embedded subspaces entailing a restricted claim of the validity or factuality of the

embedded material (Fauconnier 1985; Dinsmore 1991). Indefinite noun phrases
typically set up new elements in a mental space, whereas definite noun phrases and
proper names typically refer to elements that are already present in a mental space.

. Linguistic expressions that establish a subspace or refer back to one are called space, --`builders. Expressions like Jan believes (...), If only (...) or Maybe (...) are instructions
to set up a new mental space. Such belief-predicates, conditionals, and epistemic
modifications specify the claim of validity of (a part of) the information stated to
certain restriction. This claim of validity is determined by the creation of a mental
space within the discourse representation. A mental space is always set up subordinate
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to a`parent space.' T'he outermost parent space is that of the speaker's reality and is

called the base space (B). With `speaker' I mean the (imaginary) conscious entity who

can refer to himself as `I', whose tense is present, and in whose reality the

propositions are by default factual. In case of narrative discourse, 4hé nanator's reality

is the base space.

This results in a representation as is shown in figure 1. In representing sp~ce

diagrams, I follow the conventions introduced in Fauconnier (1985~1994, chapter 1).

Lines with arrows represent connections between parent space (typically the speaker's

~ narrator's base space) and subspaces that are established by space builders. Lines

without arrows connect elements that are related through a pragmatic (identity)

function.

Figure 1.
Mental space representation of belief-space

(14) Jan believes that there is a bear in the kitchen

B believes M

B: Base space
M: Subspace corresponding to Jan's belief

Space builders mark the material in the embedded space as restricted to a particular

temporal, spatial, hypothetical, or counterfactual situation or to a particular

(subjective) belief or perspective. The most direct linguistic consequences of

partitioning concern the forms of referring expressions. One and the same entity can

have different, even contradictory descriptions in different domains (Fauconnier 1985,

chapter 2). This is possible because of what Dinsmore (1991: chapter 2) callsparochial
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reasoning, i.e., reasoning that does not automatically spread across the boundaries of

subspaces. For instance, example (14) can be followed by a denial of the embedded

information as in (14a).

(14) a. Jan believes there is a bear in the kitchen, but in reality it is Christopher Robin.

What holds for Jan does not necessarily spread to the base space, because it may or

may not be believed by the speaker~narrator.

Mechanisms like these have been set up to analyze some of the most acute
problems in semantic theory, such as metaphor, presupposition projection, and
ambiguity. For instance, (15) is ambiguous between a`de dicto' reading and a`de re'
reading because there are two ways to arrive at a discourse representation of the

sentence.

(15) Jan [old me that there is a bear in his kitchen.

In the first case the phrase a bear sets up an element in the mental space
corresponding to Jan's utterance, and this element has the property that it is in Jan's
kitchen (the `de dicto' reading). This reading can be made explicit by continuation of
(15) like and I know that this bear is Pooh (specification), or even but in reality it is not
a beaG it is Christopher Robin (denial). In the other case a bear~ets up ap elemettt in
the parent space córresponding fó the current speaker's reality, nd this element has
a counterpart in the embedded subspace (M) éorresponding to Jan's utterance (the
`de re' reading). This reading can be made explicit using a continuation like although
Jan called it Pooh (thus indicating that Jan originally said "Pooh is in the kitchen" and
that the current speaker knows that Pooh is a bear). Both readings are represented
in figure 2 below. The fact that in perspective, the claim of validity of (a part of) the
information stated is restricted to a particular subject's space (M) does not mean that
perspectivized information is presented as and perceived as untrue or invalid in the
narrator's reality (B). In the absence of contradictory information, readers will by
default transport the embedded information from M to B, i.e. they will infer that the
information is valid in the narrator's reality (percolation in terms of Spooren and
Jaspers 1990). In the (typical) case when the higher or parent space reflects the
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`speaker's reality', the subspace's accessibility may conespond with the speaker's

commitment to the truth of some belief or subordinate presupposition (Fauconnier

1994).

Figure 2.

Mental space representations of `de dicto' and `de re' reading9

(15) Jan told me that there is a bear in his kitchen.

(a) the de dicro reading

B told

(b) the de re reading

B told

B: Base space
M: Subspace corresponding to Jan's utterance

J: Jan

b: elemen[ set up by a óear

b': counterpart of b
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T'he spreading of ineaning is dependent on the accessibility of the embedded space.
The Access Principle (or ldentification Principle) states that in the representation

process, an expression which names or describes one entity can be used to access and

hence refer to an entity in another space if the space referred to is cognitively

accessible from the space which provides the language (Fauconnier and Sweetser, to

appear). This means that an entity can be identified or referred to by an entity in

another space only if the space referred to is available from the space from which the
responsible subject is speaking, and if there is a connection between the entity of
which the description is used and the entity which is referred to. For instance, if (15)
would be an utterance in a dialogue, someone could answer:

(15) a. Of course, I could have known tha[ Pooh would be hiding there.

In the representation of the dialogue (15)-(15a), Pooh can only be used to access and
thus be interpreted as referring to the referent of a bear if indeed there is a
connection between these two entities (Pooh is a bear) and if the speaker of (15a) is

aware of this connection.

Central concepts for describing these accessibility phenomena are the structural

notions of Viewpoint and Focus. At any given point in discourse representation, one
or (usually) several mental spaces have been set up and linked to each other. One of
those spaces is singled out as the Viewpoint'o, that is, the space from which, at that
point in the representation, other spaces can be accessed or created; the space in
which Viewpoint is located, provides the language. Another space (possibly the same
one) is in Focus; it is the space to which structure is being added, that is, where
`entering' propositions (established by linguistic expressions) are stored in the
representation. If Focus and Viewpoint are not one and the same space, the space in
Focus is accessed indirectly from the current Viewpoint space.

Using the concepts Access, Viewpoint, and Focus, perspective ambiguities as in (15)

can-be explained. In the representation process of (15), M is in Focus, while the
entities in M can be accessed (identified) directly from M or indirectly from B. Thus,
two possible positions of Viewpoint can be produced, which causes the ambiguity. In
the `de dicto' reading, the referential form a 5ear is introduced in Jan's subspace and
thus attributed to Jan; the entity a bear (b) has no identity relation to a counterpart
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in the current speaker~narrator's base space. Thus, Focus as well as Viewpoint are

located in M; Access to the referent of a bear (b) is provided directly from M. By

contrast, in the~`de rey,~reading, a bearwas introduced in the narrator's base space B,
,

since a bear is intëtpréted as the current speaker's words. Thus, while M is in Focus,

the Viewpoint is located in B, and thus Access is provided to a bear from the

counterpart (b') in the current speaker's base space B, i.e. the space which is the

source of the referring term (the space that `provides the language'). This means that

in the `de re' reading, the subspace M is accessible from the base space B.

The type of space builder used to set up the embedded space determines which

Access choices can be made in the representation process, and thus which positions

of Viewpoint are possible in the representation structure. For instance, compare (15)

to (15b).

(15) b. Jan said, "There is a bear in the kitchen."

In this case, the `.de re' reading is not possible: We cannot interpret this sentence as

stating that Jan originally said "Pooh is in the kitchen." This is shown by the fact that

a continuation of (15b) like although Jan called it Pooh is marked. The direct quote

indicates that a bearare definitely claimed to be Jan's words, which are contradictory

with the continuation that refers to this bear as Pooh. Thus, Access is unambiguously

given directly by the embedded space (M), which provides the language; this means

that the Viewpoint cannot be positioned in the base space.

Processing and representing a discourse consists in starting from a base, which

provides the initial Viewpoint, and then shifting Viewpoint and Focus, using the

appropriate space connectors. This shift is thus pictured as an abstract `motion' of the

discourse participants (speaker~writer and hearer~reader) through the network of

connected mental spaces (Fauconnier 1994; Fauconnier and Sweetser, to appear).

Although space-tracking by means of grammatical devices appears to be universal, the

indications provided are language-specific and evolve diachronically. Mental spaces

are set up not just by explicit space builders, but also by more indirect grammatical

means (such as shifts in tense or mood), and also by non-linguistic pragmatic, cultural

and contextual factors. Although this means that it is not always possible to provide

a complete algorithm yielding a mental space configuration on the basis of available
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discourse only (Fauconnier 1994), most of the space-building devices can be described
in terms of linguistic phenomena. Thus, the elements are provided for a detailed
account of perspectivizations in terms of the mental space framework.

Mental space theory offers a descriptive and explanatory model of discourse

perspective. Perspective, in the sense of subjective point of view, can and should be

represented as mental space configuration. Various types of perspectivization can be
explained by differences in accessibility of the perspectivized space. I will show that
referring expressions can also function as space builders, for instance when an already
introduced entity is referred to with an indefinite description that can only be
adequate if interpreted in the context of a particular subspace (for instance, the
perspective of a narrative character who is just becoming aware of the entity). By

describing perspective in mental space theory, perspective is placed in a framework
with other linguistic phenomena that express subjectivity, such as epistemic modifiers.

Epistemic modality is intuitively felt to be different from but closely related to
perspective. This can be explained by the fact that they share an important
characteristic, namely subjectivity.

1.5 Subjectivity and modality

To say that an utterance is factual does not mean that it is `true' in the world, but
rather that the speaker of this utterance presents it as representing an actual situation
in the discourse reality." By modification of factual utterances, the speaker may
foreground himself to some degree as opposed to unpredicated utterances, thus
creating subjectivity.

Factual utterances have two important characteristics: they refer to uniquely
identifiable individual elements, and they describe elements and situations that exist
in the discourse's reality.

(16) The bear is in Jan's kitchen

The bear, the kitchen and Jan exist in the discourse reality, and in this reality it is true
that the bear is in Jan's kitchen.u Furthermore, if the bear is also known as Mrs.
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Dolly, the bear can be replaced by Mrs. Dolly as in (16a), because they both refer to

the same unique individual.

(16) a. Mrs. Dolly is in Jan's kitchen

The subjectivity of statements can be indicated by two different linguistic means.

Firstly, in the previous section it was argued that predicates such as which verbs of

saying (tell, say, etcetera) and world creating predicates (think, believe) place

information in subspaces or subdomains and connect these embedded subspaces to

persons (subjects) in the discourse. Thus it is expressed that the claim for validity with

respect to something is restricted to somebody in some way: for instance, in (14) the

current speaker of a discourse reports that Jan believes that there was a bear in his

kitchen, which may, but does not necessarily mean that the current speaker shares

Jan's belief.

Information may be predicated as a subjective point of view in various ways and

along various intensional scales (Seuren 1985). Compare for instance (16) to (17a-c)

and (18a-c).

(1~ a. Jan knew that there was a bear in his kitchen

b. Jan thought that there was a bear in his kitchen

c. Jan hoped that there was a bear in his kitchen.

(18) a. Jan reported that there was a bear in his kitchen.
b. Jan said that there was a bear in his kitchen.

c. Jan promised that there was a bear in his kitchen.

It is clear that know is closer to the factive or `true' statement (16) than think, whereas

the latter is again closer to (16) than hope; likewise, report is closer to (16) than say

which again is closer to (16) than promise." The distance depends on whether the

predicating verb entails the validity of the predicated element (as in know and report)

or not (as in think and say); the predicate may even express non-factivity (as in hope

and promue) or anti-factivity (as in lie, be under the illusion that). The degree of

factivity of the perspective predicates, as well as the various means of representation

of speech and thought (such as the direct and indirect mode), have consequences for
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type and degree of perspectivization; this will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.
The other type of subjectivity is the speaker's expression of an attitude towards the

predicated information. Thus, rather than simply stating something, the speaker for
instance adds his wish for it, or his evaluation of its necessity; this can be done by
various linguistic means such as modality, I-embedding (I think that) and subjective
reflections (..., unfortunately, ... ). In epistemic modality, for instance, the speaker
modifies information by expressing in an epistemic predicate his commitment to the
validity or probability of his statement (Lyons 1977, Palmer 1986), as must in (19) and
may in (20).

(19) Jan must have locked the bear in his kitchen, because it is not in the living room.
(2A) Jan has gone out, so the bear may be in the kitchen eating cookies.

Like perspective space builders, epistemic modifiers are space builders that create a
space in which the utunodified information is represented. Yet, the meaning that is
represented by epistemic modifiers is quite different from perspective devices. While
perspective is about the attribution of elements in the discourse representation,

( epistemic modality is about the current speaker's commitment to the validity of
informatíon based on what he knows. T'his difference between perspective and
epistemic modality has consequences for the ways in which they create subjectivity.
In the case of perspective, the embedded space is subjective by default, because, in
the conception of perspective outlined above, subjective primarily means bound to a
subject in tlie discourse representation. Epistemic modifiers also express subjectivity, but
not because they are bound to a subject other than the current speaker: the

, epistemically modified space is bound to the same subject as its parent space, i.e., the
current speaker. However, in comparison to unmodified, factual utterances, epistemic
modifiers create subjectivity because they indicate that the speaker foregrounds his
estimation of the relative certainty of his statement (subjectification in terms of
Langacker 1990).'" Subjectification may be strong or less strong, depending on the
relative foregroundedness of the speaker with respect to the embedded space.

This relative degree of subjectivity plays a role in both perspective and epistemic
modality and is expressed by the type of space builder. The variation of degree of
subjectivity in both phenomena can be clarified by describing them in terms of inental
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space representations. In this thesis I will investigate how subjectivity is linguistically

realized in perspective and epistemic modality, how degree of subjectivity is reflected

by the accessibility of the embedded space.

1.6 Overview of this thesis

The aim of this study is to describe the forms and functions of perspective as

subjective point of view, and explore its relation to and differences from another type

of subjectivity in discourse, namely speaker-foregrounding.

Perspective in the sense of subjective point of view is a linguistic phenomenon that

is not restricted to fictional, literary texts. Therefore, in chapter 2 it will be

investigated whether the descriptive apparatus from literary theory is adequate to

describe perspective. I will propose a broad definition of perspective as subjective

point of view-that is, not only for fictional narrative. This definition will be grounded

in a cognitive linguistic theory, and result in a mental space model of perspective and

subjectivity. This model can account for variation in degree of perspectivization as

realized by various representation modes of speech and thought. Based on this model,

a method of analysis is developed that describes variation of discourse perspective in

narrative text by investigating the linguistic phenomena which represent various kinds

of perspective.

In chapter 3, the method of analysis is demonstrated by analyzing biblical narrative

texts. A comparative corpus analysis of biblical narratives and news reports explores

the different ways in which perspective devices are used in various narrative genres,

and what functions they fulfil. Chapter 4 deals with the functions of various forms of

perspectivization. The hypothesis that perspective fulfils different functions in different

narrative text genres is tested in an experimental study of effects of perspective types

in news reports on readers' affective judgments.

In chapter 5, perspective as subjective point of view is related to other linguistic

phenomena that create subjectivity, namely speaker-foregrounding, especially by

epistemic modification. First, it is investigated how subjectivity is expressed in deontic

and epistemic modality, and how this can be described and explained in the same

cognitive linguistic framework of inental spaces. A categorization is then proposed of
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Dutch epistemic modifiers in terms of two dimensions, variation of strength and
subjectivity. This categorization is supported by an experimental study.

Chapter 6 summarizes the results and formulates some general conclusions.

Parts of this thesis are the result of collaborative work, which is also available in
various publications. Parts of chapter 2 appear in Sanders and Redeker (1993a, to
appear); other parts of that chapter and of chapter 3 appear in Sanders and Van
Wolde (1993). Chapter 4 has been adapted from Sanders and Redeker (1993b); and
chapter 5 is currently under review for publication (Sanders and Spooren 1993).

Notes to chapter 1
1. In my view there are no principled differences between spoken and written discourse with respect to
the phenomena addressed in this chapter. Therefore, when I use writer, this stands for speaker or writer,
readerstands for readeror listener, and discourse stands for written or spoken discourse. Since this thesis is
mainly concerned with wri[ten discourse, the written variants are used here.

2. With respect to the phenomena addressed here, there are generally no principled differences between
male and female writers and readers. Although it would be more `politically correct' to use s~he and his~her,
or even she and her only, to refer to writer, reader, narraror, and character, I will use [he old-fashioned
generic he and his, because I find that easier and suspect that readers will agree. Please read for he: she or
he, and for his: her or his.

3. It is not quite c(ear how the perspective-taking ability is acquired. Spatial and conceptual perspective-
taking can only be learned by face to face-communication-yet, successful communication in itself
presupposes the ability to take the other person's perspective (Graumann 1989; see also Bruner 1975).
Loveland (1984) states that the understanding of spatial perspective is a cognitive precondition for the
understanding of the more abstract, or conceptual perspective of other speakers (see also Rober[s and
Pa[terson 1983). Such a[heory explains why bliad children oftea have difficulty in using deictic expressions,
and first and second pronouns (Mills 1988).

4. In cases of cognitive underdevelopment, such as in Down's syndrome, language will often maintain
egocentric characterístics (Rondal 1988), which negatively affects the social interac[ions, among which the
language, of the person involved. In case of disturbed cognitive abilities, such as in au[ism, perspective taking
is difficult or even impossible. Autistic people have difficulty in developing a theory of mind, which means
that they cannot distinguish between their own knowledge and o[her peoples' knowledge, and thus lack the
ability [o assess others' need for information (Baron-Cohen et al. 1985).

5. Anderson, Garrod, and Sanford (1983), Morrow (1985), and others have pointed out that not only the
distance between pronoun and antecedent is important in anaphoric reference: other factors such as episode
shifts and the different prominence of characters are at least as influen[ial in determining the antecedent.

6. From this poin[ onwazds, when the term perspective is used, the meaning subjective point of view is
intended.
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7. According to Ensink's (1992) analysis of the reactions in the media, the most challenged passages of
Jenninger's speech were the following. The pazts in `erlebte Rede' (free indirect discourse) are in italics.

Ftir das Schidcsal der deutschen und der europaischen Juden noch verhángnisvoller als die Untaten und Verbrechen
Hitlers waren vielleicht seine Erfolge. Die Jahre von 1933 bis 1938 sind selbst aus der distanzierten Riickschau und
in Kennis des Folgenden noch heute ein Faszinosum insofem, als es in der Gc~chichte kaum eine Parallele zu dem
politischen Triumphzug Hitlers w~hrend jener ersten Jahre gibt. (...)

Das heiBt, Hitlers Erfolge diskreditierten nachtr~chlich vor allem das parlamentarisch verfaBte, freiheitliche System,
die Demokratie von Weimar selbu. Da stellte sich fur sehr viele Deutsche nicht einmal mehr die Frage, welches
System vorzuziehen sei. Man geno8 vielleicht in einzelnen Lebensbereichen weniger individuelle Freí~eiten: aber es
ging einem persónlich doch viel besser als zuvor, und das ReicA war doch unbezweijelbar wieder groJt, ja grrijfer und
mSchtiger a!sjc zuHOr. Hanen nicht eben erst die Fiihrer Grof3óritannicns, Fmnkreichs und Italiens Hitler in Mïo~chen
ihrc Aufwa~rung gemacht und ihm zu einem weiteren dieser nicht f-urmógtid~ grhaltenen Etfolge verholjen?

Und was die luden anging: hatten sie sich nicht in der Vogangrnheit doch eine Rofle angrmafft, die ihnen nicht
zukam? MuQten sie nicht endlich einma! Einschrrinkungen im Kauj nemen7 Natten sie es nicht sogar vartient, in ihre
Schtnnken gewiesen zu werden? Und vor allem: entspmcti die Propaganda-abgesehen von wilden, nicht ernst zu
neAmenden Uberteibungen--nicht doch in wesentlicben Punkten eigenen Mutma)3ungen und Uberuugungrn?

Und wenn es gar zu schlimm wurde, wie im November 1938, so konnte man sich mit den Worten eines
Zeitgenossen ja immer noch sagen: "Was geht uns das an! Seht weg, wen es euch grauu. Es ist nicht unser Schidcsal!"
(Rauschning).

(FinnkfutterA!lgtmeine, Novembcr 1988)

(EngGsh translation)
Perhaps even more disastrous for the fate of the German and European Jews than Hitler's outrages and crimes

were his successes. Even in distant retrosped and knowing what followed, the years 1933 through 1938 aze still a
`fascinosum' in that there is hardly any pazallel in history to the chain of Hitler's triumphs during those first years. (...)

That means that Hitler's successes discredited pou-hoc mainly the parliamentary-constitutional, ltberal system, the
Weimar demornary itself. And for many Germans the question of which system to prefer didn't even arise atry more.
Petbaps therc were jewer individua! libetties in some areas:bur still, personally, one was doing beaerd~an bejore, and,
ajter al(, the Reich was fdochJ undeniably big again, yrs, even bigger and more poweiju! tAan ever. Hadn't the leaders
oj Great Britain, Frvmce and Italy just rccenr(y paid theirrespects to Hitler in Munich and Aelped him achieve another
ojthose successes that hadn7 even been deemed possible?

And asjorthe lews: hadn't rhey in tAe past fdoch J been assuming a role that didn't fxhoove them? Didn't they finally
harr to acceptsome limitaéons?Didn't they perltaps even deserve to be put in tl~eirproperp(ace? And above al1: Didn't
rhe propaganda--crceptjor wild exaggerruions that could na be taken seriously-- fdochJ corrrspond in crucia!points
to one's own suppositions and convictions?

And when it realiy got too temble, as in November 1938, one could still say to oneself in the words of a
contemporary. "What's it to us? Look the other way if you are horritied! It is not our fate!" (Rauschning).

I would like to thank Gisela Redeker for the English translation of this text.

8. According to the Linguist List discussion (Linguist List 1992, voL 3-512, 219, 530), Sister Souljah's quote
that caused the stir, i.e. "If black people kill black people every day, why not have o week and kil! white
people?" was first published in the original in[erview article published in the Washington Post on June 13,
1992. The passage presented below is a fragment of a"partial transcript" of the original interview session,
which was published in the Washington Post on June 16, 1992, because Sister Souljah claimed that the Post
quoted her out of context in that article (source: Linguist List, 1992, Vol. 3-512). The parts of which the
status was discussed (free indirect discourse or not) are in italics.

(Question) But even the people themselves who were perpetrating that violence, did they think it was wise? Was
that wise, reasoned action?

(Answer) Yeah, it was wise. I mean, ij black people kil! black people every day, why not have a week and kil! white
people? You understand what I'm saying? In other words, white people, this government, and that mayor were well
aware of the fact that black people were dying every day in Los Angeles under gang violence. So if you're a gang
member and you would normally be killing somebody, why not kill a white person? Do you think that somebody thinks
that white people are better, or above or beyond dying, when they would kill Ihere own kind?

(Question) 1'm just asking what's the wisdom in it? What's the sense in it?
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(Answer) It's rebellion, it's revenge. (...)
(Question) And the individuals don't matter?
(Answer) What individuals? If you !u'lled my mother, that mattered to me. That's why I lálled yours. How could the

individuals not matter? You mean the WHITE individuals, do they matter? Not if the black ones don't. Absolutely
not. Why would they? Ij my child dies, your child dies. Ijmy house bums down, your house burns down. An eye jor an
eye, a tooth for a tooth. That's what they believe. And I see why.

(Washington Post, lune 16, 1992, p. A7)

9. In the mental space diagrams, a prime or modification indicates tha[ an element (P') or (PM) is [he
counterpart in the narrator's reality of the elemen[ (P) in the embedded subspace. No[e that this is contrary
to Fauconnier's convention, who gives prime to the elemen[ in the embedded space. In the case of speech
and thought representation, however, i[ seems more na[ural to consider (by default) the counterpart in the
narrator's reality as derived from or modified with respect to the `bare' element in the embedded space.
Thus, the embedded element is not primed, whereas the coun[erpart in base space gets a prime.

10. Viewpoint in mental space theory is a technical term, not to be identified with vantagepoint or subjective
point oJ view as described above.

11. Of course, many things that are presented in discourse as factual are in fact very untrue in the existing
world outside the discourse, by simply stating false facts ("Germany is larger than India") or even by the
selection of contenL This problem falls beyond the scope of the present s[udy which is concerned with
linguistically marking of subjectivity.

12. Likewise, in a varian[ with past tense ("The bear was in Jan's kitchen") it is true that at the time
referred to by the simple past tense of the utterance in question, the bear was in Jan's kitchen (cf. Seuren
1985: 242). Note, however, that ín fictional narratives the moment of utterance is non-exis[ent, or, in
Caenepeel's (1993) terms `bracketed'; see also chapter 2.

13. In Kart[unen's (1973) truth-conditional theory of presupposition (cf. overview by Levinson 1983), the
verbs think and say are considered as world creating verbs that function as plugs, [hat is, they preven[ the
entaihnent of the truth of presupposed statemen[s, as opposed to factive verbs such as regret (which
predicates are called holes in Karttunen's theory). Compare the following eacamples:

(1) Jan regretted that the bear in his kitchen had ruined his couch
(2) Jan thought that the bear in his kitchen had ruined his couch

Whereas the truth of (1) wi[h regretted entails [he [ruth of the presupposi[ion "there is a bear in Jan's
kitchen," the truth of (2) wi[h lhought prevents the en[ailment of the presupposition's truth.

14. According to Langacker's cognitive grammar (1987, 1990), Ihe speaker~hearer construes the speech
event with a certain degree of objectivity or subjectivity. The contrast between subjective and objective
construal reflects the inherent asymmetry between a perceiving individual and the entity perceived. A parallel
is thus drawn between a percep[ual relationship on [he one hand, and the construal relationship for a
linguistic predica[ion on the other hand. In Langacker's metaphor, an optimal viewing arrangement is the case
when the observing Self S is fully distinct from the observed other O; in other words, S construes only the
observed other O, and dces not construe himself along with it as in S construing O. 1n this default case, S
is maximally off-stage, focusing attention solely on O; this means that O is construed as maximally objective.
When S construes par[ of himself along with O, S makes himself part of the objectified objec[. Thus, O is
no longer construed fully objectively, and the S~O asymmetry is eroded: while S is objectified, O is
subjectified. This phenomenon is called subjectification and is found in many instantiations of
grammaticalization (for instance in decrease of transitivity, see Verhagen 1992, Hopper and Thompson 1980).



2 Perspective and the representation of speech and thought

2.1 Introduction

Perspective in discourse is a subjective point of view in the discourse. Perspectivi-

zed information is represented from the point of view of a person in the discour-

se.1 In this chapter, the concept perspective and its various phenomena will be

described. The goal is to determine, on the basis of linguistic characteristics, whose

perspective is represented where in the narrative discourse. This question involves

several other questions. Who is responsible for a particular passage, the narrator or

a narrative character? If the narrator is responsible, to what degree is the charac-

ter's influence perceived as well? And if the character is responsible, can the
narrator still be perceived in his words? These questions seem rather vague, but in

narrative discourse, linguistic markers can be found, on the basis of which various

perspective forms and their degree of subjectivity can be distinguished. Such

perspective analysis enables a comparison of various types and degrees of perspec-

tive in individual texts as well as in various text genres.

The notion of perspective is most commonly discussed with respect to fictional

narratives. I will take as the point of departure the concept of focalization, develo-

ped in modern narratology. Especially internal focalization by characters in the

narrative discourse is an intuitively plausible concept of perspective as the embed-

ding of a person's vision in the narrator's discourse reality. However, I will argue that

this concept needs to be extended and refined in order to describe various strong

and subtle perspective phenomena. This can be done by representing the narrator's

reality and the character's perspective as mental spaces. Variations in the type and

degree of perspective can then be described by examining the boundaries between,

and fusion of, the narrator's and the character's spaces.

This perspective model will be generalized by applying it to the description of

perspective phenomena in other text genres than modern fictional narrative. In

fictional narratives, perspective mainly serves a dramatizing function, by encoura-

ging the reader to imagine the events and to identify with the characters in the

story. However, various perspective phenomena can be found in other text types as

well, such as non-fictional narratives (e.g., news reports), and their functions are

not restricted to dramatization.
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2.1.1 Focalization

~~he concept of focalization was introduced by Genette (1972~1980) to distinguish
the experiencing subject whose vision is presented from the narrating agent whose
voice verbalizes the story. Three types of narratives (or codes) are thus defíned by
Genette:

1. `non focalized' narratives, where the narrator knows more than the charac-
' ter(s); thus, vision is not restricted to vision of field of one or several characters;

2. `internal focalization', or narrative with a restricted field of vision, where the
narrator says only what a given character experiences and believes;

3. `external focalization', or vision from without, with more severe restriction,
where the narrator only tells what happens to a given character without presenting
that character's thoughts.

This model offers few possibilities to distinguish perspective shifts at embedded
levels of the text. According to Genette, focalization is a phenomenon that may
characterize a narrative text or large parts thereof as a whole as internal or
external, but that may also be absent ( non-focalization). Genette acknowledges
that "the commitment as to focalization is not necessarily steady over the whole
length of a narrative" (Genette 1980: 191). Texts with infractions of the perspective
code are described as containing "variable focalization" (op. cit.: 194). Variable
focalization is illustrated in Genette's analysis of Flaubert's Madame Bovary. The
`focal characters' in this novel are first Charles, then Emma, and finally again
Charles (op. cit.: 189). Thus, Genette's model of focalization distinguishes only two
shifts of focalization in the entire novel. However, in many narrative texts, perspec-
tive shifts are frequent, and they are not restricted to the surface level (where the
units are parts of the novel).

Bal (1985~1990) has refined Genette's typology in several important respects, two
of which are of particular interest to the present investigation. Bal argues that
`nonfocalized' stories simply do not exist: since strictly objective narration is
impossible, the narrator is always a focalizer-in terms of Bal's terminology, an
external focalizer (not to be confused with Genette's quite different use of this
term). Note that Bal uses focalization in the sense of subjective vision, where `sub-
jective' means both colored (cf. world view in chapter 1) and bound to a subject (cf.
subjective point of view in chapter 1). The other important extension of Genette's
theory is Bal's distinction between subject and object of focalization. The subject of
focalization is the `focalizer', which is either the narrator or a character in the
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story. The object of focalization is what is perceived by the focalizer, that is, the

history and the characters in it (op. cit.: 118-120). The narrator, who is external

focalizer, may permit embedded focalization by assigning a character in the story as

focalizer (this is what Genette calls `internal focalization'). Following Genette, Bal

emphasizes the importance of the distinction between the narrating boice' and the

experiencing `vision' as two different functions, and argues to reserve the term

`focalization' for the case of bision'? As op,posed to Genette's model, Bal's model

does offer the possibility to describe focalization shifts at a deep level (where the

units are sentences or clauses), as will be discussed in the following section.

2.1.2 Vision versus narration
The distinction by both Genette and Bal between the agent who sees and the

agent who verbalizes has the advantage that `narration' and `vision' can be

described as two different acts, that sometimes must be attributed to different per-

sons. However, this distinction implies a problem: the nature of (narrative) text is

such that in order to represent vision, one needs narration. In order to represent

perception and thought you need a voice-how else can perception and thought be

verbalized? 1fie act of narrating and the act of vision (focalizing) coincide in the

person of the narrator (see also Van Rees 1985: 449). The voice of the narrator is

always present, and narrative, therefore, is always subjective, whether it presents a

character's vision or that of the narrator. In fact, most literary scholars agree that

no narrative can be told without a narrating agent-the so-called `implied author'

(Booth 1961~1983; Chatman 1978; also Bronzwaer 1979, Bruce 1981)-whose

subjectivity implicitly or explicitly colors the narrative.

How, then, can we determine the extent of focalization in the narrator's voice,

when all we have available is the narrator's inescapably subjective representation?

As was discussed in chapter 1, the narrator's subjective world view colors both the

content choices and the form of discourse, and most of this coloring influence is

irretrievable. Focalization by the external narrator~focalizer is thus like a perma-

nent filter that is placed between the stream of information and the reader. Only

in cases where the narrator foregrounds himself by linguistically marked expressi-

ons, such as evaluations, as in (1) or epistemic modifications, the narrator's

subjectivity is visible.

(1) Pooh, unfortunately, hasn't very much brains.
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Explicit evaluations such as `..., unfortunately, ...' foreground the speaker's subjecti-
vity in the similar way as parentheticals such as `..., 1 think'. Such I-embeddings will

be further explored in chapter 5.' If such linguistic markers are absent, the
narrator's subjectivity is in fact invisible. For instance, a sentence like (la) is not
necessarily a more subjective description of a state of affairs than (2).

(1) a. Pooh hasn't very much brains.

(2) I[ is raining very hard.

With intemal focalization this problem does not arise, since the narrator can
present a character's vision in the character's voice, thus separating his own voice
from the character's vision and voice. I propose, therefore, to narrow the concepti-
on of perspective to embedded voice or vision, thus shunning the question of the
narrator's subjectivity for this moment.'

As explicit signals of internal focalization shifts, Bal mentions verbs of perception
(sometimes called focalizing verbs), such as to see and to hear, as in "I ~ Els saw
that Marie followed the demonstration" ([Ik~Els zag dat Marie meeliep in de
demonstratie] Bal 1990: 124, 127) and "Aeneas saw how Diomedes killed eight of
his compatriots" ([Aeneas zag hoe Diomedes acht van zijn landgenoten doodde];
example of embedded focalization in De Jong 1989: 210). In this way focalizing
verbs syntactically embed information that is to be attributed to a character
(`awareness attribution', Longacre 1983: 133). Many verbs that express mental
processes (perception, cognition) such as to believe, to think en to dream can mark
focalization (He thought that ...).

However, embedding of focalization is not always indicated by a syntactic
embedding. Sometimes focalization is established semantically and~or pragmatically.
For simple independent main clauses, Caenepeel (1989) describes that specifically
sentences with stative aspect establish focalization, as in the second sentence of
(3).

(3) He stepped outside. I[ was a lovely day.

In such sentences, the progression of narrative time is halted for consideration of a
state of affairs; this implies (the presence of) a subject of consciousness. A
focalizing verb in the previous sentence can enforce the subjective character of the
sentence with stative aspect, as is shown in (3a).
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(3) a. He looked outside. It was a lovely day.

The question rises whether the mere presence of a focalizing verb also implies

embedding of internal focalization. This assumption seems to appear from Bal

(1990: 124), De Jong (1989: 210) and Luxemburg, Bal and Weststeijn (1983).
This problem is illustrated by sentences like (4).

(4) Marie dreamed of her boyfriend.

In (4), it is clear that Marie's vision is presented; however, it is hard to tell which

part of the sentence represents the embedded focalization, since there is no explicit

grammatical embedding.

A similar problem arises in sentences such as (5), which is an example of embed-

ding of focalization provided by Luxemburg et al. (op. cit.: 179)5

(5) I saw Ihat he noticed [ha[ his girlfriend was aware of the fact that he had something strange

on his cheek.

In constructions such as in (5), there is physical vision indeed (act of looking),

indicated by saw that, notices that and was aware of the fact that. The verbs

establish a syntactic embedding, not a semantic~pragmatic embedding such as in

(3) and (3a). The I-narrator in (5) reports his own perception of other persons'

perceptive acts, and he does not hand over vision exclusively to the other charac-

ters (for a similar analysis of this example, see Van Buuren 1979). Thus, the

subjective vision that is attributed to the embedded focalizing agents he and she is

not these agents' unique responsibility, as was the case in (3): in (5), the vision is

automatically shared by the narrator since the acts of vision are reported with

factive verbs. As a consequence, the sentence becomes unacceptable if the

reported perceptions are denied, such as in (Sa).

(5) a. ? I saw that he noticed that his girlCriend was aware of the fact that he had something strange

on his cheek, but that was not true b

When the factive verbs in (5) are replaced by non-factives, as in (Sb), the subjecti-

ve vision is no longer automatically shared by narrator and characters, and thus

immediate denial is possible.
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(5) b. I thought that he believed that his girlfriend suspected that he had something strange on his

cheek, but that was not true.

Constructions such as in (4) and (5) can be described in terms of perspective, but

should be distinguished from phenomena that express perspective in a stronger

way. Sentence (3) is a case of what is called free indirect discourse; here the

separation of narration and vision is particularly clear, especially since it concerns

the free indirect representation of a character's thoughts (represented consciousness;

among others, Cohn 1978, Fludernik 1993). In case of (5), the perspectivized parts

could be transformed into free indirect thoughts by removing the embedding verbs
altogether and formulating the second and third sentence with static aspect, as is

exemplified in (Sc).

(5) c. I saw him looking a[ his girlfriend. Why was his girlfriend watching him so strangely? Gee,

he certainly had a strange thing on his cheek!

Note that these thoughts are to be interpreted as thoughts of the I-narrator. Due

to pragmatic considerations, they cannot be interpreted as thoughts of the persons

referred to by him and his girlfriend: it is unnatural for an I-narrator to quote other

persons' thoughts.
The focalization model does not make a clear distinction between the strong

perspectivization by free indirect discourse and weaker types of perspectivization.
A model that does make this distinction is Wiebe's (1990) algorithm for identifying

`subjective sentences' in fictional narratives. Wiebe defines subjective sentences as

"those that present the consciousness of an experiencing character within the
story" (op. cit.: 401), distinguishing between represented thought (cf. free indirect

thought, see examples (3) and (3a)) and private state reports (cf. example (4) and

(5); I will come back to this difference in subsection 2.3.5). Furthermore, the
algorithm makes explicit by which linguistic features perspective is expressed. It
consists of rules for the interpretation of individual sentences in order to determine

whether a sentence has a character's point of view and if so, which character's

point of view. The model analyzes linguistic markings within the sentence, such as
subjective elements ("linguistic elements that actually indicate that a sentence is
subjective in the context of use", op. cit.: 404) and narrative parentheticals (for

instance, he thought), and also identifies 'subjective characters' (i.e., characters

whose consciousness is represented) by examining the previous context.
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In recent years, several other studies have presented detailed accounts of various
linguistic categories of represented perspective in literary, fictional discourse
(among others, McHale 1978; Banfield 1982; Rimmon-Kenan 1983; Fludernik
1993; Herman 1993). Like Wiebe's model, these studies concentrate and are based
on a conception of perspective from the literary tradition: a sentence is subjective
if it takes a character's point of view, i.e., if it presents the consciousness of an

experiencing character. To me, it does not seem desirable to restrict perspective in

the sense of subjective viewpoint to the linguistic form of private state reports and
represented consciousness (free indirect thought). First of all, indirect representati-
on of thoughts and perceptions as in (5) can also be characterized as subjective
point of view, albeit a weaker type. Secondly, direct representation of thought,
which combines the character's vision and narration, is functionally very close to

free indirect thought. Thirdly, free indirect representation of consciousness
(thought) is closely related to and often even indistinguishable from free indirect
speech.

I will therefore propose a broader conception of perspective, based on a cogniti-
ve linguistic model of discourse comprehension. By taking readers' comprehension

of narrative texts as a basis, representation of characters' consciousness and
representation of their speech are comparable phenomena that can both be

described as perspective in terms of ascribing the claim of va]idity to persons in the
narrative text. Compare (5) to (Sd).

(5) d. I heard that he said that his girlfriend had told him he had something strange on his cheek.

In both cases, a character is fully or at least partly responsible for the represented
information in the embedded space. In this sense, there is no principal difference

between the representation of consciousness (5) or speech (Sd). The perspective in
(Sd) is even stronger than in (5) that had saw, noticed and was aware, because now

the factive verbs are replaced by non-factive verbs that appoint more responsibility
for the perspectivized information to the embedded speaker.'

The broader concept of embedded perspective includes all direct, indirect, and
free indirect representations of a character's speech and thought. In fact, I will

even introduce a more subtle type of perspectivization, where a character's vision
is not explicitly presented, but implied by the narrator's choice of referential
descriptions.
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2.2 Perspective as a mental space phenomenon

A cognitive linguistic model designed to account for embeddings and restrictions of
validity in language is mental space theory. This theory is based on the assumption
that discourse is mentally represented as a configuration of spaces or domains
which contain information that is bound to persons, places, time and~or truth
conditions (Fauconnier 1985 and 1990, Dinsmore 1991). In the case of perspective,
a mental space is built that is bound to a subject, that is, a person in the discourse.
The perspectivized information may be this person's purported utterance, thought,
dream, opinion, perception etcetera. Given these considerations, I define perspecti-
ve as follows:

Perspective is the introduction of a subjective point of view that ascribes the
claim of validity of the presented information to a particular subject (person)
in the discourse. A discourse segment is perspectivized if its relevant context of
interpretation is a person-bound, embedded space within the narrator's reality.

The material within a perspective space is interpreted as valid or factual to the
person to whom the space is bound, while only possibly valid outside this space. In
this definition of perspective, the narrator's reality is whatever is presented as real
in the discourse world, regardless of its truth or validity outside of the discourse.
By consequence, subjectivity is only considered with respect to the discourse world,
and the subjective point of view the definition refers to is always bound to a
subject other than the narrator.8 This experiencing subject (henceforth: character)
can be any narrative character other than the narrator in the here-and-now, thus
including the distanced first-person narrator in the past, in dreams, and so forth.
Note that the narrator may express his own subjectivity by linguistically foregroun-
ding his commitment, as in epistemic modality. This will be further explored in
chapter 5.

The realization of an embedded perspective usually (though, as I shall argue
below, not necessarily) involves the representation of a character's spoken and
mental discourse in direct, indirect, or free indirect form. The examples in (6) below
illustrate various kinds of perspective, that is, ways of introducing subjective points
of view into the discourse.'
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(6) a. According to a spokesman the man was "clearly on the run from the police."
b. They had heard shots as well, but knew nothing else, they said.
c. He heard something and turned around. There were the [hree Englishmen again. Now,

could they really be tourists? No, no way! They looked jus[ too shabby.
d. The police los[ track of the car with the kidnapped girl. A little later in the woods, a

policeman saw a man who had a girl with him. The kidnapper had released her in a nearby

street.

All four of these examples contain material presenting the perspective of one of

the characters in the discourse, but the type and degree of perspectivization vary.

Between the cases, there are differences in the distribution of narrator's and
character's responsibility of the wording and content of the character's point of
view. In the direct representation mode (short: direct mode) of (6a), the narrator
(writer) distances himself from the exact wording by attributing it to the quoted
spokesman. The narrator assigns the responsibility for the validity of both the
wording and the content of the information to the quoted speaker. The narrator of
the indirect representation mode (short: indirect mode) of (6b) is less distant, but
does not with this utterance commit himself to the belief that the quoted speakers
knew nothing else. The content of the utterance can be fully attributed to the
quoted speakers, though the wording may be the narrator's.

Likewise, the third and fourth sentence of (6c) need not reflect the narrator's
convictions; the doubts are attributed only to the perceiving character. In this case
of what is called free indirect representation mode (short: free indirect mode),
speaker and character share the responsibility of both wording and content. In
(6d), finally, the narrator determines both wording and content of the sentence.
Yet, an implicit perspective is introduced by the indefinite reference a girl, which is
clearly the policeman's and not the narrator's description.

What all four cases have in common, and what distinguishes them from narrated
descriptions of speech events or mental states, is that some of the narrator's

responsibility for the story is delegated to the character whose speech or thought is
represented. Thus, the validity of the perspectivized information is somehow
restricted to a certain subject in the discourse, but the types differ in the distributi-

on of responsibility for the perspectivized segment's wording and content between

narrator and character.
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2.2.1 Analysis of narrative and character discourse

The history (events, acts) which is told by the narrator is the basis of the narrative
text. Embedded perspective spaces are created if the text gives linguistic marks for
a subjective, i.e., person-bound point of view from which someone or something is
represented. These linguistic marks also distinguish between different types of
perspective. Texts may show a shifting perspective between sentences and clauses.
Therefore, the analysis of perspective has to analyze and categorize each sentence
and.each clause with a set of interpretation rules based on linguistic marks.

The most explicit way in which a text can represent a subjective point of view is
by actual embedding, when the narrator allows a character to speak, either verbally
or mentally. Therefore, the first question to be answered in the description of
perspective is: are events (acts, situations) being told, or is somebody (a character)
speaking~thinking~perceiving? In order to answer this question the text is subdivi-
ded in clauses. Each clause is then interpreted and placed on either the basic
event-level or the embedded discourse-level. As guideline for the subdivision in
clauses, the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)~was used, a well-developed and
widely applicable text analysis system (see for instance Mann and Thompson 1988;
Abelen, Redeker, and Thompson 1993). RST analysis is based on clauses, except
that clausal subjects and complements and restrictive relative clauses are conside-
red parts of their host clauses rather than separate units (Mann and Thompson
1988: 248).

Guic~~line for the choice between embedded~not embedded is the distinction
between representing what someone said~thought~felt about something or someone
(embedded) and reporting t{aat someone saw~thouglit~felt something (not embed-
ded) (cf. the distinction between represented thought and private state reports,
Wiebe 1990). Thus the question is wf{Q.is resn~nsible for the clause's content, either
th~ narratora or the icharacter`~Signals of embedding are mostly explicit Cmbeddings
in the text, mainly verbs that establish a syntactic embedding of speaker text, but
also pragmatic embedding. When the narrator calls upon a character to speak, the
speaker's discourse is syntactically and~or pragmatically embedded by a verb of
speaking or a verb of thought or perception, such as in~ze said that~r. The clause
he said that belongs to the narrator's discourse and is part of the narrative reality; x
represents the embedded speaker's discourse. In the case of indirect speech, the
speaker's discourse x is explicitly (syntactically) embedded because it is subordinate
to the main clause he said that. Embedded perspectives are not always syntactically
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subordinated. For instance, in direct speech he said: `x", x is an independent

clause. Nevertheless, he said: clearly has an embedding function. Therefore, such

direct speech-parentheticals will be considered as explicit embedding signals (see

about parentheticals e.g. Leech and Short 1981 and Banfield 1982). Explicitly

embedding predicates such as according Io x are also considered as units in this

analysis.

The embedding of speaker discourse is recursive. Within the discourse of an

embedded speaker, this speaker may again call another character to speak. This

can only be determined with regard to the context. Thus, the text can be subdivi-

ded into an event-level (narrative) and one or more embedded levels (speaker

discourse), so that all clauses are placed in a hierarchical structure, as is shown for

the examples (6a-d).

~6~ Narrative Embedded perspective
I I

a. According to a spokesman
the man was "clearly on the run from the police."

b. They had heard shots as well,

but knew no[hing else,

thcy said.

c. He heard something

and turned around.

There were the three Englishmen again.
Now, could they really be tourists?
No, no way!
They looked just too shabby.

d. The police los[ track of the car with the kidnapped girl.

A little later in the woods,

a policeman discovered a man who had a girl wi[h him.

The kidnapper had released her in a nearby street.

In (6a), according to t{te spokesman is the narrator's responsibility; what follows is a

partly indirect, partly direct representation of the spokesman's words. In (6b), the

first two clauses are post hoc embedded as indirect representation mode by the

third clause they said. In the first sentence of (6c) the narrator reports that the man
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heard something, the next four sentences reports what he saw and what he thought

about it. (6d) consists entirely of narrator's discourse: some of the sentences only
implicitly represent what the policeman saw.

2.2.2 Analysis of type and degree of ~erspective

The first step in the analysis of perspective-the division of the discourse in
clauses-is of course not sufficient to describe and interpret perspective phenome-
na. Each individual clause has to be categorized for the degree of subjectivity. A

distinction should be made between various degrees of influence the narrator has
on the representation of the utterance or perception of the character. Thus, two

questions, have to be answered: which subject is responsible for the clause, the
narrator~or the Character? And:- what does this responsibility include, just the
content of the clause, or the form -as well?

Both the narrator's discourse and embedded speaker's discourse can be represen-
ted more or less directly. Compare the following representation modes:

~~ Narrative Embedded perspective
I I

a. That afternoon she did not go out (I. direct narra[ive)

b. She said:

c. She said,

d.

"! wil! not go out this ajtensoon"

(II.1 direct representation mode)

that she would not go out that aftemoon

(II.2 indirect representation mode)

She would not go out this ajternoon ~

(II.3 free indirect representation mode)

e. She recalled tha[ afternoon on which she had not gone out

(III. indirect narrative)

Without contra-indications in its context, sentence (7a) falls entirely under its
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narrator's responsibility. By contrast, ) n sentences (7b-d), the character is zesponsi-

ble for the propositional content (P) .of the clause in italics, which thus represents

an embedded perspective. In (7e), the character is not responsible for P, although

her thought is implicitly represented. -

The smaller the influence of the narrator on the representation of the embedded

speaker's discourse, fhe more directly the information is represenled. The `direct-

ness' is indicated by the locajion of the gmbedded clause's vantage point, which is
instantiated by twQ ]ínguistic dimensions: y `

~Referential centèr (R,~, ~of verb tense and reference to person: who is I, and whose

present determiRes verb t~nse? Tense, and first and second person pronouns are

utterance deictics,, that is, they are bound to the durrent speaker `( Doron 1990: 18). In

ánárrátive -discourse, if their, referential center R l~s with the narrator (the
imaginary, communicating, conscious entity who `speaks' the text as a whole), the

character will bé she,or he and the tense will by default be past ("she did ...").

Deictic center ~D~mf temporal and locative terms: who can say today and here?

Demonstrative pronouns, and locative and temporal adverbials are point of view

deictics, that is, they are bound to the person whose point of view is presented

(Doron 1990: 18). Sells, who calls the deictic center pivot, also includes vocatives,

and other elements that are exclusively bound to the speaker, such as personal

idiom, force as expressed by the exclamation mark, and so forth (Sells 1987: 465).

All three aspects P, R, and D have their center with a-~erson -in the text. By

default this person is the person who is responsible for the clause's content P(the

source, Sells 1987), either the narrator or a character in the text.

I will now show how mental space theory can model functional differences in

perspective types by capturing the variations in responsibiiy~distribution. It should

be noted that the explicitations of perspective types in the following section have

been developed for Dutch and English. The grammaticalizations of reported

discourse may differ considerably between languages (for instance, Li 1986).

2.2.3 Mental space structures of perspective types

In a narrative text, the reality of the nar~~jC.is the bacic me.ntal-s~.~ This base

space is the starting point of the discourse representation. Referential center (R) is

a-precondition for the base space,- Linguistic markers,, such as indicators of

quotation and focalization, create néw space~ within the narrator's reality, that is,

they represent information from a cfiaracter's~ perspective. The defau~ ' ation is
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~at R, D, and P are located in the narrator's base space: i.e., the default is direct
narrator discourse, henceforth direct narrative.

2.2.3.1 Direct narrative

In narrative texts, direct narrative is the default mode. In the absence of linguistic
perspective markers, and of contextual coercion of perspectivized interpretation, a
sentence will be interpreted as narrated directly by the narrator, as in (7a) That
afternoon she did not go out. Thus, direct narrative is the zero-value of perspectivi-
zation, in which information is valid in the base space. Within direct narrative,
linguistic perspective markers signal perspective. Also a change in referential
choices may point at a change of speaker, or a change of the addressee. When the
referential choices and other linguistic features such as deictic forms remain
unchanged with respect to the previous clause, the perspective of the previous
clause (or sentence) is continued by default. Ehrlich (1990a: 64) points out that
"the cohesive device of referential linking is at least one means by which the
continuation of a particular episode, a particular person's represented speech and
thought is signalled."'o

Each time the narrator lets characters speak, or presents their thoughts, an
embedded mental space (M) is created within the base space (B). The linguistic
markersspace builders-that create these various types of perspective spaces
connect the information to certain persons in the discourse. T'he linguistic means
that establish the embedding of `mental discourse' (thoughts) are very similar to
the ones that are used to represent actual spoken or written discourse. A space
builder can be positioned in front of, after, or even in the middle of the fragment
it embeds.

The representation modes introduced in subsection 2.1 above vary in the degree
of explicitness of their embedding of information in the base space. The amount of
influence a narrator has with respect to form and content of the information in the
embedded space is represented by the accessibility of the embedded space: if the
narrator has minimal influence, as in direct quotation, the Viewpoint shifts to M,
that is, M is accessed directly. The greater the narrator's responsibility, the more
likely it is that the base space B remains the Viewpoint and that the information in
the embedded subspaces is accessed (identified) via B.

This will be exemplified below by analyzing the mental space structures of
different perspectivization phenomena as presented in (6) and (7). The various
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types of representation of speech and thought will be analyzed in the examples (8)
through (10). In examples (11) and (12), other linguistic means that are used to
represent perspective will be described in terms of inental space structures as well.

2.2.3.2 Direct representation mode

When a clause's content P is under the responsibility of a character, the default is
the character's discourse is represented directly, that is to say, as a quote in the
direct mode, as in (7b): She said: "I will not go out this afterrtoon. " Direct narrative
and direct mode are equivalent in the sense that in both cases the current speaker
calls or may call himself `I'. The speaker is the unique referent of `I' in an expressi-
on; this `I' does not necessarily mention himself, but if there is an `I', this refers
exclusively to the speaker (see Banfield 1982: 57). In the direct mode, a new `I' is
created and embedded in the discourse of the `I'-narrator. Thus, in the case of
direct mode the narrator has to lend R and D to the speaking character.

Because in the case of direct representation mode R is located with the embed-
ded speaker, `I' no longer refers to the narrator but to the embedded speaker,
whích creates a new base space bound to the embedded speaker. According to Li
(1986), this shift is universal throughout languages to indicate direct representation
mode. The embedded speaker is responsible for both content (P) and form (R and
D) of the clause. The direct mode is semantically embedded but not syntactically
subordinated. However, it is marked by a parenthetical at the beginning or end of
the embedded clause (e.g. Slae said: "..." or `:..," Piet thought). The embedded
discourse can be either spoken or mental, as indicated by verbs of speaking and
verbs of thought and perception, respectively.

In written discourse, direct quotes are by convention assumed to be faithful
reproductions of witnessed utterances (cf. Clark and Gerrig 1990). Still, direct
perception of the utterance is not always strictly required. Since direct quotes are
explicitly introduced as embedded discourse, the direct mode enables the quoting
speaker to label the quotation as an approximation (he said something like, `:.. "), as
hypothetical, or even as counterfactual (now if you were to say, "... "); as such, the
direct mode is a more flexible device than free indirect mode. In the first place,
the free indirect mode does not have a parenthetical and thus misses the possibility
of labelling the represented discourse (see subsection 2.3.4 below). Furthermore,
such modalized uses of the direct mode are possible because this representation
mode, unlike free indirect mode, involves a complete shift of the referential center
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of the discourse to the time, space, and person co-ordinates of the quoted utteran-

ce or thought. Thus, a distance between the narrator and the (simulated) quoted

information is created, which enables the narrator to detach himself from what is

said. In spontaneous speech, quotations should not be considered as reproductions,

but as reconstructions or as demonstrations (for arguments see Clark and Gerrig
1990; Mayes 1990; Redeker 1991; Tannen 1989). Yet, the implied claim of the
direct mode is that both content and wording of the represented discourse are the

quoted speaker's. Consider the following example:

Figure 1. ~ t"
Mental space representation for direct m~de"

~~

(8) "The man was dearly on the run from the police," the spokesman said.'Z

B, said M - B2

Bl: Narrator's reality, base space
M: Subspace
BZ: Character's reality, new base space
s: spokesman
m: the man
x: dearly on the run from the police

Linguistic markers,such as the quotation marks and the parenthetical the apokes-
man said open a subspace (M) within the narrator's base space (B,); this is
represented by the arrow from the character the spokesman (s), to whom the
utterance is attributed, to the new space. This embedded space is in fact a new
base space (BZ), since all aspects of the referential center (R) are moved to the
new subspace, created by the embedded speaker (s). What is the case according to
the spokesman is valid only within Bz, and not necessarily for the narrator in Bl.

Identity connectors between entities and between predicates to these entities in
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both spaces are represented by lines between the respective elements.
In the direct mode, both Viewpoint and Focus are in B2. This reflects that in a

sentence as Piet said, "I hate that bastard, " `that bastard' can only be interpreted as
Piet's words. T'hus, Access to the referent of `that bastard' can only be provided
from Piet's space. Generally, the distance between the base space and subspace is
reflected in the possibility of interpreting references to entities in (M) indirectly
from the narrator's base space, in addition to the default interpretation directly
from the quoted character's subspace (M). In the case of direct quotes, Access to
referents in the quotation is provided only directly in the new, embedded base

space BZ bound to the quoted character, that is, the Viewpoint is necessarily
positioned in Bz. In other words, the identification of `that bastard' can only be
verified in the subspace BZ. Thus, the subspace Bz is inaccessible to the narrator,
and the representation of the quoted material is strictly bound to the speaking

character, whose subjectivity can be fully expressed.
Direct quotation can be used whenever it is appropriate to demonstrate a(real

or imaginary) speech event to the current listener or reader. In narratives, direct
quotation is aimed at heightening the liveliness and the reader's involvement by
showing what happened instead of reporting it. This is the theatrical or dramatic
(mimetic) function of direct quotation (Wierzbicka 1974; Redeker 1991: 342). In

many languages, direct quote is the most common mode of expression at the peak
of oral narrative (Li 1986); the use of direct quotes intensifies the hearer's interest
in the speaker's contribution by `making a good story' (Brown and Levinson 1978:
107). By contrast, in reports such as news texts, direct quotation is used to increase
the perceived objectivity and accuracy of the account to the reader. Here the
(diegetic) documenting function of quotation is prominent. The writer claims

authenticity by implying that he has had direct access to the original speech

situation. This documenting function is put to its extreme in partial quotations, in
which less than a full clause of the utterance is quoted directly. Compare (8) to
(8a).

(8) a. According [o the spokesman, the man was "clearly on the run from the police."

If we compare (8) and (8a), it is intuitively felt that representing the whole
utterance as a direct quote (8) is less distancing than partial direct quotation (8a).
Especially in news reports, the function of such partial quotation may be to express
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the narrator's (negative) attitude towards the quoted fragment, i.e. that he does not
want to commit himself to it, or even does not believe it or does not agree to it
(Weizman 1984). In (8) as well as in (8a), the stretch of discourse within quotation
marks is heavily shielded as subjective, coming from another source than the
narrator. The difference between simple direct quotation and partial direct
quotation can be shown by comparing their mental space representations in figure

1 and 2.

Figure 2. ,'
Mental space representation for panial direct quotation ~'`

(8a) According to the spokesman, the man was "clearly on the run from the police."

B~: Narrator's reality, base space
B2: Character's reality, new base space
M: Subspace s: spokesman
m: the man x: clearly on the run from the police

The marker according to opens a new space (M) relative to the base space (B,),
indicated by the arrow from the speaker (s) to M. According to is a marker of an
indirectly represented perspective, with R and D remaining with the narrator.
Accordingly, M is not a new base space. For instance, a sentence like According to
Piet I am a bastard can only be interpreted as `I' referring to the current speaker,
who is not equal to Piet; thus, according to cannot open a directly represented
perspective.

According to connects M to the character (s) to whom the utterance is attributed.
The embedded material, which is bound to the person the spokesman, is reinforced
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and altered by the use of quotation marks that signal a direct quote: "clearly on the

run from the police. " The quotation marks open a new base space Bz, because they

signal that in the discourse between the quotation marks, the referential center (R)

is moved to a new current speaker, i.e., the embedded speaker (s). Note that a

shift in representation mode does not necessarily mean an embedding of perspecti-

ve space-on the contrary, a clause boundary is often at the same time a shift in

representation mode, as in Piet said that he did not like Klaas-"In fact, I hate that

bastard'; he said. Yet, in the case of (8a), the partial quotation is grammatically

part of the clause represented by M which was created by according to. Paradoxi-

cally, although the space builder of Bz (the quotation marks) is connected to B,

(the narrator's reality, where the space builder is originated), BZ functions as a part

of M, and the elements of B2 have their counterparts in M(see figure 2). As in the

normal direct mode (cf. example 5), Focus and Viewpoint are both located in BZ.

The mental space representation in figure 2 illustrates that in case of a partial

quotation, a new base space (BZ) is created as a part of the embedded subspace

(M), which creates a double embedding. Thus, by using such heavily marked

stretches as "clearty on the run from the police" within indirect speech, the narrator

may want to indicate that he particularly will not take responsibility for the validity

of this part of the represented utterance. The above analysis of the mental space

representation of partial quotation leads to the hypothesis that the longer distance

between narrator's reality B, and the embedded character's space BZ may be

reflected in more difficulty to transport the utterance's validity from BZ to B,. This

means that while in the simple direct mode, the statement that "the man was

clearly on the run from the police," which is valid within B2, may turn out to be

valid in, i.e., transportable to B„ whereas in partial quotation this transport will be

at least marked.

2.2.3.3 Indirect representation mode

The narrator has the possibility of giving the responsibility for a thought, feeling or

utterance to the character, while at the same time he himself remains current

speaker. For instance, if a narrator represents an utterance "I will not go out this

afternoon," while at the same time locating the referential center R with himself,

he will refer to the embedded speaker with `she' in stead of `I', and `would not go

out' instead of íwill not (...)'. This is the indirect mode." In case of the indirect

mode, the narrator determines the clause's form, because both R as well as deictic
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center (D) remain with the narrator. `I' refers to the narrator, and temporal and
local terms are placed with respect to the narrator, as in (7c): She said that she

would not go out that aftentoon.14

Characteristic for the indirect mode is the presence of a reporting verb and of

syntactic subordination (for instance, She said that (...) ). However, syntactíc
subordination is no necessary condition. A combination of the referential and
deictic forms in the indirect mode with a parenthetical at the end of the clause

results in a marked but not impossible type of indirect mode (Slze would not go out

that afternoon, she said).
In non-fictional discourse, the act of speaking or thinking is not necessarily

verbalized as such, but can also be described by more complex reporting construc-

tions such as She came to the conclusion that X, She made the assumption that X,
She is of the opinion that X, or even In her vision X. In such cases, the narrator is
merely interpreting the act of speaking~thinking. Yet, he is not responsible for the
content P, while he may paraphrase the embedded discourse (X). Therefore the
clause which is embedded by the reporting construction is categorized as indirect
mode.

Special cases of indirect mode are sentences that are modified by an opinion

indicator (e.g. According to Piet, X). Sometimes the embedded clause (X) remains

very close to the original verbalization, signalled by a partial direct quote (recall
example (6a): According to t{ze spokesman, the man was "clearly on the run from
the police").

An example of indirect representation mode is given in (9), represented in figure
3 below. In this case of indirect representation mode, an embedded subspace (M)

is opened by the space-builder they said that. Typical of the indirect mode is that it
is difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between the narrator's and the charac-
ter's words (this problem is known as the de dicto - de re ambiguity, as was
discussed in chapter 1; see also, e.g., Coulmas 1986: 1). In (9), it seems at first as if
the only stretch of discourse not embedded in M was they said that, which is part of
narrator's reality in the base space (B). The rest of the sentence seems to report
what they said, which is bound to the persons they in M. Closer analysis reveals
that this embedded part also contains elements that could be words from the
narrator. In this example, the actual utterance (x) may have been: (question) "Yes,
we did hear some shooting." (question) "No, we didn't see anybody." (x) is a
virtual element in the mental space representation. There is no way to reconstruct
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the actual utterance (x) exactly. All we know is that the narrator, on the basis of

whatever was said literally, (x), reports (y).

Figure 3.

Mental space representation for indirect mode

(9) They said that they had heard shots as well, but knew nothing else.~s

B said

B: Base space
M: Subspace
t: they
x: ac[ual ut[erance (vir[ual elemen[)

x(t): what they actually said

y: represented utterance

y(t): that they heard shots, but knew nothing else
- - - -: Consequence relation

This means that the relation between what was actually said, (x), and what is
reported, (y), is a relation of consequence1ó rather than of equivalence, which is

represented by the use of y instead of x' (as in direct and free indirect mode, see
previous and next section, respectively). The narrator does not provide an identical

representation of the utterance (equivalence, as in the direct mode), but concludes
from the utterance what he thinks is right (x), adds elements such as as well and
but, and reports the information in B. The reader will by default represent the
propositional content of (y) as valid in B. As for the wording of the represented

discourse, it is undecidable whether Viewpoint is in B or M. Although the embed-

ded subspace M is in Focus, Viewpoint is at least potentially still from the base B.

Because the referential forms in indirect mode are related to the narrator's
reference point, Access to the referents is always possible from B. Thus, indirect-
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mode spaces are more accessible from base than direct-mode spaces. For instance,
in a sentence such as Piet said that he hated that bastard, it is always possible to
interpret that bastard as the narrator's words. But especially in the preferred
interpretation of such marked lexical choices, Access is by default provided directly
from Piet's space (M), with Viewpoint positioned in M, and M in Focus, thus
reflecting that the expression `that bastard' is to be attributed to Piet.

In comparison to the direct mode, the narrator is more on stage by his potential
influence on the representation of the embedded discourse. The narrator may
paraphrase and summarize the character's discourse, which makes the indirect
mode suitable for texts with an informative function. At the same time, the indirect
mode is less subjective with respect to the character, in the sense that the utteran-
ce is less exclusively the embedded character's responsibility.

The narrator's influence in indirect mode is more limited, however, than it is in
narrative descriptions of speech events. Compare (9) with (9a) below.

(9) a. They admitted hearing shots, but denied knowing anything about it.
(9) b. They kep[ denying it.

When speech events are described or narrated, as in (9a), a character's active
consciousness, is presupposed. Yet, the narrator is fully responsible for the validity
of the information, i.e. the reported verbal activity (that they admitted; that they
denied, respectively; about these narrative reports of speech acts, see Leech and
Short 1981; also Longacre 1983). If only the speech event is reported, as in (9b),
no embedded subspace is created within the base, which illustrates how utterances
can be reported or narrated without responsibility of the speaking character for
either form or content of the clause. In (9a), an embedded subspace is implicitly
created because some of the content of the speech event is indicated, especially
since this content includes a reference to the characters' `hearing' something; I will
come back to such implicit perspectives in subsection 2.3.5. below.

T'he difference between direct and indirect mode is not necessarily syntactic. The
discourse in the variant with a discourse parenthetical, (9c) below, ís represented
indirectly because the referential center is not that of the reported utterance, but
the narrator's (past tense, third person).

(9) c. They had heard shots as well, but knew no[hing else, [hey said.
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In cases with discourse parentheticals, it is more difficult to access referents in M
indirectly from B; for instance, in (9c), `as well' must be interpreted as part of the
utterance of they, and cannot be ascribed to the nanator. In this respect, the
indirect speech with discourse parenthetical is relatively close to the free indirect

representation mode, that is discussed in the following section."

2.2.3.4 Free indirect representation mode
Typical for the free indirect representation mode is that both the content (P) and
the deictic center (D) are located with the embedded speaker, while the referential
center (R) is located with the narrator. Thus, when the narrator says `this after-
noon' instead of `that afternoon', this signals a deictic shift to the character, since it
is `this afternoon' for the character as in (7d): She would not go out this afternoon.
In general, temporal and local terms (D) are placed with respect to the character,
while R is located with the narrator (She would not go out this afternoon instead of
I will not go out this afternoon).

An important contrast with both direct and indirect mode is that the utterance or

thought is not introduced by an embedding clause (e.g. Joep said, `:.. "); hence the
specification `free' (see for instance Leech and Short 1981; Banfield 1982; in
Banfield's terminology the free indirect mode is called represented speech and
thought 1982: 71). The free indirect representation mode thus bears characteristics

of both direct and indirect mode: the referential center (R) stays with the narrator,

as in the indirect mode, while the embedded speaker's discourse is represented

literally, as in the direct mode, because the deictic center ( D) is shifted to the
character. Note, however, that the deictic center is not always explicitly referred to
(e.g. She would not go out instead of She wouldn't go out this afternoon); in such
cases, it should be inferred from the context whether the narrator is responsible for
the clause (direct narrative) or a character (free indirect representation of speech
or thought). Focalizing verbs in the preceding sentences may encourage a free
indirect mode reading, as well as previous occurrences of free indirect representati-

on of a particular character's discourse. Finally, the clause may be attributed to the

subject who is most likely to be responsible for the clause's content. In fictional
narrative, the default interpretation will be that it is the character's responsibility,
thus free indirect mode.

Characteristic for the free indirect mode is that although the character is not
referred to as `I', and thus, strictly speaking, is not the current speaker, he is the
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self, i.e. the subject "to whom all expressive elements are attributed" (Banfield
1982: 93).18 T'hus, the free indirect mode is a type of representation between
direct and indirect mode, because the form of the represented discourse is affected
by both narrator and character, but the influence of the character is dominant in
this respect that the representation is as close as possible to the `original' discour-
se. This means that vocative and emotional elements are taken to be the purported
utterances and emotions of the embedded speaking character (e.g. No, she would
not go out this afternoon, definitely not!, where the repetitive No and definitety not
must be ascribed to the character as thought or said by her, and where the
exclamation mark represents the emotional value and~or intonation).

An example of free indirect mode is given in (10), as represented in figure 4.

Figure 4. '
Mental space representation for free rndirect rnodè

(10) He heard something and turned around. There were the [hree Englishmen again. Now,
could they really be tourists? No, no way! They looked just too shabby.

B heard,turned M

B: Base space
M: Subspace
h: he
e: three Englishmen
x: were there again, could really be tourist, looked just too shabby

Although no parenthetical is present, the presence of the verb of cognition heard
and the fact that the subject of this hearing event, (h), tumed around (presumably
to look) represent a perception of thought, and thus evoke a`subjective' interpreta-
tion of the sentences that follow. These sentences can be interpreted as percepti-
ons and thoughts of the character he (h); the stative aspect of sentences enhances
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their perspectivized interpretation (see Caenepeel 1989). 1fius, an embedded

subspace (M) is opened by heard and connected to (h). Since the referential center

of the subspace is located in the base space (B), M is not a new base space.

In the free indirect mode, as in the indirect mode, Access can be provided for

referents in the embedded subspace which is bound to the character who speaks or

thinks (M) either directly from M, or indirectly via B; thus, two interpretations can

be obtained, either with Viewpoint located in the embedded subspace M or in the

base B. In the interpretation of the utterance in (10), while M is in Focus, Access

to the referents of the three Englishmen in M is provided both directly by M,

connected to he, as well by B. However, more so than in the indirect mode, in the

free indirect mode there is a default interpretation that Viewpoint is in M; free

indirect mode strongly favors direct Access in M. It is possible to coerce the

Viewpoint into B, and thus provide Access from B, by interpreting the references

to entities in M as the narrator's words. However, this results in a marked interpre-

tation, in which the narrator uses the characters' referential terms as his own

`labels'. Such marked narration may occur in children's books", but is unlikely to

occur in more mundane texts like, for instance, news reports. Therefore, the most

natural interpretation is that Viewpoint is positioned in M: the character he in the

example already knows `the three Englishmen', and is thus able to refer to them by

this definite reference form.

The free indirect mode, such as in example (10), suggests authenticity by

expressive, speaker-characteristic elements. The question-form in the third senten-

ce, the exclamation, the person-bound vocabulary `shabby', and the expressive

elements `now' and `no, no way', are markers of the character's own wording: thus,

not only the content, but also the wording of what is in M, bound to the person he,

is presented in a more direct way than in the indirect mode. The free indirect

mode thus seems more closely related to the direct mode than to the indirect

mode. Note particularly that the anchoring point of deictic expressions (here, now,

yesterday, and so forth) lies with the character, not with the narrator. The reader

has stronger evidence that the represented discourse was actually thought or said

by the character: the relation between (x) in M and (x') in B is one of equivalence.

While the direct and indirect representation of speech and thought are explicitly

signalled by linguístic markers such as syntactic embedding, parentheticals, and

quotation marks, the free indirect mode is less readily identifiable. From the

context the distínction between spoken or mental discourse has to be made.
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Sometimes this cannot be determined. In modern literary texts the free indirect
mode can even occur as a continuous stream of consciousness, as noted and studied
by many literary theorists (among others, Pascal 1977, Rimmon-Kenan 1983,
Toolan 1988; see also Cohn 1978, on narrated monologue and free indirect thought;
Coulmas 1986 on quasi-indirect speech; Banfield 1982, Wiebe 1990, Herman 1993
and Fludernik 1993 on represented consciousness). The free indirect mode allows
the narrator to interpret and verbalize the character's mental processes to some
extent, for instance in the representation of a child's discourse by an adult narrator
(as in Henry James' novel What Maisie knew, see Moore 1989; see also Bakhtin
1981).

The conclusion is that free indirect mode, then, occupies a special intermediate
position between direct mode and indirect mode because the narrator's and
character's voice are intertwined. The literary concept of internal focalization (see
subsection 1.1 above) is identified with the free indirect representation of a
character's mental discourse, and is considered here as one option for the repre-
sentation of thought on a par with free indirect representation of speech. The two
do of course differ in the preconditions for their acceptability, as the representati-
on of thoughts has a strong dramatizing functíon and is limited for dramatized
first-person narrators (see subsection 1.2, example (Sc)) and generally in non-
fictional discourse20 (I will come back to this point in chapter 4). The perspectivi-
zation and space-building characteristics, however, are the same.

2.2.3.5 Implicit perspectives (Indirect natrativeJ -.
Even in discourse without direct, indirect or free indirect representation of speech
and thought, there may be elements that represent the expressions or perceptions
of a character in a more remote way. The previous types of embedded discourse
are more or less direct but at least explicit types of perspective, because in all
cases it is the character who does the speaking, perceiving or thinking about
something or somebody. By contrast, the narrator may also without any linguistic
embedding, implicitly, represent information from the point of view of a character,
therefore called an implicit perspective. Implicit perspectives are a fundamentally
different category than the previously discussed representation modes of speech
and thought: the subjective person is not the person whose discourse is about
something or someone (e.g. him~herself), but the person whose state of conscious-
ness is being reported. Yet, clauses in which this happens are modified as perspec-
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tivized, since they can only be interpreted within a person-bound embedded space.

When the narrator uses an implicit perspective he does not narrate (this part of)

the story directly from his own narrator's point of view, but he tells indirectly (via

the character's point of view), and thus a clause with implicit perspective is

categorized as a case of indirect narrative. Implicit perspective can be realized in

various ways.

Frequently, a character's active consciousness is indicated, that is, an act of

thinking; the character is represented as a perceiving or speaking person, without

representation of this character's spoken or mental discourse itself. For instance,

when verbs of cognition or perception are used to describe a person's situation or

act (for instance, She dreamed of her cat), it is reported that somebody dreamt

about her cat but not what she actually dreamt about it (Wiebe (1990) calls them

private state reports and represented thoughts, respectively). Note that verbs of spea-

king, by contrast, do not necessarily represent an implicit perspective. The mere

statement She spoke is as observable and factual as She walked (see also subsection

2.3.3 above). In case of verbs perception and cognition, the narrator may label the

global content of the character's dream, opinion or memory, without representing

the character's discourse, and thus without ascribing the responsibility for the

content of the dream~opinion~memory to the character. In such cases, the narrator

is looking in somebody's consciousness and merely indicates its content, but does

not look through the consciousness by thinking with the character's mind, percei-

ving through her eyes and speaking with her mouth (see also Cohn 1978). Exam-

ples of such implicit perspectives are She was angry; She saw a cat; She thought of a

cat; (7e) She recalled that afternoon, on which she had not gone out. In this

position, the three dimensions R, D and P are not different from direct narrative.

In the representation of these implicit perspectives, a mental space bound to this

character is created, but the information in the subspace is automatically transpor-

ted to the narrator's reality (base space), because the nanator does not appoint the

claim of validity to the character, as opposed to explicitly embedded perspectives

(direct, free indirect and indirect mode). The difference between implicit perspecti-

ve and explicitly embedded perspective can be shown by adding the narrator's

immediate correction of the statement's validity. With implicit perspective, this is

not possible, as is shown in (11):
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(11) a. ? She dreamt of a cat, but it is not true (that she dreamed of a cat)
b. ? She dreamt of a cat, but it was a dog

T'he sentences with implicit perspective (lla) and (llb) are anomalous, because
the narrator is responsible for the clause's content (i.e. the dreaming of the cat)
which therefore cannot be denied by the narrator. By contrast, in case of direct or
indirect mode, the character is responsible for the clause's content, which need not
be valid in the narrator's reality. Thus, in case of direct mode (llc), indirect mode
(lld), or free indirect mode (lle), such denial is possible, because only the content
of the dream is denied (that which the subject is dreaming about).

(11) c. She thoughL "It is a cat," bu[ it was a dog
d. She dreamt tha[ it was a cat, bu[ it was a dog
e. She fell asleep. Suddenly she was in a garden. There was something strange on the lawn. It

was a cat. When she woke up, she realized it had been a dog.

Note that the difference between implicit perspective and explicitly embedded
perspective is defined based on the behavior of non-factive world creating verbs;
the correction-test does not apply for factive verbs such as see, discover, rea[ize, and
know: they do not permit immediate correction in either position, as exemplified in
(11 f-i).

(11) f. ? She saw a cat, but it is not true ( that she saw a cat)
g. ? She saw a cat, bu[ it was a dog
h. ? She realized: "It is a cat," but it was a dog
i. ? She realized that it was a ca[, but it was a dog

In (llh) and (lli), the factive verb realized entails the validity of the embedded
clause (see also subsection 1.2 above). Nevertheless, in discourse context factive
verbs can embed information that later turns out to be invalid or underdeterminate
in the narrator's reality. Here is an example21:

(12) a. The police lost track of the car with the kidnapped girl.
b. A li[tte later, in the woods near Apeldoorn, a policeman discovered a man who had a girl

with him.

c. The kidnapper had released her in a nearby street.
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In (12b), the implicit perspective of the policeman is established by `discovered'.

The reference `a girl' can only be interpreted from this implicit perspective as a

reference to a(in the policeman's eyes) new girl. Indefinite or even incorrect

references to persons already known to the narrator (and the reader) frequently

occur in narrative texts; these `late indefinite references' can be explained from the

implicit perspective of characters in the text, in his case the policeman (see also

Sanders 1990). The next sentence (12c) adjusts this information to the state of facts
in the narrator's reality: it becomes apparent to the policeman that the girl was

kidnapped and released.

Thus, although implicit perspectives by default represent information that is valid

or factual in the narrator's reality, they do permit the adjustment (`updating') of a

subjective point of view, even if the embedding of the subjective space is created

implicitly and~or by a factive embedding verb. Such adjustment can only take place

within the same character's subjective space. In (12), the embedded narrative line

of the policeman is indicated by the past perfect tense. Omission of the past tense

in (12c) (including the necessary repair of chronology by switching (12b) and (12c))

leads to the loss of the policeman's embedded narrative line and thus an unsolved

mystery:

(12')a. The police lost track of the car with the kidnapped girl.
b. The kidnapper released her in a nearby street.
c. ? A little later, in the woods near Apeldoorn, a policeman discovered a man who had a girl

with him.

In this reading, it is unclear who this new girl is; the story is not finished as in the

previous reading.

In figure 5 below, the mental space representation of this small discourse (12) is

given. In sentence (12b), an embedded subspace (M) is created by the verb of

perception discovered. M is connected to the character a policeman (m). In the
preceding sentence, the narrator has already introduced the kidnapped girl (g,). To

the policeman in the woods, however, this girl was unknown at the time. The

referent of the kidnapped girl is referred to by an indefinite referential form, a girl

(gZ) from M, the policeman's belief space, that is, Viewpoint is in M.

The kidnapper is implicitly present in (12a) via the predicate `kidnapped' in the

kidnapped girl; the mention of such a predicate will activate the kidnap scenario

with its roles (see for instance Fillmore 1982). In the initial representation of
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(12b), the reader will suspect an identity relation between the kidnapped girl (gl)
and a girl (gZ), but cannot be certain. Thus, in M, a girl is a new referent.

Figure 5. -~
IMental space representation of implicit perspective `

(12) a. The police lost track of the car with the kidnapped girl.
b. Ia the woods near Apeldoorn, a policeman discovered a man who had a girl with him.
c. The kidnapper had released her in a nearby street.

B d iscovered M

lost

(P~ 8~ )

B: Base space
M: Subspace
p: police
gi: kidnapped girl m: policeman
w: man in the woods g2: girl in woods

had with him

~W,Sz)

Sentence (12c) gives certainty about the identity relation. Grammatical and
pragmatic pressure now causes a space conversion: her in (12c) refers strongly to
the most recent female referent, which is a girl in sentence (12b), whereas at
discourse level, the kidnapper refers to the implicitly introduced kidnapper in (12a),
and the predicate released fits into our scripted knowledge of kidnaps. Once the
identity relation between the kidnapper in (12a) and (12c) is established, the
identity relation between the girls (g,) and (g2) must be established too.

In this fragment, Viewpoint shifts from the base B to M in sentence (12b). The
referent a girl is the counterpart for the referent the kidnapped girl, initially set up
in the base. In sentence (12b), Viewpoint is in M, which means that Access to the
referent a girl is not provided by the counterpart character in B, but directly by M.
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This example, then, contains a clearly subjective point of view. A mental space is

opened by the space-builder discovered and bound to the character a policeman.

The fact that the embedded space is indeed subjective is confirmed by the late

indefinite referential form a girl. The marked referential form indicates that the

claim of validity must be appointed to the character a policeman, and thus the

embedded mental space meets our definition of perspectivization. I will consider

such cases of late indefinite referential forms as indications of implicit perspectives.

Note, incidently, that the space builder of M, `discovered', is part of the narrator's

reality (base), not of the embedded space. For instance, in (12b), the use of the

term discovered rather than saw indicates the narrator's choice of words: although

apparently, the policeman was not acquainted with the kidnapping, it is neverthe-

less reported that he `discovered', which presupposes some knowledge or suspicion

about what was found. This knowledge is interpreted as the narrator's knowledge,

thus Viewpoint in B.

Other signals for implicit perspectives are modal verbs and expressions. These are

expressions of an opinion or attitude towards the proposition that a sentence

expresses or the situation that the proposition describes (Lyons 1977: 452). The

two major types of modality are root modality and epistemic modality. Root

modality expresses obligation, permission and ability by sociophysical force, as in

The police could not~had to arrest her. Epistemic modality expresses the speaker's

degree of commitment (certainty and subjectivity) to what he says (Sweetser 1990,

Palmer 1986), as in She had to be ~ appeared to be arrested. A third type is

boulomaic modality which expresses desire (Simpson 1993), indicated by volitional

modal verbs, as in She did not want to get arrested.

Modality markers can also be represented as mental space configuration.

Consider the following example (13):

(13) About his mo[ives, [he police could say nothing.

The deontic modal expression could indicates that a character-either `the police'

or some other authority-in the discourse is represented as an active conscious-

ness, and that the claim of validity of the information which is marked by could is

appointed to this character. The statement that the police could say nothing about

ltis motives attributes an opinion or evaluation, possibly resulting from a discussion,
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by the character involved, i.e. the police, that they were not allowed-by circum-
stances or higher authority-to say anythingu

Compare (13) to a variant in which the deontic modal was removed (13a).

(13) a. The police did not say anything about his motives

Although the denial of speech does presuppose the possibility of speech, and thus
the presence of an active consciousness, (13a) does not ascribe any opinion to the
police, and is valid in the narrator's base space. By contrast, the modal verb in (13)
opens an embedded mental space which appoints the claim of validity of the
marked information to the character whose opinion is indicated, as is pictured in
figure 6.

Figure 6.

Mentat space representation jor a modal construction of irnplicit perspective

(13) About his motives, [he police could say nothing.

B could M

B: Base space
M: Subspace
p: police m: about his motives
x: did not say anything x(m): could not say anything

In chapter 5, subjectivity and space building by deontic and especially epistemic
modality will be discussed in more detail.

Some types of implicit perspective can be difficult to analyze, such as clauses that
implicitly express quotation. Examples are She was supposedly ill (Dutch: Zij zou
ziek zijn; German Sie soll krank sein, etcetera) and It is suspected~expected that X.
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Although no subjective character in the clause can be indicated as source of the

quote, in many cases the context may provide the source of the information.

Infinitival purpose complements are even more problematic: a sentence such as

The infant tried to walk expresses hardly any subjective consciousness, whereas She
took her purse to go out shopping in some way does. The goal in the complement
globally indicates what is in the character's consciousness, but can also be inferred

from the acts of the agent. Therefore, infinitival purpose complements will not be

considered as perspectivized.
Linguistic markers of implicit perspectives sometimes have subordinated clauses

that indirectly report the content of the character's speech or consciousness,
especially when the implicit perspective is indicated by either a verb of perception
or cognition, or a more complex expression of perception or cognition (e.g., She

was aware of the fact that X or She was of the opinion that X). In these cases, the

validity of the propositional content (P) of the subordinate clause X is restricted to
the character. This position corresponds to the indirect mode as defined above.
Thus, such subordinate clauses are categorized as indirect speech or indirect
thought.

Once a character's implicit perspective is created, the content of his~her consci-
ousness may even be presented as an independent sentence. In such cases, the

implicit perspective has to be derived from the context. With respect to indepen-
dent, single main clauses, Caenepeel (1989) points out that perspective is a typical
effect of sentences with static aspect. An example is She recalled that day. She had

not gone out that aftemoon. Here, the first sentence shows the implicit perspective

of the character she, and the second sentence represents the character's thought in

the free indirect mode. Such constructions are often signalled by a shift in verb

tense between simple past and past perfect, indicating an embedded narrative line

(see Fleischman 1990).
In implicit perspectives, the current speaker (typically the narrator) reports at his

own level his interpretation and verbalization of a character's utterance or percep-
tion; thus, implicit perspectives, like indirect quotes, are less subjective than the

direct and free indirect mode in which the quoted character is foregrounded. Yet,

the narrator implicitly builds, for instance by using a verb of perception or a modal

verb, a space in which the claim of validity of the predicated information is
potentially-for instance by a marked referential form-bound to the character

involved. Thus, the wording is ultimately a shared responsibility between character
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and narrator. I will come back to this point in subsection 3.1.

2.2.3.6 Perspective within perspective

Sometimes the perspective of a character is represented within a character's
represented discourse. T'his can take three forms:
1. Represented discourse at embedded level: the speaking character, who is now the
current narrator, calls upon another character to speak, as in John said: "Sally said
that she would not go out this aftemoon': Here we see an indirect representation of
Sally's speech within the direct representation of John's speech. In such cases, the
perspective shifts correspond with clause boundaries.

This means that, in the analysis of perspective, the clause's level of embedding
has to be determined from the context at the beginning of each clause.
2. Implicit perspective at embedded level: the speaking character, who is now the
current narrator, presents the implicit perspective of another character. An
example is John said that Sally felt tired. Here, Sally's implicit perspective is
presented by John within the indirect representation of his speech.

For the analysis of perspective this means that when a clause was interpreted as
an embedded perspective, it has to be determined whether an implicit perspective
of some (other) character is represented within this perspectivized clause. Thus, all
clauses, including embedded ones, are categorized as direct narrative (without
someone's implicit perspective) or indirect narrative (with someone's implicit
perspective).

3. Partialperspective at embedded level: Sometimes, a piece of represented discour-
se smaller than one full clause occurs at embedded level, such as in partial
quotation. An example was given in sentence (6a): According to the spokesman
(level 1), the man was (level 2) "clearly on the run from tlie police" (level 3). Note
that the partial quotation is considered as embedding because it is grammatically
part of the indirect quote on level 2.

Thus, in the perspective analysis, the final step for each clause is always the
question, whether another character is speaking as well, or, as in this case, whether
the representation mode changes within the clause. In cases of two representation
modes within one clause, the deepest embedding of perspective is categorized; for
instance, in the example discussed here, the perspectivized clause is categorized as
direct speech.
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2.2.4 Degree of subjectivity

In table 1, it is shown how the characteristics of the various perspective types can
be expressed in terms of responsibility for propositional content (P) and wording,

wording being split into referential center (R) and deictic center (D); and how this

can be represented by the mental space concepts of Viewpoint and Focus. Table 1

also shows how the different forms consequently vary in the strength of perspectivi-
zation, that is, the embedded representation's immediacy and the implied claim to
authenticity. The five categories correspond to the five examples in (7) above.

Table 1. '

Different types of perspective, their mental space characteristics, and the resu[ting
strength of perspectivization

Type of Responsibility Mental Space Processing Strength of

perspeaive

perspedive narrator charader Viewpoint Focus (character's
location loration subjedivity)

I. direa R, D 8c P - base space base space 0
narrative

(no perspeai-
vization)

II.1 direct - R,D 8c P embedded embedded space 4

mode space

II. 2 free R(D) D óc P default embedded space 3

indired mode embedded
space

II.3 indirect R Rc D P(D) base space embedded space 2

mode 8c embedded

space

III. ind'uect R, D 8c P (D, P) base space base space 1

narrative 8c embedded á embedded
(implicit space space

perspeaive)

Note: ( ) - non-default interpretation

strength of perspeaivization from 4( strong) to 0(absent)
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The table shows that the various types of representing speech and thoughts can be
described in terms of strength of perspectivization by the representation's immedia-
cy and their implied claim to authenticity. In the line of perspective as embedded
mental spaces, it is possible to define the strength of perspective as its degree of
subjectivity, in terms of the extent of shielding of the subspace from the base
space. T'he character's subjectivity corresponds with the perspective's strength: the
more subjectively the character's perspective is represented, the stronger. The
mental space analysis shows that the representation of an utterance in direct mode
is most subjective, because the embedded space is strictly bound to a certain
character in the text.

Yet, the impression is equally strong that the direct mode is at the same time
very objective. Since two subjects are involved--narrator and
character-represented discourse entails an inherent asymmetry between the
narrator's and the embedded speaker's subjectivity. In the direct representation
mode, the embedded speaker's discourse is fully foregrounded, while the narrator
is off-stage, not influencing the representation. Conversely, if the embedded
discourse is less than fully foregrounded-as in the free indirect and indirect
mode, and even more so in implicit perspectives-the embedded discourse is
represented less than maximally objective?' This creates a potential room for the
narrator's subjectivity: the narrator may-but does not necessarily-foreground
himself by influencing the embedded discourse's representation. In indirect
representation of speech and thought, what is being reported is potentially
influenced by the narrator (moderate narrator subjectivity), while the characters
are given little room for their own verbalization (low character subjectivity). Free
indirect mode seems to be ambiguous in this respect. It is relatively weakly marked
as embedded (thus allows some narrator subjectivity), but nonetheless close to the
direct mode in its fairly direct representation of the embedded character's words
(moderate character subjectivity). Therefore, in the hierarchy of strength of
perspective, the free indirect mode was considered higher than the indirect mode
(see table 1).

The definition of perspective in terms of inental spaces allows us to distinguish
and describe both sides of subjectivity (character's and narrator's) and their
gradual differences in the various types of perspective. The stronger the perspecti-
vization, the more of the character's subjectivity enters the discourse; but this is
compensated by a reduction in the narrator's influence, i.e., the extent to which his
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subjectivity can be expressed, as we have seen in the analyses. This explains a

possible objective interpretation of the direct mode, as well as a possible subjective

interpretation of the free indirect and indirect mode and implicit perspectives.

2.2.5 Overview of analytical method

The categorizing questions as discussed in this section, are presented in a decision
chart in figure 7. This chart provides a summary of the previous overview of
perspective choices. For each text clause, the questions in the decision chart can be

answered by investigating the linguistic criteria of the perspective categories, as

discussed above, in the clause and its context.
The perspective categories in the decision chart are presented as a tree diagram

in figure 8. The basic perspective categories are placed on a continuum with two

extremes that indicate the narrator's and character's maximal influence on the

form and content of the discourse. At the very right (direct narrative), the narra-

tor's influence is maximal, whereas at the very left (direct representation mode),

the character's influence is maximal. In the central part of the continuum, the

narrator's and the character's viewpoints interact, with on the right side a slightly
greater influence by the narrator (implicit perspective), and on the left side a

greater influence by the character (free indirect mode). In the indirect mode, both

narrator and character may have an influence on the content and the form. Note

that the representation of inental discourse bears greater influence by the narrator

than representation of spoken discourse, since it reveals that the narrator has

access to the character's consciousness; in represented speech, there is more
control over the factual value of the character's discourse.

Figure 9 offers an overview of the various perspective types, including combinati-

ons of perspectives by double embedding, with their respective linguistic marks and

context signals. An example of each category is presented.
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Figure 7.
Decuion chart for analysis of perspective

0. Embedding
determine the level of discourse (N): narrator or character, on the basis of context

- Default: N - 1

1. Speaker
who is speaking, i.e. who is responsible for the clause's propositional content (P)?

- current narrator (default) -~ narrative -~ question 5
- character N(current narrator represents character's discourse) -~ embedded

discourse (II) -~ count to level of discourse N f 1; -~ question 2

2. Representation embedded discourse
how is the character's discourse represented by the current narrator?

- R, D, and P all located with character -~ direct mode (IL1) -~ question 4
- R not located with character -~ not direct (i.e. indirect) -~ question 3

3. Degree of indirectness
is only the referential viewpoint (R) located with the current narrator, or both
referential and deictic viewpoint (R and D)?

- R with narrator -~ free indirect mode (II.3) -~ question 4
- R and D with narrator -~ indirect mode (IL2) -~ question 4

4. Type of embedded discourse
is the character's discourse spoken or mental?

- spoken -~ add label `speech' -~ question 5
- mental -~ (thoughts, feelings, perceptions) add label 'thought' -~ question 5

5. Implicit perspective
does the current narrator or speaking character represent a character as an active
consciousness?

- no (default) -~ direct narrative (I) -~ question 6
- yes -~ (implicit perspective) indirect narrative (III) -~ question 6

6. Partial embedded discourse
is there an indicator of another embedded perspective within this clause?

- no (default) -~ END
- yes -~ question 1
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2.3 Perspective in discourse

In this section I want to consider the perspective phenomena in the full discourse
contexts in which they occur. First I will show the analysis of (the relevant parts of)
a news report. In some aspects, such as the lead (see Van Dijk 1988) and the
temporal structure (see Caenepeel 1993 and Oversteegen 1993)Z', this genre is
different from fictional narratives, but they have all the essential characteristics

that are needed in narratives in the sense that they satisfy Fleischman's (1990: 103)
criteria of narrativity: they have a story point, namely, something makes them
relevant or newsworthy; they have past reference time; and they refer to unique
events and persons. In subsection 3.2, I will discuss the scope of perspective spaces.ïl
2.3.1 Analysis of a news report

The following text which is a shortened adaption of a news report, contains some
at first glance puzzling referential choices within a double embedding of spaces ss

(14) [a] SUSPECTED IRA MEMBERS CAUGHT WHILE AT SHOOTING EXERCISE
[b] Two suspected IRA members were arrested near the Belgian-Dutch border area last

weekend, after being caught in the process of a shooting exercise by armed Belgian civilians in
the neighborhood of Turnhout. [c] A third man, who managed to escape handcuffed and on foot,
is still wanted. [d] With these arrests, the supposed perpetrators of a series of IRA terroris[
actions in Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany have been apprehended. [e] The arrest is the
result of chance and good luck.

[fJ On Saturday afternoon the police in Turnhou[ were called by a man who owns a
bungalow in the neighborhood of Hoogstraten. [g] He had heard the sound of machine-guns in
the woods near his house. [h] Accompanied by his son [he informant wen[ out [o investigate,
armed with a pistol and a shot-gun. [i] On their way they met three English-speaking tourists. (j]
They had heard shots as well, but knew nothing else, they said. [k] A little further on, the two
found a piece of ground which had been broken up, where, after some digging, a box of
explosives and some weapons appeared.

[I] The son kept watch at this spot, and the father went for help. [m] Af[er some time one
of the suspects appeared at the spoL [n] The son fired a warning shot, after which the man [ook
flight. (o] The father, who had heard the shot, returned to the son with a forester and on the way
came across the two other suspects. [p] They kept the two-a man and a woman-at gunpoint
until the police arrived, according to the informanL [q] After their arres[, the now handcuffed
man managed to escape anyway. [r] The police are still looking for him.

[s] Late Saturday evening the Du[ch police arrested the third suspect in Baarle-Nassau, a
few hundred meters across the border. [u] According to a spokesman the man was "clearly on
the run from the police." [v] He did not have any papers and dces not want to give his name. [w]
It is expec[ed that Belgium will ask for his extradition.

Note: Sentences are labelled for reference only.
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Notice that the most important (result of an) event is mentioned first in this text.
This so-called `lead' (see e.g. Van Dijk 1988) is a typical feature of news reports.
This means that the main point of the news report can in principle be treated as
`given' before the story is told. However, the mention of the call to the police
introduces a subjective point of view in this text, which causes liveliness and
suspense: despite the fact that narrator and readers know how the story will end, a
slight tension is built because at this stage in the story, police and informant do not
know the outcome (compare for this effect Gerrig 1989).

Although this text does not contain any direct or free indirect speech or thought
except for one partial quotation (sentence [u]), and only one case of indirect mode
(sentence [j]), a part of it does, in a more remote way, represent a character's
speech. The information presented in sentences [fJ through [p] is understood as
originally experienced and reported by the caller and passed on to the writer by a
police speaker. Representing the text in a mental space structure shows how these
domains are created (I will restrict the representation and discussion to sentences
that mark boundaries between spaces). In figure 10 below, the mental space
structure of the IRA text of example (14) above is outlined (sentence [j] is not
elaborated in this analysis, because it was discussed above as example (9c) in
subsection 2.3.3 above).

Discussion

The embedded sequence in the IRA text contains remarkable referential forms in
sentences [f] and [i] of the original text. Consider first [i], On their way they met
three English speaking tourists. The use of the indefinite description three English-
speaking tourrsts suggests that these should be `new' characters that have not yet
been introduced.Zb Yet, the interpretation that these are the three suspected IRA
members is immediate and straightforward.

How does the reader know how to resolve this reference? First of all, readers
assume that the information in a text is relevant to that text's topic and aims.
Therefore they try to establish coherence and coreference links (some candidate
concepts in this text: the arrest of the three IRA members, the sound of machi-
ne-guns), using knowledge of the world to derive the necessary inferences (the
attribution `English-speaking' matches the fact that the IRA is an Irish organization,
the shots in the woods matches the world knowledge that the IRA uses arms). But
indefinites do not normally trigger such reference resolution. A necessary precondi-
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Figure 10.
Model of perspective spaces in the IRA news report

Mental Space Structure Explanation

Base Caught (b,i)

no space builders
B in Focus, Yewpoint in Base

[b] Two suspected IRA-members (i) arre-
sted (...) after being caught (...) by armed
Belgian civilians (b). [c] ...

M, were called (m,p) [fJ On Sat. afternoon, the police (p) (...)
I were called by a man (m), who ...

space builders of MI : tempora! indication: Saturday afternoon;
spatial indication police in Turnhout' ; verb of saying: police ~coJJed'
M, in Focus, i~iewpoint in Mr Mt connected to police (p)

had heard (m,x) [g] He (m) had heard (...) (x).
(h] ....

tempora! indication for opening M2 : past perfectn 7wd heard;-
he is subject28
M1 in Focus, irewpoint in M1, MZ connected to a man (m)

met (m,e)

Mz in Focus, Vrewpoint in Mz

appeared (s)

M1 in Focus, Yewpoint in B ~ MI

arrived (p)

M2 in Focus, Yewpoint in B ~ M~

[i] (continued) On their way they (m ts)
met three English speaking tourists (e).
~,k] ....

(m] (contínued) After some [ime, one of
the suspects (s) appeared at the spot.

[p] They kep[ the suspects (s) a[ gunpoint
until the police ( p) arrived, according to
the informant (m).

closing marker of M~ :`occording to the informant'

M, managed to escape (m)

Focus and Yewpoi~tt in M~

[q] Af[er their arrest, the now
handcuffed man (m) managed
anyway.

to escape

Base are looking for (p, sl) [r] The police (p) are still looking for him
~ (sl)

tempora! indication for closing Mt: present tense
`an stilllookittg' , B itt Focus, Yewpoiitt in B
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tion seems to be that the reader recognizes the possibility that the writer might
adopt a character's perspective at this particular point in the text. Reporting an
eye-witness report, as in the present text, is obviously a perfect environment for
such perspective-taking to occur. Writer and reader know that the three English
speaking tourists will turn out to be the three IRA members. But to the man and
his son, walking in the woods, (Mz), and to the police, (Ml), the three were new
persons,who introduced themselves as tourists. The man and his son had no reason
(yet) to distrust this information. Thus, the characters are `old' to the narrator and
reader, whereas they are `new' to the man and his son and to the police.

At this point, the writer thus has a choice between a definite description and an
indefinite one. His choice signals which perspective he is taking as the current
Viewpoint. The indefinite form indicates that the writer chooses the perspective of
the man and his son (MZ). A definite reference at this point would have placed the
description in the narrator's own reality (B), where the identity of the three
persons is certain:

(14i') Accompanied by his son, the informant wen[ out to investigate, armed with a pistol and a
shot-gun. On their way they met the three (suspected) IRA members.

An analogous line of reasoning applies for the marked reference in [f] On Saturday
afternoon the police in Turnliout were called by a man who... The informants, one of
whom is here referred to with the noun phrase a man [f modifierJ, were already
introduced in [a], so they are not new to the writer or the reader. Still, the
reference form in [f] is indefinite. Here, too, the explanation is that the man was
introduced in the narrator's reality, whereas he is new to the police at the time of
the call. T'he reader has to interpret [f] from that embedded perspective (that is M,
in figure 10).

Marked references, then, can serve to signal embedded points of view or an
embedded focalizer (Sanders 1990). Instead of the objective version of the external
narrator, the subjective perspective of (one of) the characters is presented. The
mental space model thus describes how new, embedded person-bound spaces can
cause `renewed' introduction of characters that are `old' in higher spaces.

Yet, in perspective spaces the influence by the narrator on the verbalization is
potentially greater than in any of the modes for speech and thought representation.
For instance, in sentence [m), the reference `the suspects' is used, which is a police
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term, while the events are described within Mz, which is bound to the man (m).
This can be explained as a shift of Viewpoint back to the base space or subspace
M„ coming from the narrator (B) or the police (M,), whereas the events still take
place within MZ, the man's embedded subjective story-or, in other words, while
Mz is still in Focus. The suspects is linked to they in sentence [j] because there are
no other available referents for the definite NP the suspects; they must be referents
who are already introduced, and they can be neither the police nor the man and
his son. This means that in implicit perspectives, not only the wording of the
perspectivized information is a shared and shifting responsibility of narrator and
character, but also its content: the suspects bears another content-value than the
Englishmen, which can only be explained from the narrator's knowledge of the
eventual outcome.

An even stronger case of shared responsibility can be found in [p]: They kept the
two-a man and a woman-at gunpoint until the police arrived, according to the
informant. In this sentence, the previous perspective (i.e. MZ) is continued, constitu-
ted by the same tense as in [o] and the anaphoric reference by they and the two,
that cause a strong connection between [o] and [p]. Then, however, we get two
different signals. First, it is said that they kept the two at gunpoint until the police
arrived. Note that the police has not been mentioned since sentence [f], which
opened space M,. This means that the call to the police by the father, which is
represented in [fJ, must chronologically have taken place somewhere between
sentence [1J (the father went for help) and sentence [p] (arrival of the police). T'his
means that on the basis of world knowledge, the Viewpoint shifts from MZ back to
M„ which is the police's embedded narrative space. Yet, the closing signal of the
father~informant's embedded narrative space MZ is only provided at the end of
sentence [p] by according to. This signal suggests that perhaps, the addressee of the
informant's narrative space is gradually shifting away from the police to a general
public (for instance, journalists at a press conference). Thus, in [p], MZ is in Focus
while Viewpoint is provided by M,; it is only in sentence [q] that M, is in Focus
again (with Viewpoint in M,).

2.3.2 The scope of perspective subspaces

In fictional narratives, sentences with stative aspect, that do not temporally update
the narrative, introduce a perspective focus (Caenepeel 1989: 112). Following her
theory, all non-stative sentence types are what Caenepeel calls `perspectivally non-
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situated' (op. cit.: 110; i.e. non-perspectivized). However, in the IRA news report,

sentences [f] through [p], which are part of the embedded perspective space (MZ),

all have an `event' aspect, that moves narrative time forward. They do not describe

states, but a sequence of events. The sentences show no marked references,

focalizing verbs or other explicit linguistic signals for represented consciousness.

On the contrary, temporal updates and spatial phrases can be discerned, such as

[k] "A little further on, ..." or [m] "After some time, (...)." Yet, as a result of the

perspective markers in the preceding sentences, these sentences can be interpreted

as the subjective version of the events given by the informant. The ending of [p]

also supports this interpretation. It is a closing signal for the embedded perspec-

tive: "... according to tlte informant," as to signal explicitly that the preceding

material had been presented from the perspective of the informant, not the

narrator's reality (B). This shows how a perspective marker can have an effect

beyond the sentence it occurs in.

Perspective-neutral sentences, then, can fall within the scope of a perspective
marker, even if they have the aspect of an event. In other words, the mental space
model of perspective offers a description of perspective not only at local sentence
or main clause-level, but also at a more global level. Embedded perspective spaces
may span several sequentially narrated events, in fact, major text parts.

It should be made clear, however, at this point, that I do not claim to have
solved all problems of perspectivization in narrative texts. Especially in literary
narrative it can sometimes be simply impossible to decide which sentences do and
which don't represent an embedded perspective. The following example is a
fragment from the detective novel Devices and desires by P.D. James (1989). A
young girl has hitched a lift with two elderly ladies.

(1~ a. "(...) Dces your mother know that you're out, what you're doing? (...)" Silly old cow, she
though[, what business is it of hers wha[ I do? She wouldn'[ have stood the cheek from any

of her teachers at school. But she bit back the impulse to rudeness, which was her adoles-
cent response to adult criticism. She had to ride wi[h the two old wrinklies (p. 5).

By their wording, and by the explicitly embedding clause she thought, it is clear that
the second and the last sentence of the fragment represent the character's
thoughts. In spite of the absence of quotation marks, the second sentence can be
recognized as a direct quote by the shift of the reference point (I refers to the
girl). The last sentence also presents the girl's thoughts, the wording two old
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wrinklies. The sentence about her adolescent response is presumably an evaluation

by the (adult?) narrator. But what about her not having stood the cheek-is this a
thought of the girl or of the narrator? There are no clear markers for either
interpretation within the sentence itself (about this type of problems see also
Moore 1989).

Fragments (15b) and (15c) from the same novel illustrate that the ambiguity

remains even when linguistic signals to subjectivity such as evaluative and expressi-

ve devices are present.

(15) b. He turned off the B1149 at Felthorpe to take the country roads across the tlat
country. It was unnecessary to consul[ the map. The magnificent fifteenth-century
tower with its four pinnacles was an unmistakable landmark and he drove towards it
along the almost deserted roads (...) (p. 142).

c. But it was [ime to get back. She gave a vigorous kick, twisted herself over and began
her powerful crawl towards the shore, towards that silen[ watcher waiting for her in
the shadow of the trees (p. 141).

Whose opinion, for instance, is it in (15b) that it was unnecessary to consult the

map? Presumably it should be ascribed to the character who is driving. But is it
also his opinion that the tower was magnificent and an unmistakable landmark?
And in (15c), whose opinion is it that it was time to get back? The answer depends
on the preceding context, but most probably it is the she of the next sentence. The

expressive attributions vigorous and powerful would be interpreted as signals of
perspectivization by the external narrator. But the focalizer here could equally well

be the character herself. All that is certain is that she does not see the silent

watcher, who-as the reader suspects and the narrator knows-is going to kill her.

These examples show that it is not always possible or useful to distinguish
between narration and vision. It seems at least as important to analyze which part

of narration and vision is the narrator's responsibility, and which the character's.

Different perspective phenomena express different distributions of responsibilities

between narrator and character. They also differ in the way in which the narrator

has access to the consciousness of the characters. These differences are important,
since they are connected to the function of perspective; not all perspective types
occur in all text types.
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2.4 Conclusions

All perspective phenomena are subjective in the sense that they represent that the
validity of information (wording or wording and content) is restricted to a certain
person in the text. I have shown in this chapter that mental space theory offers a
useful representation of embedded perspectives and explains differences in the
degree of the embedding force of various perspective types. The restriction of
validity in perspectivization is thus placed in a general framework of comparable
linguistic phenomena such as restrictions of validity by temporal and spatial
modifiers.

T'he definition of perspective proposed here is based in part on the literary
concept of focalization, which figures as a special type of perspectivization in the
broader class of perspective phenomena. Focalization can be distinguished from
other types of perspective by defining it in terms of the representation of a
person's thoughts and perceptions; the typical linguistic realization is the free
indirect mode.

Whether reference to persons and other entities can be interpreted from other
spaces than the subspace in which the referent was created reflects the accessibility
of the embedded space. Different types of speech and thought representation differ
in the extent of separation of the embedded mental space, that is, the shielding of
the embedded space from the base space. In comparison to the direct mode, the
indirect mode and implicit perspectives are less explicitly marked as an embedding,
in other words, more accessible to the narrator's influence; this could be indicated
as the fusion of the base space (the narrator's reality) and subspace (character's
reality). The more accessible the embedded discourse in a certain perspective type
is for alterations by the narrator, the less of the character's subjectivity in the
embedded information retains.

This analysis leads to the question of which functions perspective has in various
narrative genres. If strong perspectivization, by highly subjective perspective
devices (direct and free indirect mode) has a more dramatizing function than
subtle, implicit perspectivization, this may have consequences in the form of
restrictions on the use of strong perspective types in informative text genres such as
news reports, as opposed to other narrative text genres. In chapter 3, corpora of
news reports and biblical narratives will be analyzed to find an answer to this
question. Furthermore, the various functions of perspective devices may also have
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an effect on readers' appreciation of discourse. This hypothesis will be put to a test

by experimental .studies in chapter 4.

Notes to chapter 2
1. In the rest of this thesis (unless something else is indicated), perspective is used in the sense of
suójective point of view as outlined in ehapter 1.

2. In Bal's view, the term perspective indeed covers the concept's content-that is, both the physical
point of perception as [he psychological point of view-bu[ the use of perspective is thought to be
confusing, because in narratology it is also used to indicate the narrator (Bal 1990: 115).

3. Palacas (1993) describes such expressive elements as subjective parentheticals; these introduce a
rejlective tinguistic wor[d ( cf. mental space) of superordinate status.

4. The nanator's jspeaker's subjectivity as expressed by foregrounding in epistemic modality will be
further discussed in chapter 5.

5. Original: "Ik zag dat hij n:erkte dat zijn vriendin in de gaten had da[ er iets vreemds op zijn wang
zat."

6. The denial should be interpreted as but he did not have something strange on his cheek.

7. It is possible to replace the fac[ive focalizing verbs in (5) with factive verbs that represent the
perception of speech. This results in a rather solemn and therefore marked sentence: I was informrd
that he grrr~e notice tlsat his girtfiiend had made publit that he had something strange on his cheek.

8. By doing so, I do not question Bal's statement that every narrative represents a subjective vision.
However, the possible subjective influence by the narrator on content and lexical choices is caused by the
narrator's world view, which is part of this narra[or's reality.

9. The examples in this section are translations or adaptations from original Dutch news reports, so-
called `hard' news texts. Bell (1991) distinguishes between `soft' news, which is not time-sensitive (e.g.,
longer background articles), from hard news: one-off, unscheduled events which occurred or have come
[o light since the previous issue of the paper (for instance, a`fire story'). Shor[ hard news texts generally
have all the essential characteristics that are needed in narratives or stories, as they answer to Fleisch-
man's (1990: 103) criteria of narrativity: they have a story point, namely, something Iha[ makes them
relevant or newsworthy; they have past reference time; and they refer to unique events and persons.

10. By "episode" Ehrlích means a unit oj anatysis (cf. Van Dijk 1982). See also Clancy (1980) on this
[opic.

11. In the space diagrams, lines with arrows represent connections between Base Space and Subspaces
that are established by space builders. The lines without arrows connect elements that are rela[ed
through a pragmatic function (cf. Fauconnier, 1985, chapter 1). A prime in these diagrams indicates that
an element (x') is the counterpart in the narrator's reality of the element (x) in the embedded subspace.
Note that this is contrary to Fauconnier's convention, who gives prime to the element in the embedded
space. In the case of speech and thought representation, however, it seems more natural to consider the
counterpart in the narrator's reality as derived from or modified with respec[ to the 'bare' element in the
embedded space. Thus, [he embedded element is no[ primed, whereas the counterpart in base space gets
a prime.
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12. Example (8) is adapted from example (6a) above, which is repeated in (8a) below. (6a) is a quote
from an original news report that will be analyzed in subsection 3.1 below.

13. At this point I will not go into the discussion whether the direct mode grammaticalty underlies the
indirect mode-a position taken by Partee 1973 (according [o Fowler 1986)-or the free indirect mode.

14. Coulmas (1986) reports tha[ some languages, e.g. Russian, have split deiris in the indirect mode, as
in He said that he wilt come on the 141h; in such cases, there is less integration of reported speech and
reporting speech (Coulmas 198b: 18-19).

15. Example (9) is adapted from example (6b) above, which is repeated in (9c) below. (6b) is a quote
from an original news report that will be analyzed in subsection 3.1 below).

16. With respect to presuppositions similar consequence relations are found. Fauconnier (1985)
mentions cases of presupposition transjer, for instance the following example:

Lucy claims that Jack called again at six.
P: Jack called before six.
Context: the speaker and hearer know that Jack called before six, bu[ Lucy doesn't. All she actually
claimed (x) was that Jack called at six, without the presupposition [ha[ he called before.
(Fauconnier 1985: 106-107).

As a consequence of Lucy's utterance x in combination with the knowledge in the context, the speaker
reports Lucy saying y, which presupposes P, although the actual utterance x does no[ presuppose P. By
the use of again in the report y, the presupposition P is tranferred from the speaker's base space [o the
embedded space in which Lucy's utterance x is represented.

17. Reinhart (1983) argues that [hese so-called discourse parentheticals permit only interpretation from
one perspec[ive, by default the embedded speaker's, as opposed to subordinating that-clauses (see also
Hand 1993). Compare:

(1) Max said that a famous actress was going to visit him.
(2) A famous actress was going to visit him, Max said.

The second sentence with the discourse parenthetical can only be used when Max really said something
very similar to what (2) claims he said. Given a speech event like the following:

(3) Max: "My mother is going [o visit me".

If the narrator knows Max's mother is an ac[ress, he may account for Max's speech event by (1), and
thus represent his own perspective, while (2) cannot be considered as an account for the given speech
acL (Examples from Reinhar[ 1983: 174).

18. Note that this definition of sefJ is not identical to Sells' definition, i.e. selj as the subject "whose
mental state or attitude the conten[ of the proposition describes" (Sells 1987: 457).

19. For instance, in A.A. Milne's Wrnnie the Pooh and The house at Pooh's corner, many examples can
be found in which the narrator refers at places or events using terms that are lent from Pooh's
vocabulary, such as the words "Thoughtful Spot" in the following fragment:

Half-way between Pooh's house and Piglet's house was a Thoughtful Spot where they sometimes met
when they had decided to go and see each other (...) (p. 296).
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20. The example of free indirect mode (6c, repeated as 10) that was discussed in this section, is not a
quote from an original news report, but a construction based on a fragment of the news text that will be
analyzed in subsection 3.1 below.

21. The sentences were translated from a Du[ch news report. The complete translation is presented and
discussed in chapter 3, section 3.3.2.

22. Note tha[ [he interpretation the police x~ne not ablt to say anything, cf. !an tmr nol walk (his leg is
broken), is a factive statement that dces not open an embedded person-bound subspace. I will come back
to this point in chapter 5.

23. Cf. Langacker's (1990) conception of subjectivity, the more ind'uect representation modes are cases
of subjectificatioa In an `optimal viewing arrangement' (here: the d'uect mode), the `perceived' (here: the
embedded discourse) is created maximally objective, while the `perceiver' (here: the narrator) is
maximally subjec[ive (being the subject of perception); this situation is opposed to subjectified arrange-
ments (here: free indirect and indirec[ mode), in which the narrator is objectified (as part of the
`perceived') and thus, the embedded discourse is subjectified.

24. Caenepeel (1993) and Oversteegen (1993) observe an important difference between news reports
and fictional narra[ives. In news reports there is an immediate link between the deictic centre of the
ut[erance event and the reported events. In fictional narratives, by contrast, there is `bracketing of the
speech point', [hat is, fictional narratives do not have a deictic centre that links the text to its actual
utterance evenL Hence, actual time reference is no longer possible; as a consequence, the reported
events are prescnted rather [han say that an even[ occurred at a certain moment, in other words, [hey
`tell themsclves'.

25. The original text was slightly shortened (a passage with details on the weapons was omitted), but no[
in the crucial par[ (s. [e] through [p]; labelled for convenience sake). Note that some of the examples in
the previous sections were taken from this news text.

[a] SUSPECTED IRA-MEMBERS CAUGHT WHILE AT SHOOTING EXERCISE
[b] This weekend two suspected IRA-members were arrested near the Belgian-Dutch border area

after being caught in the process of a shooting exercise by armed Belgian civilians in the neighbor-
hood of Turnhout. [c] A third man, who managed to escape handcuffed and on foot, is still wanted.
[d] With these arrests, the supposed oRenders of a series of IRA terrorist actions in Belgium, the
Netherlands and Germany have been apprehended.

[e] The arrest is the result of a combination of chance and good luck. [fJ Saturday afternoon the
Rijkswacht in Turnhout was called by a man, who owns a bungalow in the neighborhood of
Hoogstraten. [g] He had heard the sound of machine-guns in the woods near his house. [h] Accom-
panied by his son the informant went out to investigate, armed with a pistol and a shot-gun. [i] On
their way they met three English- speaking touris[s. (j] They had heard shots as wed, but knew nothing
else, they said. [k] A little fur[her on, the two found a piece of ground which had been broken up,
where, after some digging, a box of explosives and a few weapons appeared.

[1] The son kept wa[ch at this spot, the father went for help. [m] After some time one of the
suspects showed up at the spoL [n] The son fired a warning shot, after which the man took tlight. [o]
The father, who had heard the shot, re[urned to the son with a forester and on the way came across
the two other suspects. [p] They kept the two - a man and a woman - at gunpoint until the Rijkswacht
arrived, according to the informant.

(q] After Iheir arrest, the now handcuffed man managed to escape anyway. [r] The police are s[ill
looking for him.

[s] Late Saturday evening the Dutch police arrested the third suspect in Baarle-Nassau, a few
hundred me[res across [he border. [[] According [o a spokesman the man was "clearly on the run from
the police". (u] He did not have any papers and did no[ want to say his name. [v] I[ is expected that
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Belgium will ask for his extradition.
(Volkskrant, June 18th ]990)

26. Consider the standard view on reference as presented, for instance, by DuBois (1980): a`new' en[ity
must be introduced with an indefinite expression unless i[ can be supposed to be in the `common ground'
or shared knowledge between writer and reader. Once introduced, the entity can be referred to by
defmite expressions ( noun phrases, proper nouns, or pronouns) (see also Wright and Givón 1987). This
second rule has a remarkable exception: it dces not hold for references in embedded subspaces.

27. Caenepeel (1993) and Oversteegen (1993) report that in English, pas[ perfect constructions occur
extremely rarely in news reports in comparison to fic[ional narratives. This is explained as a consequence
of the deictic use of tense in news reports: since the speech point is absent, the internal temporal
structure is much looser than in fictional narratives, for ins[ance, two simple past events can be
interpre[ed in reverse order. Thus, past perfect will not normally be selected [o express temporal
precedence. Thís form will only be used when the reporter wants to express that the sta[e, presented by
past perfect, must be evaluated not at the speech point, but at a conteztually provided reJerence point,
which, if it is supplied by a third person speech event, will introduce a perspectival interpretation (op.
ciL: 35). Although in Dutch, past perfect is frequent in news repor[s, because of its event-interpretation
which English does not have, the same explanation for the perspectivized interpretation is valid here.

28. Vantage point is also impor[an[ in this respect: the mere fact that a certain charac[er is mentioned
in subject position, or tha[ someone's description is oriented towards a certain character can reinforce
the impression that the perspective of that charac[er is taken (Kuno 1987, Zribi-Her[z 1989).



3 Perspective in biblical narratives and news reports

3.1 Introduction

The method of analysis of discourse perspective that was developed in chapter 2 is

aimed at the description of variation in perspective and subjectivity in various

narrative texts. Based on linguistic markers of perspective, the method of analysis

identifies and localizes perspective shifts in the discourse. In this chapter the

method of analysis will be demonstrated. With the decision chart and the linguistic

categories distinguished in chapter 2, the narrative discourse is divided into clauses

and the type and degree of perspective of each clause is categorized with a set of

interpretation rules. tn this categorization, two questions are to be answered: which

subject is responsible for the clause, the narrator or a character? And what does

this responsibility include: just the content of the clause, or the form as well?

The method is illustrated by the actual analysis of two narratives from the

Hebrew Bible (Old Testament). The analysis forces the analyst to distribute the

responsibility for the content and verbalization of utterances and thoughts between

God, the narrator and the characters in the biblical narrative. The analyses show

that several passages in the biblical narratives are multi-perspectival, which means

that in these passages it cannot be decided whose experiences and interpretations

are presented.

Subsequently, it is hypothesized that the type and degree of subjectivity used in a

narrative text interacts with the functional properties of the genre. This will be

shown by the text-analytical study of various perspectivization phenomena in two

different narrative text corpora: biblical narratives and news reports.

3.2 Analysis of biblical narratives

3.2.1 Material
The method of analysis is illustrated by the actual analysis of two fragments of the

Hebrew Bible: Genesis 3, The Garden of Eden, and 1 Kings 3:16-28, Solomon's
Judgment. These and many other biblical texts can be considered as narratives,

because they satisfy criteria of narrativity: referential uniqueness ( unique persons

and events as referents), past tense, and story point (see Fleischman 1990: 103).
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Since perspective as a linguistic phenomenon is typical of the narrative genre,
perspective and perspective shifts can be found in biblical narratives too.

Biblical narratives are especially interesting from a text linguistic point of view,
since they have several text functions. In contrast to many other narrative text
types, they have an open text goal, in which three aspects can be distinguished:
entertaining (captivating story), informative (historiography), and persuasive
(moralizing, didactic story: persuade to proper behavior, see Sternberg 1987; about
text functions, see Brewer 1980). Apart from this, bible stories are very old texts,
most likely written down as the representations of orally delivered stories. They are
subject to different narrative rules, such as a relatively concise style (see, e.g. Alter
1981). These factors may affect the way in which perspective and subjectivity are
expressed. The stories are selected from bible books from different eras, Genesis
being the oldest (probably 9th century B.C.) and 1 Kings the youngest (at least a
few centuries later). The original language of the stories is ancient Hebrew. This
Semitic language is in a number of aspects crucially different from Indo-European
languages such as Dutch and English (Van Wolde 1993). The analysis is performed
on a translation of the original text in Dutch (Nederlands Bijbelgenootschap, NBG
1951). The English translation in the examples follow the King James version
(Bible 1943). Both translations are based on the idiolect translation tradition, which
holds the principle that each word and each syntactic construction of the original
text is translated as literally as possible.' Nonetheless, some linguistic perspective
markings in the original text cannot be translated directly. In such cases, the
perspective marking in Hebrew will be discussed.

3.2.2 Analysis of narrative and character discourse
The history (events, acts) which is told by the narrator is the basis of the narrative
text. The most explicit way in which a text can represent a subjective perspective is
by actual embedding, when the narrator allows a character to speak, either verbally
or mentally. lfierefore, the first question to be answered in the description of
perspective is: is the narrator telling us the story (events, situations), or is a
character's discourse represented?

In order to answer this question the text is subdivided in clauses. Each clause is
then interpreted and placed on either the basic event-level (narrative) or the
embedded perspective-level (represented character discourse, either represented
speech or represented thought). Thus, all clauses are placed in a hierarchical
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structure, as in the following example, a fragment of the story of the Garden of

Eden. The text is presented in the Dutch translation (Nederlands Bijbelgenoot-

schap 1951). The numbers of the clauses correspond to the original bible verses.
For convenience sake, beneath each clause its English translation is printed in
italics (Bible 1943: King James version, in short KJ).

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 ernbedding 2

~ ~ ~
l.a De slang nu was het listigs[e van alle dieren des velds,

Now the serpent was more subtil than any óeast of the field
l.b die de Here God gemaakt had;

which tlie Lord God had made.
l.c en zij uide tot de vrouw:

and he said unto the woman,
l.d God heeft zeker wel gezegd:

Yea, hath God said~
l.e Gij zult niet eten van enige boom in de hof?

Ye shal! not eat of every tree of the garden?
2.a Tcen zeide de vrouw [ot de slang:

And the womon said unto the serpent,
(...)
6.a En de vrouw zag,

And when the woman saw,
6.b dat de boom gced was om van te eten,

that the tree was good jorfooci,
6.c en dat hij een lust was voor de ogen, (...)

and that it was pleasant to the eyes, (...)

The analysis results in two important observations. In the first place it appears that
while the beginning of the embedding is often made explicit, the end of the
character's discourse may be implicit. In that case the end of the embedded

perspective has to be inferred from a shift of referential forms (the more so, since
quotation marks are absent in this bible story, as is the case in the original Hebrew

text). See for instance verses (v.) le-2a: Gij zult niet eten van enige boom in de hof?

Toen zeide de vrouw: (...) (KJ: Ye shall not eat of every tree in tlae garden. And the

woman said unto the setpent). In these verses, Ye and the woman refer to the same

referent tlte woman. Apparently, in v. 2 the serpent is no longer addressing the
woman, and therefore the woman is again referred to from the point of view of the

narrator. Sometimes, the end of an embedded perspective is marked explicitly. The
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most simple form is backward reference to the embedded subspace (Palacas 1993).
This would be the case if v, le was followed by, for instance, The serpent's words
made the woman sad. In some cases, the end of a perspective space embedding can
only be inferred on the basis of world knowledge.

Not only the characters' spoken discourse, but also their thoughts and percepti-
ons may be embedded, such as in v. 6a and 7b zag (`saw') and bemerkten (`saw').
This leads to the question whether embedding necessarily represents a character's
discourse in form and content: is it possible that only the content of the character's
discourse is represented, but not its form (exact words)? In other words: the
embedded clause may be subjective, but subjective to what extent?

3.2.3 Analysis of type and degree of subjectivity

The first step in the analysis of perspective showed that to describe and interpret
all perspective phenomena, each individual clause has to be categorized for the
degree of subjectivity. A distinction has to be made between various degrees of
subjectivity, as expressed by the directness of the representation of the utterance or
perception of the character.

The following abbreviations are used in the texts and in discussions of the
analyses:

DN
DS
DT
IS
IT
FIS
FIT
IN

Direct narrative (I)

Embedded direct speech (II.la)

Embedded direct thought (II.lb)

Embedded indirect speech (II.2a)

Embedded indirect thought (II.2b)

Embedded free indirect speech (II.3a)
Embedded free indirect thought (II.3b)
Indirect narrative (III).

The level of embedding is indicated as DS„ DSZ, etc.
Example: DS,IN - Direct speech, first level of embedding, indirect narrative.

This means to say that the spoken discourse of a character is represented directly,
and that this character presents an implicit perspective that is bound to another
character or to himself (within every embedded perspective, another implicit
perspective may be represented, in which case the embedded perspective is
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categorized as indirect narrative, indicated by adding IN).
In the texts, clauses with the default-value direct narrative (category I) are

unmarked. Clauses with (') are explained in the discussion following the analysis.

3.2.3.1 Genesis 3: The Garden of Eden

Context: God has completed creation. Adam and Eve are in the Garden of Eden.

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 embedding 2

l.a De slang nu was het listigste van alle dieren des velds,
Now the serpent was more subtif than ony beast of the field

l.b die de Here God gemaakt had;
which the Lord God had made.

l.c en zij zeide tot de vrouw:
and he said unto the woman,

l.d God heeft zeker wel gezegd: DS,
Yea, hath God said~

l.e Gij zult niet eten van enige boom in de hof? DSZ
Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?

2.a Tcen zeide de vrouw tot de slang:
And lhe woman said unto the serpent,

2.b Van de vrucht van het geboomte in de hof mogen wij e[en; DS,
We may eat oj the fiuit of the trees of the gorden:

3.a maar van de vrucht van de boom, die in het midden van de hof staat, DS,
But of the fiuit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden,

3.b heeft God gezegd: DS,
God hath said~

3.c Gij zult daarvan nie[ eten DS2
Ye shall not eat of i!,

3.d noch die aanraken; DSZ
neither shall ye touch it,

3.e anders zult gij sterven. DSZ
lest ye die.

` 4.a De slang echter zeide tot de vrouw:
And the serpent said unto the woman,

4.b Gij zult geenszins sterven, DS,
Ye shall not surely die:

' S.a maar God weet, DS,IN
For God doth ibiow

5.6 dat ten dage, dat gij daarvan eet, uw ogen geopend zullen
worden, ITz

that in the day ye eot thereof, then your eyes sha1l be opene~
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S.c en dat gij als God zult zijn, kennende gced en kwaad. ITZ
and ye sha116e as goás, knowing good and evil.

6.a En de vrouw zag, IN
And when the wonsan saw,

6.b dat de boom goed was om van te eten, IT,
that the tree was good for food,

6.c en da[ hij een lust was voor de ogen, I'I',
and that if was pleasant to the eyes,

" 6.d ja, dat de boom begeerlijk was (F)IT,
and a tree to be desired

6.e om daardoor vers[andig te worden (F)IT,
to make one wise,

6.f en zij nam van zijn vrucht
she took of the fiuit thereof,

6.g en at,
and did eat,

6.h en zij gaf ook haar man,
6.i die bij haar was,

and gave also unto her husband with her,.
6.j en hij at.

and he ate.
7.a Toen werden hun beider ogen geopend

And the eyes of both of them were openec~
7.b en zij bemerkten, IN

and they loiew,
7.c da[ zij naakt waren; IT,

that they were naked;
7.d zij hechtten vijgebladeren aaneen

and they sewed fig leaves together
7.e en maakten zich schorten

and made lhemselves aprons.
8.a Toen zij het geluid van de Here God hoorden, IN
8.b die in de hof wandelde in de avondkcelte,

And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool oj the day,
S.c verborgen de mens en zijn vrouw zich voor de Here God tussen het geboomte in de hof.

and Adarn and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the
garden.

9.a En de Here God riep de mens [ot Zich
And the Lord God called unto Adam

9.b en zeide tot hem:
and said to him,

9.c Waar zijt gij? DS,
Where art thou?

10.a En hij zeide:
And he sai~
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.

10.b Toen ik uw geluid in de hof óoorde, DS~IN
I hemid thy voice in the garden,

10.c werd ik bevreesd, DS,IN
and J was afioit~

10.d want ik ben naakt DS~
because ! was naked,~

10.e daarom verborg ik mij. DSl
and I hid myself.

ll.a En Hij zeide:
And he sai~

ll.b Wie heeft u te kennen gegeven DS~
Who told thee

' ll.c dat gij naakt ujt? ISZ
that thou wast naked7

ll.d Hebt gij van de boom gegeten, DS,
Hast thou eaten of the tree,

ll.e waarvan Ik u verboden had te eten? DS~
whereof I commanded thou that thou shouldest eat not?

12.a Tcen zeide de man:
And the man sai~

12.b De vrouw die gij aan mijn zijde gesteld hebt DS,
whom thou gavest to be with me

12.c die heeft mij van de boom gegeven, DS,
she gave me of the tree,

12.d en tcen heb ik gegeten. DS,
and I did eat.

13.a Daarop zeide de Here God tot de vrouw:
And the Lord God said unto the woman,

13.b Wat hebt gij daar gedaan? DS,
What is tl:is that thou hast done?

13.c En de vrouw zeide:
And the woman sai~

13.d De slang heeft mij verleid DS,
The serpent beguiled me,

13.e en tcen heb ik gegeten. DSi
and I did eat.

14.a Daarop zeide de Here God tot de slang:
And the Lord God said unto the serpent

14.b Omdat gij dit gedaan hebt, DS~
Because thou hast done this,

14.c zijt gij vervlcekt onder al het vee en onder al het gedierte des velds; DS~
thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beost in the field,.

14.d op uw buik zult gij gaan DS~
upon thy óelly thou shalt go,
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14.e en stof zult gij e[en, DS,
14.f zolang gij leeft. DS,

and dust shalt thy eat all the days oj thy life.
15.a En ik zal vijandschap zetten tussen u en de vrouw, DS,

And I will put enmity between thee ond the woman,
15.b en tussen uw zaad en haar zaad; DS,

and between thy seed and her seed;
15.c dit zal u de kop vermorzelen DSl

it shall bneise thy heaQ
15.d en gij zult he[ de hiel vermorzelen. DS,

and thou shalt bruise its heel.
16.a Tot de vrouw zeide Hij:

Unto the woman he said
16.b Ik zal zeer vermeerderen de moeite uwer zwangerschap; DS,

I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception;
16.c met smart zult gij kinderen baren DS,

in sorrow thou sltalt bringforth children;
16.d en naar uw man zal uw begeerte uitgaan, DS,

and thy desire shall be to thy husbanr~
16.e en hij zal over u heersen. DSl

and he shalJ rule over thee.
17.a En [ot de mens zeide Hij:

And unto Adam he sai~
17.b Omda[ gij naar uw vrouw hebt geluisterd DS,

Because thy hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wije,
17.c en van de boom gegeten, DS,

and hast eaten of the tree,
17.d waarvan Ik u geboden had: DS,

of which ! to~unanded thee, saying
17.e Gij zult daarvan niet e[en, DSZ

Thou shalt not eat of it:
17.f is de aardbodem om uwentwil vervloekt; DS,

cursed is the groundfor thy sake;
17.g al zwoegende zul[ gij daarvan e[en DS,
17.h zolang gij leeft. DS,

in sonow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy lije;
18.a En doornen en distelen zal hij u voortbrengen, DS,

Thon:s also and thistels shall it bring forth to t)tee;
18.b en gij zult het gewas des velds eten; DS,

and tl:ou shalt eat the herb of the freld;
19.a in het zweet uws aanschijns zult gij brood eten, DS,

In the sweat oj thy jace tltou shalt eat bread,
19.b totda[ gij tot de aardbodem wederkeert, DS,

till thou return unto the ground;
19.c omdat gij daaruit genomen zijt; DS,

for out of it wast thy taken:
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19.d want stof zijt gij DS,
for dust thou ari,

19.e en tot stof zult gij wederkeren. DS,
and unto dust shalt thou retum.

20.a En de mens ncemde zijn vrouw Eva,
And Adam called his wije's name Eve;

Zo.b omdat zij de mceder van alle levenden is geworden.
because she was the mother of all living.

21.a En de Here God maakte voor de mens Adam en zijne vrouw rokken van vellen,
Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make coats oj skins,

21.b en toog ze hun aan.
and clothed thern.

22.a En de F~ere God zeide:
And the Lord God sai~

' 22.b Zie, de mens is geworden als Onzer een door de kennis van goed en kwaad;
DS,IN

Behol~ the man is óecome as one of us, lo know good and evil;
22.c nu dan, laat hij zijn hand niet uits[rekken DS,

and now, lest he put fonh his hand,
22.d en ook van de boom des levens nemen en eten, DS,

and take also oj the tree oj life, and eat,
22.e zodat hij in eeuwigheid zou leven. DSl

and live jorever:
23.a Tcen zond de Here God hem weg ui[ de hof van Eden

Therefore the Lord God sent him fonh from the garden of Eden,
23.b om de aardbodem te bewerken,

to till the ground
23.c waaruit hij genomen was.

from whence he was taken.
24.a En Hij verdreef de mens

So he drove out tlte man;
24.b en Hij stelde ten Oosten van de hof van Eden de cherubs met een tlikkerend zwaard,

and he placed at the east oj the garden of Eden Cher-u-bims, and a flaming sword
24.c dat zich heen en weer wendde,

which turned every way,
24.d om de weg tot de boom des levens te bewaken.

to keep the way of the tree of life.

DiscussionZ

The text consists mainly of embedded perspective clauses (ólqo). Both the narrati-
ve clauses and the embedded perspective clauses are in most cases represented

directly (9301o and 87~o respectively); the indirect and free indirect mode are very

infrequent, as are implicit perspectives.
In v. 5 maar God weet [DS,IN], dat (...) (KJ: for God doth krtow), God is, within
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the serpent's direct speech perspective, represented as an active consciousness.
Thus, in this case, the embedded clause (as direct speech) is categorized as indirect

narrative. The verb weten (to know) is a factive verb, which indicates that the

serpent takes for factual what God is thinking (namely, that the man will obtain

knowledge of good and bad by eating of the tree). In other words, in the case of
factive verbs as zien, the embedder (serpent) shares the perspective of the embed-
ded character (God). This is also the case in v. 6: En de vrouw zag [IN], dat (...)

(KJ: And when the woman saw t{aat). In the analysis, embeddings that follow zien
dat are categorized as indirect thoughts: they represent the propositional content,
but not the form of what the characters perceive and think.

In v. 6d ja, dat de boom begeerlijk was (Eng. literally: Yes, that the tree was

desirable), we see a form that reminds us of the free indirect representation mode,
by the use of ja. This is an emotive element which refers to the consciousness that
is presently active, i.e., the woman (see Banfield 1982: 90). Thus, it seems to
represent at least part of the mental discourse of the woman. A problem for this

interpretation is that v. 6d is subordinate to the parenthetical clause 6a (The
woman saw that), while the free indirect mode seldom has a parenthetical (alt-
hough it does occur, see Banfield 1982; Ehrlich 1990b; Jahn 1992). The question is,
whether this clause is really a case of free indirect mode. Some translators add ja,

others do not (e.g. KBS 1983: en dat hij een lust was voor het oog, en hoe aantrekke-
lijk het was er inzicht door te krijgen (Eng. literally: and that it was a treat for the
eye, and how inviting it was to gain insight through it). See also the English King
James version: and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make

one wise.' Apparently, ja is to be interpreted as a discourse marker, which is added
by the translator to indicate that a reinforcement of the previous statement is
following (Geerts en Heestermans 1992: 1309 on the element ja: "in a climax, to
emphasize the greater or stronger"; Redeker 1991, gives several examples of direct
quotes with elements that are no part of the quoted discourse, but are to be
attributed to the quoting narrator).

In v. lOb-c toen ik uw geluid in de hof lioorde [DS,INj, werd ik bevreesd [DS,IN]

(KJ: I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid), the man reports what he
perceived and how he felt; therefore, these embedded discourse clauses are

classified as indirect narrative. Such embedded indirect narrative is rare in this
corpus. This finding corresponds to Wiebe (1990: 403), who reports to have found
relatively few subjective sentences of a character about liimself in a corpus of third
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person fictional narratives. Naturally, in a first person fictional narratives, such

subjective utterances about oneself are no exception at all (nor are they excep-

tional in day-to-day, informal conversation).

V. llc wie heeft u te kennen gegeven [DS,j,) dat gij naakt zijt? [ISZ] (KJ: who told
thee that thou wast naked?) is the only case of indirect speech in this text. With

respect to its form, dat gij naakt zijt is clearly indirect mode, but with respect to its

content it is striking that it is a non-real utterance. For the responsible speaking

character, God, does not report that a certain defined person said that they were

naked, but merely presupposes that someone has revealed this information (on

quotes of unrealized utterances, see i.a. Clark and Gerrig 1990, Sternberg 1982).

In v. 22a (En de Here God zeide (DN]:) Zie, de mens is geworden als Onzer (...)

[DS,IN] (KJ: And the Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us), God

is by contrast to the previous sentences not speaking to one of the other characters

(the serpent, the woman, or the man), but to himself; that is, he is thinking to
himself. God is speaking to himself as a multiple subject (deity)." Such talk has

been called collective monologue (Niehoff 1992). Collective monologue has the

function of inner speech, but remains similar to social speech in its expression. It

designates a speech level preceding complete inner speech, representing a transiti-

on from speech for others to speech for oneself.5 Niehoff presents various exam-

ples of direct quotes in bible stories that are to be conceíved as collective monolo-
gue. In the case of v. 22b, this interpretation offers an explanation for the use of

zie, (...) (Eng: behold). This form, hinè in Hebrew, represents a turn to the view-

point of a character who sees something or is encouraged to see something. 1'hus,

this character is presented as an active consciousness. Such implicit perspectives

are in Ancient Hebrew frequently marked by the adverb hinè, which is traditionally

translated by (en) zie, (...) (Eng: and, behold). In this case, the embedded speaking

character God is reporting via the implicit perspective of the multiple God.

Therefore, this clause is, as direct speech of God, categorized as indirect narrative.
The following v. 22c through 22e do not represent such observations by God, but

an outline of a situation God wants to avoid (laat hij niet ... , Eng. lest he ... ); they

are (still part of the direct speech perspective attributed to God) categorized as

direct narrative.

It is striking that the text does not say God dacht (Eng. God thought), which to us

would be more familiar in this context. In general, what we would express by

denken (to think), is in these stories expressed by zien (to see) or zeggen (to say).
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When the thought of a character represents a perception of a state of facts (in the
eyes of the narrator), zien is used (cf. en God zag dat het goed was, Eng. and God

saw that it was good). The embedded perception is represented indirectly, influen-

ced by both the narrator and the character. When the thought is a more personal
opinion of the character, zeggen is used. For instance in v. 22a God zeide (Eng.
God said) is followed by a direct quote (22b-e) which minimalizes the narrator's

influence on the representation of the thought, and which leaves the responsibility

for the thought entirely to the embedded speaking character God.

3.2.3.2 1 Kings 3:16-28 Solomon's Judgment

Context: Solomon is king of Israel. In this chapter, his good works are narrated.

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 embedding 2

~ ~ ~
16.a Tcenter[ijd kwamen twee vrouwen,

Then there came two women,
16.b hoeren, tot de koning

that were harlots, unto the king
16.c en stelden zich voor hem.

and stood before him.
17.a En de ene vrouw zeide:

And the one woman sai~
17.b Me[ uw verlof, mijn heer, ik en deze vrouw wonen in één huis, DS,

O my Lor~ I and lliis woman dwell in one house;
17.c en ik heb bij haar in huis gebaard. DS,

ruid ! was delivered of a child with her in the house.
18.a Op de derde dag nadat ik gebaard had, DS,

And it came to pass the third day after that I was delivered
18.b heeft ook deze vrouw gebaard, DS,

that this woman was delivered also;
18.c en wij waren tezamen, DS,

and we were together,-
18.d er was geen vreemde bij ons in huis; DS,

there was no stranger with us in the house,
18.e alleen wij tweeën waren in huis. DS,

save we two in the house.
19.a Toen is de zoon van deze vrouw des nachts gestorven, DSl

And this wornan's child died in the night;
19.b doordat zij op hem gelegen had. DS,

because she overlaid it.
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20.a En zij is te middernach[ opgestaan DS,
And she arose at midnight

20.b en heeft mijn zoon naast mij weggenomen, DS,
and took my son from beside me,

20.c [erwijl uw dienstmaagd sliep, DS,
while thine handmaid slept

20.d en óeeft hem in haar schoot gelegd, DS,
and lald it in her bosorn,

20.e en haar dode zoon heeft zij in mijn schoot gelegd. DS,
and laid her dead child in my bosom.

21.a Tcen ik des morgens opstond DS,
And when I rose in the maming

21.b om mijn zoon te vceden, DS,
to give my child sucl,

' 21.c zie, hij was dood; FITZ
behol~ it was dead:

21.d maar ik gaf in de morgen acht op hem, DS,IN
but when I had considened it in the momin~

' 21.e en zie, het was niet de zoon, die ík gebaard had. FITZ
beholc~ it was not my son, which I did óear.

22.a Doch de andere vrouw zeide:
And the other woman sai~

22.b Niet waar! de levende is mijn zoon, DS,
Nay, but the living is my son,

22.c en de dode is uw zoon. DSl
and the dead is thy son.

22.d En deze zeide weer:
And this sai~

22.e Niet waar! de dode is uw zoon DS,
No; but the dead is thy son,

22.f en de levende is mijn zoon. DS,
and the living is my son.

22.g Zo krakeelden zij in [egenwoordigheid van de koning.
Thus they spake before the king.

23.a Tcen zeide de koning:
77sen said the king

23.b De ene zegt: DS,
The w~e saith,

23.c Deze, de levende, is mijn zoon, DSZ
This is my son that liveth,

23.d en de dode is uw zoon; DSz
and thy son is the dead:

23.e en de andere zegt: DS,
and the other saith,

23.f Nie[ waar! de dode is uw zoon DS2
Nay; but thy son is the dea~
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23.g en de levende is mijn zoon. DS1
and my son is the living.

24.a Daarop zeide de koning:
And the king sai~

24.b Haalt mij een zwaard. DS,
Bring me a sword.

24.c En zij brachten een zwaard bij de koning.
And they brought a sword óejore the king.

25.a En de koning zeide:

And lhe king said,
25.b Snijdt het levende kind in tweeën DS,

Divide the living child in two,
25.c en geeft de helft aan de ene DS,

and give halj to the one,
25.d en de helft aan de andere. DS,

and halj to the other.
26.a Tcen sprak de vrouw

77tan spake the woman
26.b van wie het levende kind was,

whose the living cliild was
26.a to[ de koning

unto the king
' 26.c omdat haaz mcederlijk gevcel voor haaz zoon was opgewekt; IN

jor her bowels yeamed upon her son,
26.d zij zeide dan:

and she sai~
26.e Met uw verbf mijn heer, geeft haaz het levende kind DS,

O my Lorcl, give her the living chil~
26.f maar doodt het in geen geval. DS,

and in no wise slay it.
26.g Doch de andere zeide:

But the other sai~
26.h Het zal noch van mij noch van u zijn, DS,

Let it me neither mine nor thine,
26.i snijdt door. DS,

but divide it.
27.a Tcen antwoordde de koning

Then the king answered
27.b en zeide:

and soi~
' 27.c Geeft haar het levende kind DS,

Give her the living chil~
27.d en doodt het in geen geval: DS,

and in no wise slay it:
27.e zij is de mceder. DS,

she is the mother thereof.
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28.a Tcen geheel Israël het oordeel vemam, IN
And alt lsrea! Juard of the judgrnent

28.b dat de koning had uitgesproken,
which the king had judged,~

28.c werden zij met ontzag voor de koning vervuld, IN
and they jemrd the king.-

28.d want zij merkten, IN
jor they saw

' 28.e dat de wijsheid Gods in óem was TT,
that [he wisdom of God Nws in him

28.f om recht te dcen. IT~
to do judgment.

Discussion
Like the Garden of Eden story, Solomon's Judgment consists mainly of embedded

perspective clauses (ó5qo). Both the narrative clauses and the embedded perspecti-

ve clauses are in most cases represented directly (83~1o and 90~Io respectively); the

indirect and free indirect mode are again very infrequent, as are implicit perspecti-

ves.

In this fragment we see two examples of the free indirect mode within one

narrative embedding (v. 17-21). In the first woman's story, she makes two state-

ments about her son: in v. 21c she says zie, hij was dood [FITZ] (KJ: behold, it was

dead) and two clauses later in v. 21e zie, het was niet de zoon die ik gebaard had

[FIT2] (KJ: beltold, it was not my son, which I did bear). The referential forms

represent the viewpoint of the embedded speaking character, namely the respective

viewpoints that she had at both moments of perception. The first moment was

when she stood up to nurse her son; presumably, it was very early and still dark.

Thus, what she noticed was that the child was dead, but not that it wasn't her child.

The second moment is indicated by in de morgen (Eng: in the morning); it must

have been a little later and for certain it was light. Now she was able to notice that

it was not her child. The parenthetical is absent, and the signal zie ... (behold, ... )

seems here an indication for the free indirect mode. The woman represents what

she perceived~thought to herself at the respective moments. The signal zie does not

necessarily indicate free indirect mode. Recall that in Genesis 3:22, zie also

marked a perspective, but there it was categorized as an implicit perspective. In v.

22, zie does not mark that God quotes what he observed in the past (embedded

perspective), but that he is observing at this moment, representing God as active

consciousness (implicit perspective). Thus, within their own story, characters may
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represent their present and past utterances and thoughts in various ways. In
modern literary narratives, the narrator frequently participates as `I' in the story
and employs various types of perspective embedding, among which the free
indirect mode (to represent the j~ounger I').

V. 26c is a case of ambiguous narrative text: (Toen sprak de vrouw van wie ltet
levende kind was tot de koning) omdat laaar moederlijk gevoel voor {taar zoon was
opgewekt [IN] (...) (Eng, literally: because her motherly feeling for her son had been
aroused; KJ: for lter bowels yearned upon her son). Does the narrator represent what
the woman goes through in her consciousness: or does he draw a conclusion from
what she says subsequently (doodt {tet kind niet, KJ: in no wise slay it), that this
must be caused by motherly feelings, i.e. yearning bowels? It cannot be decided. It
is true that motherly feelings presuppose an active consciousness, but, as in v. 28e
dat de wijsheid Gods in hem was (KJ: that the wisdom of God was in him) this can
be inferred from the character's behavior. In other words, it is possible that the
narrator has no access to the character's consciousness here, and the narrative is
direct. However, the most obvious interpretation is that the narrator knows and
reports what the woman feels; an implicit perspective, therefore indirect narrative.

Such sentences can be found in other bible stories as well, e.g., Ruth 3:6-8
(context: Ruth is a poor, young widow. Naomi, her deceased husband's mother has
advised her to try and put Bo-az, a rich relative, in a position that forces him to
marry her).

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 embedding 2

~ ~ ~
6.a.Daarop daalde zij af naar de dorsvlcer

And she went down unto the floor
6.b en zij deed daar alles

and did according to all
6.c wat haar schoonmceder haar geboden had.

that her mother in law óade her.
7.a Tcen nu Boaz gegeten

And when Bo-az had eaten
7.b en gedronken had,

and dntnk,
' 7.c en zijn hart vrolijk was, IN

and his heart was merry,
7.d kwam hij

he went
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7.e om zich neer te leggen aan het uiteinde van de korenhoop.
to lie down at the end oj the heap of corn:

7.f Daarop kwam zij stil nader,
and she came sofit};

7.g slceg zijn vcetendek op
and uncovered his feet,

7.h en legde zich neer.
and laid her down.

8.a Het gebeurde nu te middernacht,
And it came to pass at micGrighl,

' 8.b dat de man wakker schrok IN
that the man was ajraid

8.c en om zich heen greep
and tumed himselj.-

' 8.d en zie, daar lag een vrouw aan zijn vceteneind. FITi
and, behold, a woman !ay at his feet.

Both v. 7c and 8b are ambiguous: 7c. (Toen nu Boaz gegeten en gedronken had
[DN],) en in zijn hart vrolijk was [IN], (...) (KJ: and his hean was merry) and 8b

(Het gebeurde nu te middernacht [DN],) dat de man wakker schrok [IN] (Eng.

literally: that the man woke up with a start; KJ: that the man was afraid). In both

cases, the narrator reports the state of consciousness of Bo-az, while it could as
well be a conclusion from Bo-az's behavior. In such subtle cases of perspectival

ambiguity the perspectivized interpretation is categorized.

In v. 8d we see another case of perspective marked by zie. The narrator reports

that Bo-az-who supposedly knows Ruth-was awake and zie, daar lag een vrouw
aan zijn voeteneind [FIT,] ( KJ: behold, a woman lay at his feet). Why doesn't it say:

he saw Ruth laying at his feet? By choosing an indefinite expression to refer to
Ruth, the narrator indicates that Bo-az did not recognize Ruth at first. Several
explanations are available: it was dark; he was frightened and did not expect her;

he did not recognize her because he had only met her once, for a short moment,

while she was dressed and veiled. However, even if Bo-az had not known Ruth at

all, the narrator could have said: `he saw Ruth', because at least to the narrator

and the reader, Ruth was known from the previous episode. In other words: the

indefinite referential form a woman indicates that the narrator shifts his viewpoint

to Bo-az's viewpoint. To Bo-az, for a short moment, Ruth was a stranger. In this
clause, the element zie is interpreted as part of Bo-az's thoughts~perceptions and is
therefore to be attributed to him, not to the narrator. Such vocative elements are

typical for the free indirect mode, but again, as in the case of `ja' in the Genesis
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story (see subsection 2.3.1 above) we wonder whether zie is not merely a discourse
marker, indicating special attention to somebody's viewpoint, rather than a part of
the character's discourse. Yet, in the absence of a parenthetical indicating indirect
representation mode, and because the referential center lies with the narrator and
not with Bo-az, the clause looks most like a case of free indirect representation of
a thought of the man.

Not only with respect to narrative vs. character-perspective can ambiguities be
found. In Solomon's judgment, we also find perspective ambiguities between charac-
tets. Let us go back to v. 26: Toen sprak de vrouw van wie het levende kind was tot
de koning, omdat haar moederlijk gevoel voor haar zoon was opgewekt; zij zeide dan:
Met uw verlof mijn heer, geeft haar het levende kind, maar doodt het in geen geval
(KJ: Than spake the woman whose the living child was, unto the king, for her bowels
yearned upon her son: and she said, O my Lord, give her the living child, and in no
wise slay it). In the first place, the reader does not know which of the two women is
speaking here, and has the `motherly feeling' (or `yearning bowels'): the one who
spoke first to the king, or the second one?

What the reader does know is that the narrator thinks:
1. that the woman who wants to save the child, must have made this decision
because of her motherly feelings;
2. that these feelings must be caused by the fact that she is its mother;
3. that the woman with these feelings deserves to have the child.
This interpretation is confirmed by some translationsb, such as the Leidse translati-
on: Geeft het knaapje aan haar die gezegd heeft: geeft haar het levende kind, en dood
het niet: zij u de moeder (Eng. literally: Give tlie boy to her who has said: give her
the living child, and do not kill it: she is the mother). Other translations, such as the
NBG and the King James version that were used here, offer no explicitation: who
will get the child, she who spoke to save the child, or the other one? By default,
her refers to the nearest (backwards) available referent, that is, the woman who
spoke to kill the child. Strictly speaking this suggests the possible interpretation
that the woman who would rather have the child die than give it up, would deserve
the child. This interpretation seems unlikely. The conclusion is that the story does
not give a decisive answer here.
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3.3 Corpus analysis

In the previous section, perspective phenomena in biblical narratives were analyzed
using the method of analysis that was developed in chapter 2. The analysis offered
an accurate descriptive instrument which provides deeper insight in perspectivizati-
on phenomena of the individual texts, and also suggested that some perspective
types (free indirect mode, implicit perspective) are very infrequent or absent in
biblical narrative in general, whereas other perspective types (direct speech,
indirect thought) are frequent. By contrast, in modern fictional narratives, the
whole range of perspective types can be found. In fictional narratives, direct quotes
typically have a dramatizing function, creating involvement and liveliness (Redeker
1987, 1991; Mayes 1990; Clark and Gerrig 1990). As was discussed in chapter 2,
direct quotes can also have a documenting function, providing evidence and
creating detachment between narrator and character. The question arises, which of
these functions is prominent in other narrative text types such as biblical nar-
ratives, and what function(s) non-direct perspective types may serve. In order to
obtain more insight in the occurrence and functions of perspective phenomena in
relation to narrative genres, a corpus analysis was conducted for two different
narrative genres: perspective phenomena in biblical narratives were analyzed and
compared with perspective phenomena in news texts.

3.3.1 Biblical narratives

As was mentioned in subsection 2.1 above, biblical narratives have a triple text
goal (amusing, informative and persuasive). Divergent hypotheses with respect to
the occurrence and function of perspective types could be formulated, dependent
on what text function is considered prominent. However, if we presuppose that the
text function of these stories is dependent on the context of use, it can be presu-
med that perspective is neutral, such that it can have either a dramatizing or a
documenting function, in order to leave much freedom of interpretation to oral
narrators. The leads to the hypothesis that biblical narratives consist mainly of
direct narrative clauses and partly of direct representation of characters' discourse.

A corpus of 255 biblical narrative clauses was created, consisting of the three
texts analyzed previously: Genesis 3, 1 Kings 3:16-28 and Ruth 3. Syntactic clauses
were used as analytical units (see chapter 2, section 2.2.1). Following the method
of analysis explained above, the clauses were categorized for either perspectivized
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or not perspectivized and for type of perspectivization. The results are presented in

table 1.

In the biblical narratives, perspectivized clauses outnumbered the narrated ones.

Of all clauses, 63.1~Jo were perspectivized. Of the narrative clauses, the greater part

are represented directly (90.4qo); thus, in only 9.6qo of all narrative clauses does

the narrator present an implicit perspective of one of the characters. In perspec-
tivized clauses, implicit perspective was even more rare: only 8 cases. Thus, implicit

perspectives were very infrequent in biblical narratives, mostly occurring in the

form of indefinite references to `known' characters. Other indicators of implicit

perspectives such as modal verbs, signals of opinion and indications of feelings

were rare.
Of the perspectivized clauses, 11.801o were doubly embedded, that is, a perspecti-

vized clause within a perspectivized clause; mostly direct speech within direct

speech. When a character's perspective (mostly spoken discourse) was embedded,
it was almost always represented in the direct mode (90.1qo). The non-direct
modes were very infrequent and restricted to indirect thought (i.e. represented

perceptions such as {ze saw t{zat... ). Indirect representation of speech (he said that)

occurred only in double embeddings such as he will tell you what to do (1.9qo).

Free indirect mode occurred only in a simplified form, not independently but only
marked by the signal zie, in three clauses (1.2010). Two of these clauses occurred in

one fragment where a character recalled her own observations in the past; only

once did the narrator use this construction to represent a character's perspective.
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Table 1.
Distribution of clauses over perspective categories

Bible narratives
(N-255)

N olo

Narrative 94 36.9

direct narrative (DN) 85 (90.4)
33.3

indirect narrative (IN) 9 (9.6)
3.5

Embedded
Perspective

161 63.1

N level olo
1 f 2'

direct speech (DS) 145 134 t 11 (90.1)
56.9

direct thought (DT) - - -

indirect speech (IS) 3 0 t 3 (1.9)
1.2

indirect thought (IT) 10 7 t 3 (6.2)
3.9

free indirect speech (FIS)

free indirect thought (FIT) 3 1 f 2 (1.9)
1.2

implicit perspective (IN) (8)8

News reports
(N-572)

N olo

438 76.6

356 (81.3)
62.2

82 (18.7)
14.3

134 23.4

N level olo
lt2

27 27 t 0 (20.1)
4.7

81 74 t 7 (60.4)
14.2

17 15 t 2 (12.7)
3.0

7 7 t 0 (5.2)
1.2

2 2 f 0 (1.4)
0.3

(12)

Note: the percentages in parentheses are percentages o! the number o! narrative clauses and embedded
perspeaive clauses respeaivety
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Ducussion

The analysis of the biblical narratives shows that in these texts the spoken word of
characters is more prominent than the narration of events and actions in which the
spoken words are embedded. Furthermore, it appears that for the greater part the
texts can be characterized as `direct': either direct narrative, or direct representati-
on of embedded perspective. Thus, in case of embedded perspective of characters,
the narrator maintains his distance. He largely restricts himself to telling what
happens, what people do and say, and does so in the direct form. Thus perspective
choices are located at the ends of the continuum (direct narrative and direct
speech), where narrator and characters hardly interfere with each other.

It is striking that almost no thoughts of the characters are represented. In the few
cases concerned with feelings and thoughts, they are mostly represented by an
indirect report which is based on acts and statements of the character involved.
Implicit perspectives, in which subjective thoughts and perceptions are represented,
are rare, and always enforced within the sentence or by the immediate context.
The detachment and sometimes vagueness of the narrator with respect to the inner
motives of the characters give the reader much room for interpretations. The
vagueness also becomes apparent from the differences between translations (as in
1 Kings 3:26, see subsection 2.3.2 above).

3.3.2 News narratives

News texts that have a strictly informative function are so-called hard news reports
(such as fire stories; see Bell 1991). These news reports answer to the criteria of
narrativity. Fleischman (1990: 103) states that the story point is a criterion for
narrative text, apart from two formal characteristics: past temporality and referenti-
al uniqueness. Thus, hard news texts can be considered as narrative texts. Based on
the strictly informative function, it ís hypothesized that, unlike in biblical narrati-
ves, perspective is only used in its documenting function, and will not have a
dramatizing function. The expectation is therefore that direct and free indirect
representation mode is sparse and has a documenting function, while the indirect
mode will be more prominent.

A corpus of 23 Dutch news texts from different types of newspapers was
collected. The corpus consists of strictly `hard news' texts to news reports with
some background information (history of the person or situation involved). The
length of the news texts varies from 8 to 80 clauses. All texts were analyzed for
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perspectives. The texts were divided in analytical units, which were categorized as
either perspectivized or not perspectivized (i.e. narration of events). Analytical
units were distinguished in clauses. Following the method of analysis explained

above, the clauses were categorized for either perspectivized or not perspectivized
and for type of perspectivization. An example is the following news report
(translated from a Dutch newspaper `De Volkskrant', 24 April 1989).

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 embedding 2

~ ~ ~
1. GIRL'S KIDNAPPING TURNS OUT WELL AFI'ER POLICE ACTION

2. APELDOORN (ANP) - The kidnapping of a six year-old girl in Apeldoorn on
Sunday turned out well atter a large-scale action of the police. IR,

3. This was announced by the police on Sunday.
4.a Witnesses saw IN

4.b how the girl was dragged into a car IT,
4.c and taken away by a man. ITl

S.a The police immediately started a pursuit with twenty policemen and an aircraft from the
transport department,

S.b but lost [he car.
6.a About a quarter of an hour later a policeman
6.b who was working on another investigation in the woods outside Apeldoorn,
6.a discovered a man IN

6.c who had a girl with him. IN
7.a ApparenUy, the man had taken pity on the girl, IN
7.b but there was no trace of [he kidnapper. IN
8.a A little la[er a witness of the kidnapping
8.b who had heard-through listening to the poGce-radiostation- IN
8.c where the girl had been found, IN
8.a discovered [he car with the presumed kidnapper. IN
9.a According to the police,

9.b this led to a wild pursuit through Apeldoorn. IS
10.a The suspect, a 24 year-old man from Apeldoorn, had car-trouble
10.b and the police were able to arrest him a little more than one hour and a half after the

kidnapping. IN
11. About his motives the police could not say anything. IN

In this text sample there are only three cases of embedded perspectives (involving

4 clauses): two cases of indirect speech, namely sentence (2) which is embedded by

backward reference in (3) Thu was announced by the police, and (9b) which is

embedded by (9a) According to, and one indirect thought (4b), embedded by verb
of perception in (4a) saw that. By contrast, quite a few implicit perspectives are
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created, signalled by various linguistic means that represent a character's active

consciousness, such as modal verbs (7a, lOb, and 11) and verbs and constructions

of cognition and perception (saw, s. 4a; discovered, s. 6a, 8a; apparently, 7a; was no

trace, s.7b; heard, s. 8b). Note that verbs of cognition and perception can indicate

an embedded indirect thought by syntactic subordination of another clause, such as

in (4a) ~tnesses saw how the girl was dragged into a car. When they do not have a

subordinate clause, they just open an implicit perspective, which is categorized as
indirect narrative (IN). One of the implicit perspectives in this text sample is
enforced by a`late indefinite' reference to a`known' person is made, namely s. 6a-

b: (...) a policeman discovered a man who had a girí with him. (The differences

between implicit perspective and the indirect representation of speech and thought
are discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.3.5.)

In table 1, a summary is presented of the distribution of all clauses in both news

reports and biblical narratives over the perspective categoríes. The distributions of

clauses in the biblical and news reports over the narrative versus embedded

perspective categories differs significantly (Xz - 121.08, df(1), p ~.001).
The results of the corpus analysis show that in hard news reports, the narration

of events is most prominent (76.6qo). Of the narrative clauses, the greater part is

represented directly (81.3010). Thus, almost one fifth of the narrative clauses was
indirect, containing an implicit perspective. This is a significantly greater portion
than in biblical narratives, where implicit perspectives were practically absent (~ -

4.48, df (1),p ~.OS). Embedded perspectives were quite frequent, but not all types

occurred equally often. Free indirect mode was practically absent in news reports.

20.1qo of the embedded perspectivized clauses were direct quotes of speech. Of the
27 cases, 7 were partial direct quotes, that is, less than one full clause of the
perspectivized clause. Most direct quotes were restricted to the utterances of
authorities (such as the police, or politicians at a press conference) that the author

(journalist) could have heard in the actual speech situation. Of the embedded

perspectives, the indirect mode was most frequently used (60.4qo), of which some

cases were signalled by opinion indicators (according to laim, (...)).

Discussion

In news reports, the narrator concentrates on the factual description of events and

situations, and thus reports (diegesis) instead of showing (mimesis) what happened

(see Redeker 1991). He infrequently takes the characters' point of view, makes use
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of direct speech only in documenting functions, never directly represents charac-

ters' thoughts or utterances he did not witness, and hardly ever comments on the

situation. In a comparative study of different newspapers (national quality newspa-
per vs. local newspaper), no significant difference in the occurrence of perspectivi-

zation devices was found between the newspapers (hlass 1992). Apparently, the

genre characteristics of hard news reports are stronger than stylistic characteristics

of the individual newspapers themselves.'

The relatively large number of indirect narrative clauses, that contained a

character's implicit perspective, was not expected (18.7010 of all narrative clauses).
Implicit perspective is the most indirect type of perspective, where the narrator
indicates the content of a character's utterance or opinion, but does not represent

the character's own words. Of the 82 cases, 26 involved the use of a modal verb

(had to, appeared to be), 44 cases involved the use of verbs of perception (saw), of
which 4 cases of late indefinite reference (see sample text), and 12 cases involved
the use of quotative conditional (she was supposedly (...)). The number of implicit

perspectives within embedded perspective clauses (that indicate another character's
perspective) was very small (7).

Apparently, in news reports, implicit perspectives are used to document the

narrator's descriptions of situations and events: where he is relating something that

was witnessed, said or judged by someone, this is marked by a modal expression,
verbs of perception or cognition or a quotative conditional construction. Thus,

although such modifying of information foregrounds the speaker~narrator and thus

creates subjectivity, the result is a more objective text, since the speaker-foregroun-

ding is used to mark information as opinions and perceptions of others.

3.4 Direct mode in biblical narratives

The most important question that is raised by the corpus analysis in the previous
section is, why the direct mode is so much more prominent in biblical narratives
than in news narratives.

The very frequent use of direct quotes in the biblical narratives analyzed above
causes the impression that the narrator is present as witness of all events reported.
Thus, a paradoxical combination is created of an on-stage narrator (high degree of

subjectiviry) with the direct representation mode (low degree of subjectivity). As
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argued above, the direct representation mode has a relatively low degree of
subjectivity on the narrator's part, because it (creates the illusion that it) represents
the characters' utterances or thoughts verbatim. Therefore, by using the direct
mode, the narrator has as little influence on the representation as possible. This
objective, documenting function of the direct mode is used in news reports, where
direct quotes are restricted mostly to witnessed utterances of persons with authori-
ty. By not `touching' the original utterance or thought, the narrator may aim to
express his~her distance from these words, and his respect for the character's
words. In biblical narratives, the prominence of direct quote (compare Alter 1981,
Savran 1988) suggests that this objective function may be in order. T'his objective
function may be especially important when the embedded speaking character has a
central role (as a patriarch or matriarch), or is God himself.

However, when analyzing these narratives more closely, it appears that direct
quotation in some cases may have a different function here than in news reports.
Consider the following fragment of Genesis 2:15-24 (The creation of woman).

Narrative Embedded perspective
embedding 1 embedding 2

~ ~ ~
15.a En de Here God nam de mens

And the Lord God took the man
15.b en plaatste hem in de hof van Eden om die [e bewerken en te bewaren

and put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it.
16.a En de Here God legde de mens het gebod op:

And the Lord God commanded the man, sayin~
16. Van alle bomen in de hof moogt gij vrij eten,

Of every tree of the garden lhou mayest freely eat:
17.a maar van de boom der kennis van gced en kwaad,

But of the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
17.b daarvan zult gij niet eten,

thou shalt not eat oj it:
17.c want ten dage, da[ gij daarvan ee[,

jor in the doy that thou eatest thereoj
17.d zult gij voorzeker sterven.

thou shalt surely die.
18.a En de Here God zeide:

And the Lord God said~
18.b Het is niet gced, dat de mens alleen zij.

It is not good that the man should be alone,
18.c Ik zal hem een hulp maken, die bij hem past.

I will make him a help meet jor him.
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í-..)
21.a Tcen deed de Here God een diepe slaap op de mens vallen;

And the Lord God caused a deep sleep upon Adam,
21.b en terwijl deze sliep,

and he slept,
21.c nam Hij een van zijn ribben

and he took one of his ribs,
21.d en sloot haar plaats tce met vlees.

and closed up the jTesh instead thereof.
22.a En de Here God bouwde de rib, die hij uit de mens genomen had, tot een vrouw,

And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman,
22.b en Hij bracht haaz tot de mens.

and órought her unto man.
23.a Tcen zeide de mens:

And Adom saiQ
23.b Dit is nu eindelijk been van mijn gebeente en vlees van mijn vlees;

This is now óone of my bones, andjlesh of my fTesh:
23.c deze zal "mannin" óeten,

She shall 6e called Woman,
23.d omdat zij uit de man genomen is.

because she was taken out of Man.
24.a Daarom zal een man zijn vader en mceder verlaten

Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother,
24.b en zijn vrouw aanhangen

and shall cleave unto his wife;
24.c en zij zullen tot één vlees zijn.

and they shall be one flesh.
25.a En zij beiden waren naakt, de mens en zijn vrouw,

And they were óoth naked, the man and his wéfe,
25.b maar zij schaamden zich voor elkander nie[.

and were not ashamed.

The objective, documenting function of direct quotation does not explain construc-

ted quotes such as in the fragments of Genesis cited here. Frequently, especially in

fictional discourse, the reliability of direct quotes cannot be verified, but in this

fragment, some quotes are re-quoted, and thus they can be compared to their

`original' (i.e. the first quote). Compare the direct re-quote in Genesis v. 3:3 (cited

in subsection 2.3.1 above) with an earlier direct quote in v. 2:17. In v. 3:3 the

woman quotes God as having said: Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest

ye die. Yet, in v. 2:17 God actually said: but of the tree of the knowledge of good and
bad, thou shalt not eat of it; for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely
die. Apparently, direct quote is not necessarily verbatim. 1'he woman was not even
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there yet-she could not have heard God say this, for she had not been created at
the moment God said it (see v. 2:21-22).

An alternative explanation for the relatively high frequency of direct mode in

biblical narratives is that the direct representation mode is `showing' what was said
or thought, which has a mimetical or dramatizing effect (Redeker 1991). In some
contexts, such as news reports, direct quotation has a documenting function. But
this function is overruled by the dramatizing function in biblical narrative. In
general, the narrator is, in comparison to news reports, much more on-stage. He is
omniscient because he has access to the consciousness of the characters, such as in
v. 25 (And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed), and
is repeatedly introducing, evaluating, interpreting and summarizing the situation in
the story, such as in v. 2:24 (the prophesy and explanation that a man will cleave to
his wife) and v. 3:1 (Now the serpent was more subti[ than any beast of the field).
The showing, active narrative style of biblical narrative can be explained by the
function of the biblical text. This is not only informative or argumentative, but in

some sense persuasive: it aims at (changed) behavior on the reader's part.
Presumably, when a dramatizing device creates higher affective effects, the
involvement of the reader with the events and characters will be greater. One
could hypothesize that this involvement creates a greater willingness to interpret
the text deeply, to `learn' from it, and act likewise.

A third, more speculative explanation for the high frequency of direct mode is
that-at least in this genre-the direct mode is the default representation mode.
In chapter 2(section 2.2.3), the mental space structures of various representation

modes showed that the direct representation mode is the most simple, or one
could even say, the most primitive representation mode. Neither reference to tense
and person, nor deictic anchoring in time and place, nor the syntax of the ut-
terance need to be altered in the direct mode. In contrast, the other, non-direct
modes of representing characters' discourse, i.e. indirect and free indirect mode,
are more complex representation devices in which the narrator's and character's
influence are fused. Possibly, ancient Hebrew, in which the texts of the Bible were
originally written, did not provide a broad range of representation devices. In
biblical narratives, quite often one utterance is nested as direct quote in another
direct quote. An example is provided by 1 Kings 3:23: Then said the kin~ The one
saith: (...), and the other saith: (...). This way, one and the same quote may be
repeated several times. The suggestion is quite strong, that modification of the
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uttered propositions into indirect or free indirect speech was too complex a task.
This line of argumentation is enhanced by the fact that direct representation of

speech is a universal, while indirect speech is not: some languages do not have
indirect speech, or only use it to indicate that the reporter is unsure about the
original speech (Li 1986: 40-41). Representation devices seem to have developed
from direct to indirect modes gradually, and this development may well have been

a solution for the uneconomical nesting and repetition of directly quoted utteran-

ces that we saw exemplified in biblical narrative. By expressing perspectives
indirectly, the narrator has more room to foreground his own subjectivity (see
chapter 2). Such subjectification is an expression of the general semantic-pragmatic
tendency of ineanings to become increasingly situated in the speaker's subjective
belief~attitude toward the situation, as pointed out by Traugott 1988: 410 (accor-
ding to Langacker 1990). This concept would also offer an additional explanation
for another intriguing observation, namely that straightforward representation of
thought is absent in the corpus of old bible texts.

In these narratives, thought is represented by other means, such as in Genesis 3:6
The woman saw that the tree was good to eat of (...) and a tree to be desired to make

one wise. In the preceding context, it is said that every tree (in the Garden of Eden)
is pleasant to the sight and good for food (vs. 2:9), not this particular tree and its
fruit. The impression is strong that v. 3:6b-e are personal thoughts and judgments
of the woman. In the corpus, 11 cases of such `indirect thoughts' were found, using

the verbs zien (Eng. seeing) and bemerken (Eng. knowing). This seems to be
contradictory to the observation that the biblical narratives seem to avoid fusion of
narrator's and character's subjectivity as in indirect speech. However, in the case of
indirect thought indicated by saw that or knew that, the fusion of narrator's and
character's responsibility is limited. Note that world-creating verbs such as think
are non-factive and thus ascribe the responsibility for the embedded information to
the thinking character; when think embeds an indirect thought-perspective, a fusion
between character's and narrator's responsibility is established because the
character is responsible for the content of the perspectivized information, whereas
the narrator and character share the responsibility for the form. By contrast, verbs
such as see and know are factive, which by default express the validity of the
represented perception in the narrator's reality; this means that the narrator also
takes responsibility for the content of the perspectivized information (the differen-
ce between factive and non-factive embedding verbs is elaborated in chapter 2,
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section 2.2.3.5). As Sweetser (1990) has pointed out, the verb `seeing' has taken a

historical route from the physical activity to metaphorically use for thinking or

knowing. Similar phenomena can be observed in ancient Greek (Sweetser 1990,
Onians 1951). For Homer's Iliad (7th century B.C.), Onians describes how
psychological functions such as thinking were located in the body. Thus, aspects

and functions of the human body developed metaphorical meanings used to

describe mental processes.
That characters in biblical narratives do think is not only expressed by seeing but

also by saying. See, for instance, Genesis 2:18: And the Lord God said: It is not

good that man should be alone, I will make itim a help meet for him. In this

sentence, God is not talking to somebody else, but to himself, in other words, he is
thinking. Tfiis is not indicated by a verb of cognition but by a verb of speaking.
Likewise, Homerian characters "speak in their heart" (Auerbach 1946, chapter
1).'o There were no cases of free indirect thought in the corpus, yet there were
cases of a more simple but similar construction. Recall for instance the `late
indefinite' example from Ruth 3:8 At midnight the man woke up and behold, there
was a woman at his feet. In order to understand this indefinite referential form `a
woman' at this point of the story, we have to interpret the referential form from
Bo-az' perspective, as was discussed in subsection 2.3.2 above.

It can be hypothesized that these linguistic forms reflect the developmental state
of self-consciousness. The Bible and the Iliad are both based on orally delivered
narratives. They could not be written down until a script was available; and since
ancient Hebrew and Greek are the first phonetic scripts, these texts are among the
very first written texts. It was not for many centuries to come that a conception of
`self(the speaker's objectification, that is, perceiving and foregrounding himself as
an object of communication) was developed through the use of text (Illich and
Sanders 1988, chapter 5). This development has a parallel in the development of
language use in children. Children develop intrapersonal (self-conscious and self-
guiding) language after and as a result of interpersonal (social and adult-appealing)
language (Vygotsky 1978). The representation of thought by sophisticated literary
devices such as represented consciousness (stream of free indirect thought) was
only developed in the modern literature of the last few centuries, for ínstance by
Henry James, Virginia Woolf and James Joyce.
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3.5 Conclusions

The method of analysis demonstrated here forces the text-analyst to answer the

question of subjectivity: who is speaking when, and who is responsible for what is

said and to what extent? The analysis is based on a cognitive model of textual

perspective as a subjective point of view in text. For each clause it is determined

whether the validity of the information is restricted to a certain person in the text,

based on linguistic signals in the clause itself and its context.

This type of analysis is important for text types in which the subjectivity question

has a central position. In news reports, the narrator has to be objective. He has to

modify all information that is not strictly factual as being somebody's opinion; he

cannot represent what he did not witness (free indirect and direct thought). In

biblical narratives, the subjectivity question takes another route. Traditionally, all

of the bible was interpreted as God's Word, the narrator being God's spokesman.

However, given the informative and persuasive functions of the biblical narratives,

this conception leads to improbable and unaccountable interpretations. Is God

responsible for what the serpent says in the Garden of Eden story, or for the cry

divide it [i.e. the child] by the second woman in Solomon's Judgment? Not in the

sense that these statements should be valid to God, or that they should represent

his opinion. They do have a function in the story line though, and without a doubt,

the narrator has his reasons for using them; but that is not to say that the narrator

is responsible for agreement with every (part of an) individual statement-he is

only responsible for accurate representation of the statements.

The method of analysis offers a descriptive instrument that studies in detail

which statements are whose responsibility. Thus, it provides insight and uncovers

perspectival ambiguities in individual texts. Furthermore, by comparing different

narrative text types, hypotheses on the various functions that different perspective

categories have in different contexts can be tested.

In the next chapter it will be investigated what special functions the free indirect

mode has as opposed to more subtle perspectivization such as various kinds of

implicit perspective. From the corpus analysis it appears that free indirect repre-

sentation of thought is almost absent in news reports, while indirect narrative,

using implicit perspectives, is common. These genre characteristics of news reports

ask for confirmation. I will report experimental studies that support these genre

characteristics by readers' judgments on manipulated news reports.
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Notes to chapter 3
1. Idiolect translations are opposed to dynamic-equivalent translations, such as the Groot Nieuws Bijbel
(KBS~NBG 1983). The latter aim at the translation of discourse meaning in general, thus making
concessions to the translation of individual words and constructions.

2. When the Dutch NBG-version and [he English King James-version differ significandy, first a Gteral
English translation of lhe Dutch version will be presen[ed.

3. At this point the original Hebrew teaR does not say ja (`yes'), just en (`and').

4. At this poin[ in the original Hebrew te~t[, God is referred to by `Eloim', which is a plural subject
(often translated as `deity'), as opposed to the more frequent, singular name `JHWH'.

5. Collective monologue was first described in the field of psycholinguistics by Vygotsky (1962~1989),
as [he phenomenon that during a certain period children speak aloud to themselves within social situa-
tions, as a transi[ion to conscious self-re(]ection.

6. An edition with six Dutch bible translations, among which the Leidse and the Statenvertaling is
provided by Boekencentrum B.V. (1979).

7. In this column, the numbers of represented discourse in the left column (N) are split in singularly
embedded dauses and twice embedded clauses.

8. Implicit perspectives within embedded perspectives ( represented discourse) were not counted as a
separate category. They occurred very infrequent and were added in [he table as a special phenomenon.
They were ínstantiated by various types of embedded perspective.

9. Van Peer (personai communication, February 1994) suggests that in England, [here may be a
considerable difference between perspective representation conven[ions in quality-newspapers and in
tabloids. Possibly, genre characteristics of news papers differ between cultures (see also Short 1988, who
reports various types of constructed direct quotes in English newspapers).

10. According to Auerbach, Homerian characters reveal much more of their inner thoughts by `speaking
in their heart' than biblical characters do, whose inner thoughts remain `in the dark' for the mos[ part
(Auerbach 1946, chapter 1).



4 Function of perspective in fiction and non-fiction narrative

4.1 Introduction

Discourse is often presented from a subjective point of view, that is, from the
perspective of a character in the text. As was discussed in chapter 2, this definition
includes quotes in the direct mode, and internal focalization by the free indirect
representation of thought as special, explicitly marked types of perspective. In this
chapter, the effect of such strong perspective phenomena on readers' appreciation of
discourse will be compared to the effect of more subtle, implicit perspectives by an
experimental study.

4.1.1 Representation of thought

A functionally relevant feature of perspective phenomena is the difference between
the representation ofspoken discourse and the representation of inental discourse. To
represent a person's thoughts in the direct or free indirect mode requires the
possibility of claiming access to this person's consciousness. Thus, representation of
speech and representation of thought (i.e. thoughts, feelings, perceptions) do not have
identical properties, for speech and thought differ crucially in their accessibility. An
utterance is always potentially perceptible for other persons than its producer (note
that accessibility in this sense should not be confused with accessibility in a mental
space framework, in the sense of accessing embedded spaces). Direct perception of
a speech event licenses direct quotation and free indirect speech. Hearsay strictly
speaking licenses only indirect, reported speech.

Thoughts and perceptions of other persons are not accessible, not even potentially.
Nonetheless, in everyday language we frequently make statements about the thoughts
and feelings of others. In most cases, the indirect mode is used, as illustrated in (la),
but the same information can also be represented as a direct thought as in (lb) or as
free indirect thought as in (lc).

(1) a. She wondered how she would get that job finished by [he next day.
b. "How will I ge[ this job finished by [omorrow?", she wondered.

c. How would she get this job finished by [omorrow?

However subtle, the differences between these three types are important, because due
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to the various representations, the mental discourse is perceptible in different degrees.
In the case of indirect and free indirect thought, the character's mental discourse is

to some degree phrased by the narrator, whereas in the direct thought, the character's
mental discourse is phrased by the character himself (see chapter 2; also Cohn 1978:
14). The difference in effect between the three types is that in case of indirect thought

(Cohn: psycho-narration) the narrator looks into the consciousness of the character,

whereas in free indirect thought the narrator perceives through the consciousness of
the character: he sees what the character sees.

In other words, although what somebody thinks may conceivably be ínferred from
what that person said, did, or looked like, without access to this person's actual mental
processes (thoughts, feelings, perceptions) being required, the direct and free indirect
representation of these actual mental processes imply access to the person's
consciousness. This kind of access comes automatically for the speaker in a first-
person narrative: speakers~narrators have full access to their own consciousness. But

no real speaker has access to other persons' conscíousness, for in reality we never
know the inner thoughts that take place in another person. This explains why direct
and free indirect thought occur especially in the fictional genre, where these inner
thoughts are constructions just like the other elements in the text.

4.1.2 Free indirect mode in fictional and non-fictional narrative

The effect of the representation of consciousness on the reading process was
investigated by Feldman, Bruner, Renderer, and Spitzer (1990), in an empirical study
of the cognitive processing of modern fictional stories. They state that "the purpose
of such stories is to explore the nature of the mental perspectives of characters rather
than to report omnisciently on events encountered" (op. cit.: 2). Feldman et al.
constructed `non-conscious' versions of stories by deleting many of the mental state
verbs or replacing them with action verbs. In (2), a fragment of a story is presented
in the original, `conscious' version and in the `non-conscious' version, which was
constructed by Feldman et al. (op. cit.: 32 and 36, respectively).
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Chapter 4

conscious version
(origina!)

Charles took [o walking past the pool

in the morning as the girl and boys

lay there side by side, laughing. He

listened carefully to her voice. It was

low, unhurried, forceful. So, he

thought, was her language. (...) One

night after dinner, while his mother

was upstairs swallowing a pill, the

girl sat down beside him on the hotel

porch. Her lips were smiling, óer

eyes the color of her blue, open

blouse.

non-conscious version
(reconstn~ction)

Charles often walked past the pool in

the morning as the girl and boys lay

there side by side. He heazd her

voice. It was low, unhurried, forceful.

So was óer language. (...) One night

after dinner, while his mother was

upstairs swallowing a pill, the girl sat

down beside him on the hotel porch.

She smiled, and her eyes were blue.

In comparison to the original, `conscious' version, the alterations make the `non-

conscious' version shorter and less explicitly referring to a subjective perspective (for

instance "he heard her voice" instead of originally "he listened carefully to her

voice"). The readers' interpretations and reproductions of conscious versions were

more strongly organized around the psychology of the protagonist. Feldman et al.

concluded that the conscious versions evoked a`perspectival stance' in the reader, thus

influencing the mode of cognitive processing, while the non-conscious version evoked
a nonperspectival processing (op. cit.: 27).

However, a closer examination of the material of this study reveals that the non-

conscious version still contains a good deal of information that is clearly thought or

perceived by one of the characters. Some examples are shown by the reconstructed

version of the fragment in (2) above. Although phrases such as `he listened' and `he

thought' are omitted, the sentences "Her voice was low, unhurried, forceful" and "She

smiled, and her eyes were blue" still are most naturally interpreted as representing
Charles' subjective experience. In other words, he is still the subject of consciousness
here. This effect is due to the stative sentence aspect, sometimes following a verb of
perception such as heard, saw, etcetera.

Thus, the non-conscious version is at the most less explicitly `conscious' than the

original conscious version. This is even more true for the non-conscious version of one
of the other experimental texts, Joyce's short story Eveline. Joyce's stories are
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exemplary for their explicit use of the form stream of consciousness. Feldman et al.

conclude: "Whatever you delete, it is still consciousness that constitutes the focus of

the story" (op. cit.: 28).

The study by Feldman et al. shows that perspectivization in terms of the
representation of consciousness has an essential part in modern fiction, so much that
it would be hard to write a fictional narrative text without representing consciousness.
If all subjective elements, that is, elements that represent a subject of consciousness,
were deleted from a fictional narrative, this would as a rule result in the loss of
essential information about the characters' feelings, thoughts, and perceptions.

The distinction between the narrator's and the character's subjective point of view
is also important in the generalization of the concept of perspective to other text
genres than fictional narrative. In many third-person narratives the speaker~narrator
represents other persons' consciousness. Whether this is admissible depends on the
genre of the text. The representation of thought, perception and emotion, especially
in the direct or free indirect mode, suggests that the speaker~writer is authorized to
do so. In fiction the narrator creates his own reality and the characters in it, and
therefore he has access to their consciousness if he so chooses. The `showing'
(mimesis) of consciousness causes a dramatizing effect. T'his explains why especially
internal focalization by free indirect thought is such a prominent device in some text
genres and almost absent in others: it is a highly subjective mode of representation
with a dramatizing effect.

While the free indirect mode is very common in fictional narrative (Bronzwaer 1970,
1977) as the representation of mostly mental discourse, its use to represent speech can
be found in other text types too, for instance, newspaper articles on sports, art and
other `special-topic news'. In non-fictional third-person narratives, free indirect mode
may create the impression that the speaker~narrator does know the other persons'
thoughts, even when just spoken discourse is represented. This phenomenon
sometimes occurs in interviews in newspapers and magazines, when the speaker is
quoted in free indirect mode only. Likewise, in personal narratives and conversations
the free indirect mode sometimes causes a`fiction-like' interpretation, when in stories
(reports of events) the speaker acts as if he could read another person's thoughts
(Redeker: constructed quotes 1991: 346).

Examples of both direct and free indirect speech can be found in a background
article (De Volkskrant, November 16, 1993) on a Dutch neo-fascist (here indicated
as ~. The original Dutch fragment is presented first, because it contains some typical
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`fronting'-constructions' that enhance a free indirect mode-interpretation.

(3)D [a] Vorige week dinsdag deed X bij de politie aangifte van moord op zijn kat. [b] Zijn huisdier
had hij 's magens in een slaapkamergevonden. [c] De stofj`elijke resten, aan stukken gesneden
verpakt in een plastic zak, woren door het óovenlicht naar binnen gegooid, aldus X. [d] Hij had
onmiddellijk na de vondst moeten braken. (...)
[e] X zegt de plastic zak dinsdag in een container voor de tlat te hebben gegooid. [fJ Maar in
die container was een paar uur later al nie[s meer te vinden. [g] `De container is door de
gemeente geleegd," zei X tegen de pofitie. [h] Maar dat gebeurt volgens de gemeen[e op
maandag. [i] "Dan hebben de mensen die het beest hebben vermoord en mij voortdurend in de
gaten houden, die zak weer uit de container gehaald."

(3)E [a] On Tuesday last week, X reported the murder of his cat to the police. [b) He hadfound his
pet in a bedroom in the moming. (c] The mortal remains, cut to pieces and wrapped in a plastic
bag had been thrown in through a janlight, according to X. [dj Immediately after the discovery
he had been sick. (...)
[e] X claíms to have thrown the bag into a container in front of the apartmenL (fJ Bu[ only a
few hours later, nothing could be found in [hat container. [g] "The container had been ernptied
6y the garbage collectors," X told the police. [h] But according to the authorities, this happens
on Mondays. [i] "Then tl:epeople who murdered the animal and who constantly keep an eye on
me have taken the bag out of the container again."

Sentences [b] and [d] are clear cases of free indirect speech; [c] is a mixed form; the
tense (past perfect) is the same as in [b], which indicates free indirect mode, but the

choice of words (`mortal remains') and the parenthetical (`according to X') indicate
the indirect representation mode. Direct mode can be found in sentences [g) and [i].
Note that different perspectivization devices are used to represent the utterances of
the two characters in this fragment. The authorities' point of view is represented by
indirect speech (indicated by `according to the authorities' in sentence [h]) and
implicitly, in the indirect narrative mode (indicated by an implicit perspective, i.e.
`nothing could be found' in sentence [f]). By contrast, free indirect speech, direct
speech and indirect speech are used to represent X's point of view. Especially by the
use of free indirect and direct perspectives, a larger distance is created between the
narrator and the character (X), which indicates that the narrator does not believe this
character's story and would rather consider the authorities' version credible.

Thus, while the function of free indirect speech may be to dramatize a story, it may
also (possibly at the same time) serve to create a distance between narrator and
quoted character and thus express the narrator's unwillingness to commit himself to
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the character's words (the direct mode and partial quotation may also serve this

function, see for instance Weizman 1984). This is possible in `soft' news genres such

as background articles, because their text function is broader than just informative and
includes, for instance, entertainment (Bell 1991).

The corpus analysis reported in chapter 3 has shown that indirect thoughts and

implicit perspectives occur frequently in news reports. These more subtle types of

perspectivization do not require access to the consciousness of protagonists, and thus
are less subjective with respect to the character. Their `dramatic' effect is less strong,

which explains why `objective' text genres such as news reports admit these forms

more freely than dramatizing perspective by free indirect and direct quotes. It may

therefore be expected that the dramatizing effect of free indirect mode serves well in
text genres with an entertaining~dramatizing function, but that it is atypical for

informative non-fictional texts. For instance, in news reports, the free indirect mode

is expected to be inappropriate. The function of reportive texts such as news reports

is to give an accurate and objective description of an event, not to dramatize or give
representations of characters' actual thoughts.

4.2 Perspective in news reports

In the previous section, news reports were compared to personal narratives and

written fictional narratives with respect to perspective manifestations; however, one

could argue that news reports are not real narrative texts, because they often do not
follow a linear temporal sequence, which is typical for narratives. News reports violate
temporal sequence in favor of a complex, non-chronological cyclical order (Bell 1991).
The story point, which constitutes the final climax in written fictional narratives

(Wilensky 1983), precedes the main body of the news report as the lead, followed by

one or more so-called takes that present the events in more detail (van Dijk 1988).

There are two reasons for this cyclical order. First, readers who do not want to spend

much time or effort reading the entire story can still obtain the essential information.
Second, the authors (journalists) often do not know how much space there will be for

their story in the newspaper. In order to leave the choice to the editor, they provide

several possible cut-off points in the news report.

The cyclical order of news reports is not as incompatible with the narrative genre

as it may appear. The presence of an initial summary of the main point does not
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prevent the qualification of news reports as narratives, because this feature is
prevalent in conversational narratives (see Labov 1972, who called this the abstract).

Moreover, the presentation of information in news reports is not achronological or
arbitrarily ordered, but chronological within each take. Consider the typical `hard'

news story, which conveys a unique, unscheduled event that occurred or has come to
light since the previous issue of the paper, for instance, a fire story (see Bell 1991).

These news reports have the following structure: lead, chronological account of the
events, and, optionally, extended chronological versions of events and background
information. Short hard news texts generally do not have more than one cycle after

the lead. They have all the essential characteristics that are needed in narratives or

stories in the sense that they satisfy Fleischman's (1990: 103) criteria of narrativity:
they have a story point, namely, something that makes them relevant or newsworthy;
they have past reference time; and they refer to unique events and persons.

Another characteristic that is shared by news reports and conversational narratives

is "a penchant for direct quotation" (Bell 1991: 155). Direct quotation can be used
in a wide variety of ways, depending on pragmatic factors such as text functions and
context. In reportive texts such as news reports, dramatization conflicts with the text's
purpose of giving an accurate and objective account of the news event. When direct
quotation is used in such texts, it serves as evidence or documentation. It creates the
impression of the representation of an authentic utterance by a detached and objective
writer attitude. In the corpus of Dutch hard news texts, discussed in chapter 3, few
direct quotes were found. Quotation was restricted to authorities (police spokesmen,
lawyers, judges, etcetera) who were quoted as reporting or commenting on the
newsworthy events at a press conference or in a court of justice, where the narrator
(that is, the journalist) w~s able to hear for himself. Example (4) illustrates a

particularly marked form of a writer's dissociation from quoted material.

(4) According to a spokesman the man was "clearly on [he run from the police."

Strong perspective through direct quotes and internal focalization by free indirect
thought is unusual in hard news texts. More subtle manifestations of perspective,
however, did occur regularly in the corpus of hard news texts. An example was

discussed chapter 2 in the IRA-news report (section 2.3). In this news report, no direct
quotes of speech and no cases of represented consciousness can be found. Yet, some
of the information appears to be presented from a subjective point of view, that is, a
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implicit perspective of one of the characters. When this text was analyzed with respect
to perspective in chapter 2, many manifestations of perspective were found. It appears
that the narrator lets the characters give their subjective point of view without calling
on them to speak (verbally or mentally), especially in sentences [f] through [p].

By way of summary: in [f], we learn that the police were called by a man. In the
light of this information, [g] is understood as presenting what the man told them-and
what the police in turn presumably told the journalist. Sentence [g] contains the
focalizing verb to hear, which suggests a perspectivized interpretation of the
subsequent text. This perspectivized interpretation is supported by the fact that
sentence [h] shifts the temporal reference point to the events the caller experienced:
from the past perfect of sentence [g], we shift to simple past in [h], while the narrative
line is still the embedded narrator's. Within this embedded line, the IRA members are
referred to with the indefinite noun phrase tli~ee English-speaking touri.sts (in [i]). This
`late' indefinite description of referents that were already introduced (see DuBois
1980) must be interpreted from the perspective of the man and his son, for whom the
three persons are indeed `new'. The information presented from this point of view is
opaquely embedded in the narrator's reality. In other words, the responsibility for the
validity of the embedded information, especially its wording, is shared by narrator and
character. What is embedded may even be counterfactual to the extent that a
character in the text is mistaken.

Various linguistic devices can co-operate in establishing implicit perspectives. In
table 1, the effect of implicit perspectives is shown by contrasting the original IRA
news report with a neutralized version with respect to perspectivization. This version
was stripped of implicitly perspectivizing elements (for an overview of linguistic
realizations of explicitly embedded perspectives and implicit perspectives, see chapter
2, sections 2.2.3.2 through 2.2.3.5).
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Table 1.
Original and neutralized versions of the IRA news report

Original Version Neutraliud Version
[t] On Saturday aftemoon the police in [f~g] On Saturday afternoon one of the Belgian
Turnhout were called by a man who owns a civilians, who owns a bungalow in the
bungalow in the neighborhood of Hoogstraten. neighborhood of Hoogstraten heard the sound
[g] He had heard the sound of machine-guns in of machine-guns in [he woods near his house.
the woods near his óouse. [h] Accompanied by [h] Accompanied by his son, the man went out
his son, the informant went out to investigate, to investigate, armed with a pistol and a
armed with a pistol and a shot-gun. [i] On their shot-gun. [i] On their way they met the three
way they met three English-speaking tourists. (j] suspected IRA-members (, who posed as
They had heard shots as well, but knew nothing English-speaking tourists). [j] They said that
else, they said. [k] A little further on, the two they had heard shots as well, but knew nothing
found a piece ofground which had been broken else. [k] A little further on, the two found a
up, where, after some digging, a box of piece of ground which had been broken up,
explosives and some weapons appeared. where, after some digging, a box of explosives

[I] The son kept watch at this spot, the father and some weapons appeared. [l] The son kept

went for help. [m] After some time one of the watcó at this spot, the fa[her wen[ for help. [m]

suspects appeared at the spot. [n] The son fired After some time one of the suspects returned to
a warning sho[, af[er which the man took flight. the spot. [n] The son fired a warning shot, after
[o] The father, who had heard the shot, which the man took flight. [o] The father, who

returned to the son with a forester and on the had heard the shot, retumed to the son with a
way came across the two other suspects. [p] forester and on the way came across the two
They kept the two-a man and a woman-at other suspects. [p] They kept the two-a man
gunpoint until the police arrived, according to and a woman-a[ gunpoint until the police

the informan[. arrived.

Note: Only the relevant central passage is presented here. For the full text see chapter 2, section 2.3.1.

Various changes were made in neutralizing the perspective in this text. In the de-

perspectivized version, the story is told by an external, omniscient narrator, both

retrospectively and chronologically. No subjective versions of the events by one of the

characters are presented, and there are no `late' indefinite references. This causes

changes in three sentences: in [fJ, the indefinite reference a man, licensed in the

original text by taking the police's perspective, was replaced by an anaphoric

description; in [h] the informant was replaced by the man; and in [i], three English-

spealàng tourists was replaced by the three suspected IRA members. Furthermore, in [j],
the indirect speech with discourse parenthetical, which is close to free indirect speech
(see chapter 2, section 2.2.3.3) was replaced by straightforward indirect speech, and

in [m], the Dutch verbal construction liet zichzelf zien (`let himself be seen'), which has
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a perspectivizing effect, was replaced by returned, which is more neutral in this respect.
Finally, the explicit signal according to the informant was removed from [pj.

If one wanted to retain the information that the IRA members posed as Englísh
tourists, this could easily be inserted. It should be noted that a strange effect would
occur in that rewritten version if the IRA members were still referred to as three
English-speaking tourists, as illustrated in (5).

(~ [f~g] On Saturday afternoon a man who owns a bungalow in the neighborhood of Hoogs[raten heard
the sound of machine-guns in the woods near his house. [h] Accompanied by his son the man went
ou[ to investigate, armed with a pistol and a shot-gun. [i] On their way [hey met three
English-speaking tounsts.

After removing the element of the call to the police (which introduces the embedded
perspective of the informant), it is hard to interpret the English-speaking tourists as
having the same identity as the IRA members. My intuition is that an interpretation
in which these tourists know where the shots came from, but are not the IRA
members, is more natural in this case. A definite NP `t{ae English speaking tourists'
is impossible in both the original and the rewritten version, since there are no
referential entities known at that point in the narrator's reality who can be positively
identified as English speaking tourists.

When we compare the original and the neutralized version in table 1, it is intuitively
felt that, although the neutralized version seems rather acceptable as news report, the
liveliness and suspense that were present in the original text have decreased. Note
that it is also possible that the lead in news reports, which reveals the point of the
story at the beginning of the text, contributes to the decrease of the liveliness and
suspense of the text.

In general, it appears that while some types of perspectives are atypical in non-
fictional narratives such as news reports, others are permitted. Strong perspective,
such as focalization by free indirect thought (which requires access to a character's
consciousness) appears to conflict with the genre requirements of news reports. The
more subtle perspective forms seem admissible; they may even have positive effects
on the reader's evaluation of a news report. These intuitive judgments were put to a
test in two experimental studies.
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4.3 Experiment 1: Readers' judgments of perspective

If perspective is a relevant element in all narrative texts, then it should affect readers'
interpretation and evaluation of news reports and fictional stories. Texts with

perspective should be judged as more subjective, livelier, and more suspenseful than

texts without perspective. Perspective that includes internal focalization by free
indirect representation of thought (in short: focalization) should have a stronger effect

than the use of subtle perspective alone. For news reports and other non-fictional
narratives, focalization by free indirect thought is inappropriate in principle, because
writers cannot presume to have access to the consciousness of a person. The
hypotheses, therefore, are that `focalized' news reports should be less acceptable than
`non-focalized' news reports, whereas for fictional stories focalization should not

decrease acceptability, because access to the characters' consciousness is the fiction
writer's prerogative.

4.3.1 Method

Materials

Four reports of short newsworthy episodes were selected from various Dutch

newspapers. They all contained implicit perspectives like those in the IRA text
discussed above. The texts were shortened slightly without major changes in form or
content. The headers, (i.e., headlines, location, and news agency) were replaced by

short descriptive titles. For example, the title "SUSPECTED IRA MEMBERS CAUGHT

wHILE AT SHOOTING EXERCISE" was replaced by "SHOOTING EXERCISES."

Perspective and global text structure (the presence of a news report `lead') were

manipulated to yield the following five versions of each text, three news report
versions and two story versions.

Iiersion 1: News report without implicit perspectives orfocalization (neutralized varsion).
The neutralized versions were created by eliminating all forms of perspective, with
little or no effect on the informational content of the text. For the IRA text this was
shown in table 1 above.

Several changes were made in the neutralized versions. All characters that were

already introduced in the lead were treated as `known' to the reader and therefore
referred to with definite expressions. Representations of a character's discourse with
high subjectivity were replaced by the narrator's version of the events or by
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represented discourse with lower subjectivity, e.g., They had heard shots as well, but
knew nothing else, t{zey said versus They said that they had heardshots as well, but knew
nothing else. Verbs of speech representation were removed or replaced, as well as
phrases that attribute an account to a speaker, such as according to the informant.
Focalizing verbs, which refer to cognition or perception, represent the implicit
perspective of a character in the text, and may introduce represented thoughts. They
were replaced by non-focalizing verbs, e.g., he saw that his mother was drunk again
versus his mot{zer was drunk. It should be noted that again was removed as well,
because it is an evaluative element that refers to the point of view of a character.
Some other verbs also give a strong suggestion of a particular character's implicit
perspective; they were replaced by more neutral ones: discover versus found; appeared
to be versus was; let lzimself be seen at t{ze spot versus returned to the spot. Modal verbs
represent a particular view of events or states in the text. Therefore, they were
removed or replaced as much as possible: she wanted to get some beer versus she went
to get some beer; t{ze police were aóle to arrest the man versus the police arrested the
man. Finally, syntactic and lexico-semantic choices that constitute the vantage point
were neutralized as much as possible. However, it is often impossible to avoid
expressing more empathy with one character than with another, e.g., Mrs. A. was hit
by her son versus JanA. hit his mother. In such cases, empathy was distributed between
characters throughout the text.

I~ersion 2: News report with implicit perspectives. These versions were essentially the
original news report versions. For two of the texts, the difference between the
neutralized and the implicit perspective-versions was slightly enhanced by adding a
few extra perspective devices, for instance he saw.

Version 3: News report witlz implicit perspectives andfocalization. Internal focalization
was introduced by adding articulated thoughts and perceptions of the characters in
free indirect mode wherever that seemed appropriate. The italicized sentences in (6)
illustrate how this version of the IRA text was created.

(6) SHOOTING EXERCISES
Two suspected IRA members were arrested near the Belgian-Dutch border area last weekend,

after being caught in the process of a shooting exercise by armed Belgian civilians in [he
neighborhood of Turnhout. A third man, who managed to escape handcuffed and on foot, is s[ill
wanted. With' these arrests, the supposed perpetrators of a series of IRA terrorist actions in
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany have been apprehended. The arres[ is the result of chance
and good luck.

On Saturday afternoon the police in Turnhout were called by a man who owns a bungalow in
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the neighborhood of Hoogstraten. He had heard the sound of machine-guns in [he woods near his
house. That was strange-he had never heard anything like that before. Accompanied by his son the
informant went out to investigate, armed with a pistol and a shot-gun. On their way they met three
English-speaking tourists. They had heard shots as well, but knew nothing else, they said. They were
not realty at ease, though. A li[tle further on, the two found a piece of ground which had been broken
up, where, after some digging, a box of explosives and some weapons appeared. (...)

There were no versions with focalization only, because focalization implies subtle

perspectivization: it would be at least marked not to ascribe implicit perspectives to

the experiencing character in addition to the focalization of his mental discourse, and

it would even be impossible to articulate thoughts and perceptions without choosing

the experiencer's vantage point.

Version 4: Story with implicit perspectives. Story versions were created by removing

the lead of the news reports. Compare the original IRA text (see table 1) with the

variant in (7) below.

SHOOTING EXERCISES
On Saturday afternoon the police in Turnhout were called by a man who owns a bungalow in

the neighborhood of Hoogstra[en. He had heard the sound of machine-guns in the woods near his

house. Accompanied by his son the informant went out to investigate, armed with a pistol and a

shot-gun. On their way they met three English-speaking tourists. They had heard shots as well, but

knew nothing else, [hey said. A little further on, the two found a piece of ground which had been

broken up, where, after some digging, a box of explosives and some weapons appeared. (...)

I~ersion 5: Story with implicit perspectives and focalization. For the focalized story

version, the same articulated thoughts and perceptions of characters as in the news

report version (V 3) were added to the story version (V 4).

Subjects

Twenty-two advanced students of Discourse Studies at Tilburg University participated

in the experiment. Their presumably heightened sensitivity to textual structures was

expected to reduce idiosyncratic content-induced variation between readers and

between texts. The students were not aware of the hypotheses of this study. They were

paid f 7,50 (~4) for their participation.

Design and procedure

Every participant read all five versions of all four texts. The order of the texts was

kept constant across participants. Two orderings of the five versions were prepared,
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such that the adjacent versions were as different as possible. The position and
sequencing of versions were varied between the two orderings; for instance, one
ordering started with a story version, the other with a news-style version. The four
texts were presented in separate booklets. One half of the readers saw Texts 1 and 3
in Order I and Texts 2 and 4 in Order II, the other half read Texts 1 and 3 in Order

II and Texts 2 and 4 in Order I.

On each page of the booklets, the text version was followed by six questions. The
first three questions asked for affective judgments of subjectivity, liveliness, and
suspense. The next two questions requested a forced-choice genre classification (what
genre does this version belong to or remind you of: nan-ative fiction, news repon, or

non-fiction book~magazine artic[e?) and a contingent acceptability judgment (how

acceptable do you find this version for that genre?). Finally the recognition of the
intended perspective was questioned by asking the participant to indicate through
which character's eyes (if any) the story was told in this version of the text.

The affective judgments as well as the acceptability judgments were given on

continuous seven-point scales (see Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum 1957). The scales'
endpoints were labelled as follows (in approximate translation): objective versus
subjective; dull versus lively; dry, flat versus suspenseful, and unacceptable versus
petfectly acceptable.

4.3.2 Results

Recognition of perspective

More than one fourth of all readers recognized the intended perspective (94 of a11351
judgments), but when perspective was established by implicit perspectives alone
without focalization, this proportion was only one fifth (32 of 175 judgments, total for
Versions 2 and 4), which is significantly less than the overall proportion (z --2.54;
p ~.O1). De-perspectivized versions were judged as reflecting a character's
perspective in eight percent of the cases (7 of 87 judgments for Version 1); this, too,
is significantly less than the overall proportion (z --3.78; p ~.001).

In the story versions, increasing the perspectivization by adding focalizing sentences
had hardly any effect on perspective recognition in the story versions (18 of 87
judgments for Version 4 versus 21 of 88 judgments for Version 5). But in the news
report versions, where a lead was present, focalization led to three times as many
perspective recognitions as perspectivization by implicit perspectives alone (14 of 88
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judgments for Version 2 versus 41 of 88 judgments for Version 3, p ~.001; McNemar

test for differences within subjects).

Genre choice and acceptability

Most of the text versions were more often classified as news reports than as stories

or articles from a non-fiction book or magazine (see table 2). Overall the News

Report choices accounted for 235 of the 440 judgments (53010).

Implicit perspective-versions were more often classified as news reports when they

contained a`lead' (Version 2) than when they did not (Version 4). The decrease from

6901o to 40qo (61 versus 35 of the 88 judgments) was statistically significant (p ~.001,

McNemar test, binomial). An equally large difference was found for the focalized

versions (3 and 5), where the percentage of news report choices decreased from Slqo

to 28qo (45 versus 25 of the 88 judgments, p ~.001, McNemar test, binomial).

Table 2.
Genre choice and means of acceptability ratings for tezts with and without perspective

Lead present (News report) Lead Absent (Story)

neutralized implicit focalized implicit focalized

perspective perspective

classified as n acc." n acc e n acc.' n acc.e n acc.'

news report 69 1.28 61 0.89 45 -0.09 35 0.03 25 0.34

story 7 0.14 9 0.78 20 0.75 25 1.20 34 1.06

other 12 0.83 18 0.11 21 0.24 28 0.11 29 0.76

Notes: Maximum n per cell - 88;
' not acceptable --3; very acceptable - 3

Texts that did not conform to the conventional structure of the news report genre

(`lead absent') received considerably higher acceptability ratings from readers who

classified them as stories than from those who considered them as news reports (.03

versus 1.2 for the implicit perspective-versions, t(58) - 2.67, p ~.01, and .34 versus

1.06 for the focalized versions; t(57) - 3.10, p ~.O1).
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The readers' genre assignments and acceptability ratings show that they recognized

focalization as an atypical element in news reports (see table 2). When focalization
was added to the news report versions, the number of readers who classified the
version as a news report decreased significantly from 61 to 45 (p ~.OS); the decrease
from 35 to 25 news report choices for the fiction story versions was not statistically

significant? Readers who classified the focalized news report version as a news report
averaged a very low -.09 in rating the text's acceptability as a news report. Readers
who classified those versions as stories rated their acceptability somewhat higher with
an average of .75; this difference was not statistically significant (t(63) - 1.54, p-

.07).

News report versions that contained only implicit perspectives were judged to be
significantly more acceptable as news reports than the focalized news report versions
(t(34) - 4.09, p ~.001; the t-test is based on the ratings of those readers who

classified both versions as news reports (n - 35)), with average scores of .89 and -.09

respectively. Readers who classified those versions as stories did not find the focalized
versions less acceptable than the ones with just implicit perspectives (.78 versus .75).
For the story versions, no significant difference was found between texts with implicit
perspectives and with focalization.

Table 3.
Average affective judgments for texts with and without perspective

Lead Present (News report) Lead Absent (Story)

Affect Type neutralized implicit focalized implicit focalized

perspective perspective

subjectivity -1.03 -0.69 -0.03 0.71 0.76

liveliness -0.04 0.19 0.36 0.96 0.92

suspense -0.16 -0.15 0.17 0.23 0.50

Note: Negative judgment --3, posi[ive judgment - t3

Affective judgments
While focalization had a small effect on the stories, implicit perspective and

focalization clearly increased the subjectivity, liveliness, and suspense in the news
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reports relative to their neutral version (see table 3). For focalization these differences

were quite large and statistically significant (F(1,21) - 64.66,p ~.001 for subjectivity;

F(1,21) - 38.98, p ~.001 for liveliness; F(1,21) - 11.35, p ~ .005 for suspense). The

weakness of the effect for implicit perspective alone is due to the fact that the news

reports showed hardly any increase of liveliness and suspense relative to their neutral

version.

The genre manipulation (lead present or absent) also showed the expected effect

on the affective judgments. T'he news report versions were judged to be less subjective

(F(1,21) - 4.25;p ~.OS) and less suspenseful than the story versions (F(1,21) - 6.16;

p ~.OS). News reports also scored somewhat lower on liveliness, but this difference

was not statistically significant.

4.3.3 Discussion

The results confirmed our hypothesis that focalization is judged as a typical element

in stories and as an atypical element in news reports. However, focalization in news

reports led to higher subjectivity, liveliness and suspense ratings. This confirms the

assumption that focalization is primarily a dramatizing device. Implicit perspectives,

on the other hand, did not influence genre judgments or acceptability ratings, in spite

of a slight increase in the affective judgments. This suggests that a limited dramatizing

effect of subtle kinds of perspective is compatible with the demands of objectivity and

validity of information in non-fiction narratives.

1fie readers in Experiment 1 always saw all texts in all versions. It is likely that

focalization is such a strong device that it overwhelmed the effect of more subtle

methods of perspectivization. Therefore, a second experiment was conducted to test

the effect of implicit perspectives in news reports more specifically.

4.4 Experiment 2: Readers' judgments of implicit perspectives

Only the implicit perspective-versions and the neutralized versions of the lead-present

texts from Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2, thus excluding the focalization

manipulation. We expected to confirm the earlier result that the presence of implicit

perspectives does not affect the acceptability of news reports. Nonfiction narrative

texts with implicit perspectives should be judged as more subjective, lively, and

suspenseful than texts without implicit perspectives.
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4.4.1 Method

Subjects

One hundred-twenty advanced students of Discourse Studies at Tilburg University
participated in the experiment; they were not aware of the hypotheses of this study.

Design and procedure

Each participant saw both versions of one of the four texts. The texts were presented
in two orderings, implicit perspective-version first or neutralized version first. The
participants were instructed to read both versions carefully. The versions were
followed by eight questions, all to be answered on continuous seven-point scales (see
Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum 1957). The first six items asked for affective
judgments. There were three pairs of items: objective versus subjective and neutral
versus biased; dry, flat versus suspenseful and predictable versus surprising; dull versus
lively and descriptive versus narrative. Finally, the readers judged the presumable text
genre (news report versus story) and the text's acceptability as a news report (perfectly
acceptable versus unacceptable) (each subject answered this last question, independent
of the answer to the preceding question). Each text was judged by thirty readers,
fifteen for each of the two orderings.

4.4.2 Results

Genre and acceptabiliry judgments
The versions containing implicit perspectives showed significantly higher ratings for
story genre choice than the neutralized versions (means 0.13 versus -0.49 respectively,
with t 3- story and -3 - news report; t(119) - 2.10, p ~.Ol ). In other words,
readers thought that this version was more `story-like' than the neutralized version.
However, the implicit perspective-versions were at the same time judged as
significantly more acceptable as news reports than perspectivally neutralized news
reports (means 0.63 versus -0.15 respectively, with f 3- very acceptable and -3 - not
acceptable); t(119) - 2.75, p ~.O1). I will return to this point in the discussion.

Affective judgments
A reliability analysis was performed to determine whether the three pairs of affective
judgment items could each be combined into one scale. Only the first pair, subjective
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versus objective and biased versus neutral, had a reasonably high reliability coefficient

(Cronbach's a~.70). The six items were therefore analyzed separately and not

combined into three scales. The average affective judgments are presented in table

4. A multivariate analysis of variance showed significant main effects for the two

versions (F(6,107) - 3.03, p ~.Ol), for the order in which the versions were

presented (F(6,107) - 2.20,p ~.OS), and for differences between the individual texts

(approximate F(18,303) - 2.22, p ~.005). There were also interaction effects of

version with texts (approximate F(18,303) - 1.86, p ~.OS) and with order

(F(6,107) - 3.10,p ~.O1). The four texts and the two orders differed only in the size,

not in the direction of the difference.

Table 4.
Average affective judgments for texts with and without implicit perspective

Affect Type Implicit Perspective Neutralized

Version Version

subjectivity .23 -.42

biasedness . 61 -.29

liveliness .31 .07

narrativity .54 -.50

surprise . OS -.63

suspense .37 -.27

Note: negative judgment --3, positive judgment - f 3

The significant interaction between the perspective manipulation and the individual

texts was due mainly to one of the texts' yielding rather poor results. None of the

affective response scales showed a significant difference in the expected direction for

this text. Examination of the four texts reveals that the perspective manipulation was

rather weak in this particular text (see table 5).
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Table 5.
Implicit perspective-version and neutralized version of the kidnapping text

Impticit perspective-version
KIDNAPPING

The kidnapping of a six year-old girl in

Apeldoorn on Sunday ended well after a large-

scale action of the police. This was announced
by the police on Sunday.

Witnesses reported to the police that a girl
was dragged into a car and taken away by a

man. The police immediately started a pursuit

with twenty policemen and an aircraft from the
transport department, but lost Ihe car. About a
quarter of an hour later a policeman who was
working on another investiga[ion in [he woods
outside Apeldoorn discovered a man who had

a girl with him. The rnan appeared to have
taken pity on the girl, but no trace was found of
the kidnapper.

A little later a car driving suspiciously was

seen by a witness. It appeared to be the
kidnapper who was on [he run. One hour and
a half after [he kidnapping, the police were able
to arrest the suspect, a 24 year-old man from
Apeldoorn. About his motives the police could
not say anything.

Neutratized Version
KIDNAPPING

The kidnapping of a six year-old girl in
Apeldoorn on Sunday ended well after a large-
scale action of the police. This was announced
by the police on Sunday.

Under the eyes of witnesses [he girl was
dragged into a car by the kidnapper who took

her to the woods near Apeldoorn. The police
immediately started a pursuit with twenty
policemen and an aircraf[ from [he transport
depar[ment, but lost the car. About a quarter of
an hour la[er the girl was found by a policeman
who was working on another investigation in

the woods outside Apeldoorn. She had been let
out of the car by the kidnapper and a passer-by
had taken pity on her.

A little later the car with the presumed
kidnapper was discovered by a witness of the
kidnapping. The suspect, a 24-year-otd man
from Apeldoom, was arrested by the police one
hour and a half after the kidnapping. About his
motives the police coutd not say anything.

The density of the manipulations in this text was much lower than in the other three

texts. The manipulations affected 43oío of the clauses in this text, compared to 66010,
5607o and 7001o in the other three texts. Creating a neutralized version was particularly

difficult for this text. In several cases, the alternative formulation still suggested an

embedded perspective. The phrase witnesses reported that, for instance, was replaced

by under the eyes of witnesses (...). This eliminates the implicit perspective introduced

by presenting the witnesses as the agents of an act of speaking. The expression under
the eyes of, however, while presenting the witnesses in a subordinate semantic role,
allows a focalized interpretation. The manipulation thus may in fact have increased

the perceived subjectivity at this point in the text. Other problematic cases were the

focalizing verb to discover and the modal could in the last paragraph of the neutralized

version and the past perfect (She itad been let out ...) introducing an embedded
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temporal line in the third paragraph. Finally, the information about the kidnapper (a
24year old man from Apeldoom), which is known in the narrator~journalist's
perspective, is presented at the end of the text in both versions. This enhances an
interpretation of both texts as presenting the perspective of the police at the time of
the arrest instead of the narrator's perspective. Our failure to create a truly
neutralized version of this text suggests that perspective is not only admissible in news
reports, but may sometimes be unavoidable.

4.4.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 give strong support to the claims about the function of
subtle perspectivization by implicit perspectives. The hypothesis that this type of
perspective increases readers' affective response to the news reports was largely
confirmed. T'he affective judgments may also explain the surprising result that the
texts containing implicit perspectives were considered at the same time more story-like
and more acceptable as news reports than the neutralized version. They simply are
better (written) news reports. We may conclude that the embedding of subtle
perspective is a critical part of news discourse.

4.5 Conclusions

Theories of fictional narrative describe perspective in terms of speech representation
and focalization. In non-fiction narratives, such as news reports, strong types of
perspective, accomplished through quotation and foca[ization, that is, presentation of
narrative material through a character's discourse or consciousness, cannot be used
as freely as in fictional discourse, because they presuppose that the narrator has direct
access to the events or to a character's consciousness. A journalist writing a news
report does not have such access. However, this does not mean that perspective is
absent in news reports. Writers do have the freedom to create subtle perspective by
implicit perspectives within their texts. Such implicit perspectives represent the
subjective point of view of characters involved in the news report without explicitly
representing their words or thoughts. Implicit perspectives are signalled by tense shifts,
focalizing verbs, marked choices of referring expressions, modal verbs, and other
subtle linguistic devices.

T'he type and degree of subjectivity used in a narrative text interact with the
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function of the text genre. In this chapter, the effect of the two types of perspective

on readers' appreciation of news reports and stories were tested in two experiments.

In Experiment 1, news report and story versions with subtle and strong perspective
were presented along with neutralized versions. Focalization made news report
versions unacceptable, but was unproblematic in story versions. Text versions with
focalization were judged as more subjective, more suspenseful, and livelier than
versions without perspective. The failure of subtle perspective alone to show reliable
effects in this experiment may have been due to the presence of the unacceptable
focalized versions. Those versions were excluded from Experiment 2, where versions
with subtle perspective were compared to neutralized versions. This restricted
comparison yielded a positive effect of subtle perspective on acceptability and
affective judgments.

The experiments presented in this chapter have provided empirical evidence that
a limited dramatizing effect of perspective is compatible with the demands of
objectivity and validity of information in news reports. Subtle dramatization by implicit

perspectives in news reports appeared to be not only admissible, but even desirable.
In this chapter it is shown how the embedded character's influence on the story
determines the perceived degree of subjectivity of a text. If the character's perspective
is represented directly in the narrator's reality (by direct quotation or focalization),

the narrator is merely showing (mimesis) and not telling (diegesis) what
happened-and it is this showing that causes the dramatizing effect (see Redeker
1991).

Notes to chapter 4
1. For these `fronting'-constructions see Onrust (1988) according to Verhagen (1992).

2. Still more readers considered news texts versions including focalization as news text than as story (45
vs. 2Q, respectively); this can be explained by the force of the conventional news text structure (`lead
present'). The decisive factor is therefore the difference in acceptability ratings for the two groups of readers
(news [ext genre-judgers vs. srory genre-judgers).



5 Subjectivity and certainty in epistemic modifiers

5.1 Introduction

Expressions like Jan saw that (x) or Jan said: ("x") open subdomains or subspaces

bound to specific persons in the discourse. In chapter 2 it was discussed how such
person-bound, perspectivized subspaces are created by explicit and implicit means.
Verbs of speaking, perception or cognition can explicitly embed a subject's spoken
or mental discourse, thus creating ezplicit perspectives as in the cases mentioned

above. Perspectivized subspaces are also created implicitly. Implicit perspectives are

created when a subject in the discourse is represented or foregrounded as active

consciousness. This can be expressed by intensional verbs without explicitly using
an embedding construction that attributes the perspectivized information to a
speaking or thinking subject in the discourse. Examples of implicit perspectives are

given in (la) through (lc).

(1) a. Jan spoke of the bear in his kitchen
b. Jan dreamt about a bear in his ki[chen
c. Jan was looking for a bear in his kitchen

Intensional predicates indicating that Jan is speaking of, or dreaming about, or
looking for something, express the fact that he is represented as an active consci-

ousness, even though the content of his speech or dream, or the goal of his search

is not presented as Jan's discourse.l
Implicit perspectives can also be indicated by other linguistic expressions of non-

factivity or intensionality, especially modal predicates such as can, must and may,
as in examples (2) through (5).

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen
Jan must lock the bear up in the kitchen, because it is ruining his coucó in [he living room
Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen, because it is not in the living room
Jan has gone out, so the bear may be in the kitchen eating cookies

Generally, modal predicates express a speaker's opinion or attitude towards the

proposition that a sentence expresses or the situation that the proposition describes
(Lyons 1977: 452). In this chapter, I will investigate how subjectivity and commit-
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ment are expressed by `root' (especially deontic) and epistemic modal predicates.
Different modal predicates will be analyzed by representing their mental space
structures. It appears that both deontic and epistemic modifiers implicitly express
subjective points of view (i.e. implicit perspectives), but that epistemic modality
expresses a different type of subjectivity than deontic modality. Furthermore, it is
hypothesized that different epistemic modifiers express different degrees of
subjectivity, based on the type of evidence they represent. This claim will be
supported by experimental evidence.

5.2 Root and epistemic modality

Modal predicates indicate that the proposition (P) at hand is non-factual, or
intensional? Such predication opens a subdomain or embedded mental space (M)
within the truth-domain or basic reality (B) of the discourse (Seuren 1985, Faucon-
nier 1985~1994). Different types of modal predicates indicate different degrees of
non-factuality and subjectivity. Especially the difference between epistemic
modality and deontic or `root' modality, the two major types of modality, has been
the subject of numerous studies (see, among others, Lyons 1977, Coates 1983,
Palmer 1986).

Sweetser (1990) discusses the relation of root to epistemic senses in English
modals. Sentences (2) and (3) are examples of root modality. Root modals express
obligation, permission and ability by external socio-physical force (`real world
sense', Sweetser 1990: 59-61). Thus, root modality includes the classical deontic
modality, i.e. the expression of moral obligation as in the meaning permit~oblige, as
well as the expression of physical necessity or ability (Sweetser 1990: 49 and 152).'
For instance, in (2) can modifies the factual proposition (P) "John locks the bear
up in the kitchen" by the extension that John is allowed (deontic) to or is able
(physical ability) to achieve P, whereas must in (3) means that P is extended by the
modification that Jan has to or is forced to (deontic) achieve P.

(2) Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen
(3) Jan musf lock the bear up in the kitchen, because it is ruining his couch in the living room

Sentences (4) and ( 5) are examples of epistemic modality. In its epistemic mea-
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ning, the abstract force expressed by the modal verb is not manifested in the socio-
physical sphere-the objective reality-but in the epistemic domain of the
speaker's reasoning (Sweetser 1990: 59). Epistemic modal predicates express that
the speaker does not state a fact but adds the degree of his comm~tment to what
he says (Sweetser 1990, Palmer 1986).

(4) Jan mus[ have locked the bear up in the ki[chen
(5) Jan óas gone out, so the bear may be in the kitchen eating cookies

In (4) and (5), the speaker expresses his greater (4) and lesser (5) commitment to
the modified statement. Must in (4) indicates that the speaker is strongly commit-
ted to the factuality of the proposition P`John locked the bear up in the kitchen',

whereas may in (5) indicates that the speaker, reasoning on the basis of the
circumstances, considers it possible but not certain that `the bear is in the kitchen
eating cookies'.

A subtype of deontic modality is volitive (or boulomaic) modality, which expresses
desire (Palmer 1986', Simpson 1993), indicated by volitional modal verbs like want
as in Jan wants to keep a bear in the kitchen. Volitive modality can also be con-
sidered as the non-factive end of the epistemic-volitional scale (see Seuren 1985).

The difference between deontic and epistemic modality is exemplified by a
comparison of the use of must in (3), which is an example of deontic meaning, and
in (4), which is an example of epistemic meaning. In sentence (3), the modal is

used in its real-world sense, which can be analyzed as "the direct force of the
person with authority compels you [Jan] to ..." (lock the bear up in the kitchen]

(Sweetser 1990: 61). The force of the modal-the authority-is situated in the
social reality, whereas in (4), the force mar.ifests itself in the domain of reasoning.
Sweetser analyzes this use as "the available (direct) evidence compels me to the
conclusion that ..." [Jan has locked the bear up in the kitchen]. In this line, we
could say that sentence (3) with the deontic modal is an objective, factual state-
ment as opposed to (4), because the socio-physical force expressed in (3) is an
existential element in the discourse's reality.

This is shown by the fact that in Dutch, the socio-physical force can be presented
explicitly as in (3a), and can be represented as active in the past without a change
of perspective (that is, the meaning of the modal is not changed, only transposed
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relative to the current speaker's here-and-now) as is exemplified in (3b). Note, with
respect to the translation of the latter example, that must, like may, does not have
past tense forms that refer to past time (Palmer 1986: 60); must is replaced by had
to (Coates 1983: 40 and 57).

(3)D a. Jan mcet van Klaas de beer in de keuken opsluiten
(3)E a. Jan must [because of Klaas] lock the bear up in the kitchen

(3)D b. Jan mces[ de beer in de keuken opsluiten
(3)E b. Jan had to lock the bear up in the kitchen

Sentence (3a) explicitly expresses the external force that has Jan lock the bear up
in the kitchen, i.e. Klaas. Sentence (3b) expresses the fact that there was a force
which made Jan lock the bear up in the kitchen; this force may be either personal
(some authority other than Jan himself) or impersonal (circumstances that made
Jan realize that he could do nothing but ...). Likewise, the force expressed by
volitive modals as wanted can be transformed to the past as in Jan wanted to keep
a bear in the kitchen. The use of wanted expresses that Jan's desire to keep a bear
in the kitchen was active in the past and not in the current speaker's present.

In the non-modalized variant, such as (4a), P is simply presented as factual: in
terms of the mental space framework, P is valid in the speaker's reality (in
narrative discourse: narrator's reality). This reality is the basic domain or mental
space, indicated as the base space B, as is pictured in figure 1. As a consequence,
immediate correction of P is not possible in (4a), as is shown in (4a'). This means
that for instance in a dialogue, the utterance of (4a') as a response to the state-
ment `Jan locked the bear up in the kitchen' would be anomalous 5 The explanati-
on is that the factuality of the proposition cannot be denied within the same space:
P and not-P cannot both be true in one space (Strategic Principle 1: "Avoid
contradiction within a space," Fauconnier 1985: 86).

(4) a. John locked the bear up in the kitchen
(4) a.' ? John locked the bear up in the kitchen (1), bu[ he did no[ lock the bear up in the

kitchen (2)
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Figure 1.
Mentat space representation of non-modified utterance ond its immediate correction

(4a) John locked the bear up in the kitchen

B

(4a') ? John locked the bear up in the kitchen, but he did not lock [he bear up in [he ki[chen

B

B: Base space
P: Proposition:

John locked [he bear in the ki[chen

`P: not P

By contrast, both deontic and epistemic moJality create embedded spaces in which

the unmodified proposition is represented. Thus, the proposition can be immedia-

tely corrected in the base.space, as is shown by adding correction clauses to each

of the examples (2) through (5).

In the case of can as in (2), immediate correction is possible, because the ability or
permission to do something does not entail its realization.

(2)' Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen, but he does not lock the beaz up in the kitchen
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Likewise, in (3) with deontic must, the fact that Jan is or was obliged to do
something does not entail that he will do it in future or has done it. In Dutch, as is
shown in (3'), moeten can therefore be denied. By contrast, in English, instead of
must, oug{at to~should is used if the speaker thinks the obligation may not be
fulfilled, (Palmer 1986: 100; also Lyons 1977: 846). Thus, in the case of must,
immediate correction is not very likely (3').

(3)'D Jan moet de beer in de keuken opsluiten, maar hij slui[ de beer niet op in de keuken

(3)'E (?) Jan must lock the bear up in the kitchen, but he does not lock the bear up in the kitchen

Apparently, the socio-physical force eatpressed by deontic must~ltad to is, as a
default, interpreted as decisive.

In the epistemic use of must and may, immediate correction of P is also possible,
for instance in a conversation as response to a statement, as is shown in (4') and

Question by A: Wltere is !an's bear?

Statement by B: The bear is in the kitchen

Response by A:

(4)' Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen, but he did not lock the bear up in the
kitchen; or:

(5)' The bear may be in the kitchen, but i[ is no[ in the kitchen

What is represented as factual in M is modified as possibly factual (thus possibly
non-factual) in B.

Finally, volitive modals such as hope, wish, and want-because of their non-factive
character-do not entail the predicated proposition's factivity. For instance, Jan
wants to keep a bear in tlte kitchen does not entail the proposition Jan kept a bear
in the kitchen, and thus P can be denied as in Jan wants to keep a bear in the
kitchen, but he does not keep a bear in the kitchen.
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5.2.1 Subjectivity in deontic modality and epistemic modality

Since both deontic and epistemic modal modifiers express non-factuality, they can
create subjectivity in discourse.' In this section I will investigate how deontic and
epistemic modifiers express subjectivity and thus create different types of perspecti-

ves. A starting point is offered by Lyons' (1977) distinction between objective and

subjective modality.
Lyons (1977) and, following Lyons, Coates (1983), distinguish between objective

and subjective interpretations of modality independent of the distinction between
deontic and epistemic modality. Lyons strongly relates the objectivity~subjectivity

distinction to factuality. Subjectively modalized statements are non-factives: "(...)

statements of opinion, or hearsay, or tentative inference, rather than statements of
fact" (op. cit.: 799). Objectively modalized utterances are factual statements or
`acts of telling' that "contain an unqualífied, or categorical, I-say-so-component.
The speaker is committed by the utterance of an objectively modalized utterance
to the factuality of the information that he is giving to the addressee" (op. cit.:
799). Following this theory, a sentence like (5) will-provided the context is
appropriate-sustain both objective and subjective interpretations.

(5) The bear may be in the kitchen

Construed objectively, (5) would be held to be making a factual assertion: its

modality, whether deontic or epistemic, is part of the true or false proposition that
is being asserted. Under the subjective interpretation, (5) is either a directive
(deontic) or a statement of opinion (epistemic) (Lyons 1982: 109-110). In other
words, subjectively used modals foreground the speaker by expressing his authorita-

tive or reasoning force. In the following sections, this distinction will be explored
with respect to deontic modals and epistemic modals, respectively.

5.2.1.1 Subjectivity in deontic modals

Unlike objectively used deontic modals, as exemplified by (3), subjectively used
deontic modals have a performative function. As such they create directives, as in
(3c), and commissives, as in (3d).
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(3) Jan must lock the bear up in the kitchen

(3) c. You must lock the bear up in the kitchen

(3) d. You may lock the bear up in the kitchen

In (3c) and (3d), the socio-physical force is the speaker himself, who is thus
foregrounded. For instance, in case of (3c), must is interpreted as I, speaker, as
authoriry, oblige you to do so. The speaker thus opens an embedded subspace that
is bound to himself. Since the speaker in (3c) is not instantiated as `I' in the actual
discourse, I is created implicitly and represented in the implicit, i.e. non-encoded
area of the base space B, as is pictured in figure 2. Thus, the subspace represents
an implicit perspective (subspace bound to the implicit speaker).

Figure 2.8

Mental space representation of deontically modifred utterance (subjective)

(3c) You must lock the bear up in the kitchen

B M

encoded

implicit

must
B: Base space I: speaker
M: Subspace P: Proposition: You lock the bear up in [he kitchen

PM: Proposition Modified: You mus[ lock [he bear up in the kitchen

According to Coates, however, subjective use of deontic modals is infrequent in
both spoken and written discourse (Coates 1983: 21). Generally, deontic modals
are used in their objective meaning, which was exemplified in (3).'

An important point is that objectively used deontic modals still express some
degree of subjectivity. The socio-physical force that is expressed by objective
deontic modals presupposes that a person (but not the speaker, as in subjective
deontic modals) is present as active consciousness. Thus, these deontic modals
implicitly open a subjective (person-bound) subspace in the discourse representati-
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on. The modal creates an embedded mental subspace M within the speaker's base
space B, in which the proposition P is placed. To illustrate this, I will analyze the
example (2) more closely.

(2) Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen

T'he statement that "Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen," in its reading "Jan is
allowed to lock the bear up in the kitchen," attributes an opinion or evaluation by
the character involved, i.e. Jan, that he is allowed-by circumstances or higher
authority-to lock the bear up in the kitchen. Thus, the deontic modal can
indicates that a character-either Jan or some other authority (A), or both-in the
text is represented as an active consciousness. Depending on the choice of inter-
pretation, the claim of validity of the information (which is modified by can) is
appointed to Jan or the (implicit) authority. In both interpretations, Jan is presup-
posed to be aware of the permission, either by his own judgment of the circum-
stances or by some other authority. In other words, the spacebuilder (the deontic
modal) is by default connected to the modal verb's subject (Jan) in B, and possibly
connected to A. This is represented in figure 3.

Figure 3.

Mental space representation of deontically modified utterance (oójective use)

(2) Jan can lock the bear up in [he kitchen

B

encoded

im plicit

B: Base space J: Jan

can

can

M

M: Subspace P: Proposition: Jan locks the bear up in [he kitchen
PM: Proposition Modified: Jan can lock the bear up in the kitchen
A: Authority
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Likewise, in (3), deontic must builds an embedded subspace that is by default
connected to Jan, which expresses that Jan is present as an active consciousness,
considering the obligation or necessity to achieve P; possibly, the authority that
poses the obligation for Jan is represented implicitly.

The interpretation in which Jan's own judgment of the circumstances allows or
obliges him (to lock the bear up) reaches beyond a strict interpretation of deontic
modal as moral permission~obligation, i.e. actually permitted~obligated by a moral
law or moral conscious entity. Yet, in my opinion the categorization as deontic
modal is justifiable: when a deontic modal indicates someone's evaluation of
circumstances (i.e. that something is permitted or forced by circumstances), in the
representation this evaluation must be attributed to this person's `higher self
(consciousness, moral judgment) which permits or obliges the `acting selP to do
something. The (multiple) self is the modal verb's subject.'o Note that in case of a
strictly physical ability~necessity-interpretation of root modals, no person-bound
embedded space is opened. For instance, compare (2) to (2a).

(2) a. When he was in his prime, Jan could lock bears up in their cages

In the ability-interpretation of could, as in the paraphrase "Jan was able to lock
bears up in their cages," is a description of physical ability without any subjective
consciousness (cf. "Jan could walk again-his leg had healed").

5.2.1.2 Subjectivity in epistemic modals

According to Lyons, all three epistemic modals (must, may and can) can express
both subjective and objective modality (op. cit.: 801). In the objective interpretati-
on, the necessity or possibility itself is presented (`told') as a fact that can be
denied, questioned, or accepted as a fact, and that can be referred to by the
complement of a factive predicator or a cottditional predicator (op. cit.: 799-805).
Thus, (4) could be objectively interpreted in the way it is used in (4c) or (4d) (for
instance in a dialogue as response to (4).

SpeakerA: (4) Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen
Speaker B: (4c) I knew that Jan mus[ have locked the bear up in the kitchen
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Speaker A: (4) Jan must have locked the bear up in the ki[chen
Speaker B: (4d) If Jan must have locked the bear up in the ki[chen, you'd bet[er take a gun when you

go in there

When a speaker has access to knowledge of an objective, or even quantifiable
possibility or necessity of some state of affairs, he may use an epistemic modifier in
the objective interpretation. The objective use of epistemic modality occurs only
peripherally in actual language use, while subjective use of epistemic modals is
considered as the `core' (Coates 1983: 245) or `basic' (Lyons 1977: 805) interpreta-
tion.

I agree that the objective, i.e. factive interpretation of epistemic modality is non-
default; in fact, I think that the objective interpretation is established in context,
precisely by marking the modified sentence as a fact, using embedding clauses as in
(4c) and (4d). Essentially, in epistemic modality, subjectivity is created in a
different way than in deontic modality. Epistemic modality expresses the speaker's
commitment to the validity of the proposition on the basis of the speaker's
estimation of the chance that the state of affairs expressed in the proposition is the
case. This is no less true in the case where the speaker has objective and verifiable
information than when he merely guesses (see also Nuyts 1992: 304). Thus,
epistemic modification necessarily represents a subject's active consciousness-
-either the speaker of the discourse as a whole, or a speaking person within the
text-which creates an implicit perspective. The subjective (and performative, see
Palmer 1986: 60) nature of epistemic modals is emphasized by the fact that they,
as opposed to deontic modals (see previous section), cannot be transposed to the
past tense without changing the perspective also. This is shown by a comparison of
(4) and (4e).

(4) Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen
(4) e. Jan had to have locked the bear up in the kitchen

In (4), must have indicates a present commitment to a past state of affairs. In other
words, must have indicates the judgment of a current speaker in the here-and-now
(who is not Jan), about a proposition in the past. By contrast, in (4e), the past
tense had to suggests the presence of a person other than the current here-and-now
speaker (and other than Jan) whose spoken or mental discourse is represented in
the free indirect mode. The force existing in the speaker's domain of reasoning can
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only be expressed in the discourse's here-and-now reality at the moment of

speaking. Therefore, transformation to past tense implies a shift to the perspective

of another, embedded current speaker, whose moment of speaking is positioned in

the past. In other words, when the epistemic modification itself is situated in the
past (as in had to have), this causes an embedded subjective point of view (i.e.

perspective): the modified information is interpreted as subjective, i.e. bound to a

subject in the text.

Epistemic modification can also be represented in a mental space structure. An
epistemic modal verb such as may in (5) indicates the speaker's commitment to the
proposition "the bear is in the kitchen (eating cookies)." The speaker of (5)
expresses that he considers the proposition at least as possibly factual.

(5) The bear may be in the kitchen

The epistemic modifier may opens an embedded mental space M within the
narrator's base space B, in which P is placed. The spacebuilder is not connected to
a subject within the discourse (e.g., the bear), but to the speaker I, because the
epistemic modal foregrounds the speaker's commitment to the proposition's
validity. Since the speaker in (5) is not instantiated as `I' in the actual discourse, I
is created implicitly and represented in the implicit, i.e. non-encoded area of B, as
is pictured in figure 4. As in the case of subjectively used deontic modals (see
figure 2), the subspace represents an implicit perspective (subspace bound to the
implicit speaker).

In case of apparently or must, the degree of certainty expressed by the modifier is
high. In the mental space representations, the short distance between B and M is
symbolic for the close connection between embedded space to the base (this
symbol is arbitrary ín the sense that it could be replaced by other symbols).
Conversely, a modifier that expresses uncertainty such as may indicates that the
embedded space has a longer distance to the Base, which is graphically expressed
by a longer distance between B and M.
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Figure 4.

Menta! space representation of epistemically modijied utterance (weak)

(~ The bear may be in the kitchen

encoded

implicit

m ay

B: Base space
M: Subspace

I: speaker
P: Proposition: The bear is in the kitchen

PM: Proposition Modified: The bear may be in the ki[chen

If an epistemic modal is used in an embedded perspective, it is the embedded

speaker whose degree of commitment is expressed. This was already shown by the

epistemic modification within free indirect thought in example (4e) above. For the

sake of clarity I will analyze a more explicit example of epistemic modification

within an indirect representation-perspective. This is constructed by adding an

embedding clause to (4).

(4) f. Klaas thinks [hat Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen

In (4f), the commitment with respect to the proposition is represented in the

embedded subspace M, attributed to Klaas; thus, the embedded subspzce MZ

created by the epistemic modal is connected to the implicit `I' of Klaas, not to the

speaker of the entire utterance. Note that in the case of must, the distance between

B and M will be shorter, because must expresses a higher degree of certainty than

may.
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Figure 5.
Mental space representalion of epistemicatly modified utterance (strong,~ within embedded perspective)

(4f) Klaas thinks that Jan must have locked the bear up in the kitchen

encoded

implicit

B: Base space K: Klaas
M,: Perspective subspace I: Speaker
MZ: Modal subspace P: Proposition: Jan has locked the bear up in the kitchen
PM: Proposition Modified: Jan mus[ have locked [he bear up in the kitchen
PM': coun[erpart of PM in B

5.3 I-embeddings

Epistemic modal verbs have their counterparts in embedding clauses that explicitly
embed the speaker's thoughts, beliefs or opinions, such as I think that, I suspect
that, I believe that, and other mental state predicates (Nuyts 1992: 305). These
expressions also foreground the speaker's commitment, but they are-by the
explicit reference to himself as `I' in subject position-more openly subjective than
epistemic modifiers. I will therefore call them I-embeddings. An example is given in
(6).

(tí) I think that the bear is in the kitchen

In (6), the speaker explicitly indicates that the validity is restricted to himself.
Therefore, the validity of the claim is restricted to the embedded subspace M
bound to the speaker I, thus creating the modified proposition PM as subjective.
By referring to himself as `I', the speaker is explicitly encoded or `on stage'
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(Langacker 1990). Like may, I think does not express a high degree of certainty; in

figure (6), this is represented by a long distance between B and M.

Figure 6.
Mentat space representation oJ !-embedding

(6) I think that the beaz is in the kitchen

encoded

im phcit

B: Base space
M: Subspace

I: speaker
P: Proposition: The bear is in the kitchen

PM: Proposition Modified: I think that the beaz is in the kitchen

Note, however, that I-embeddings differ from deontic and epistemic modality in
that immediate negation is not possible.

(6)' ? I think that the bear is in the kitchen, bu[ it is not in the kitchen

One could ask why, in case of an I-embedding, it is presumed that an embedded

mental space is created in the first place. That linguistic markers such as think,

presume, being convinced that, etcetera, always open an embedded mental space

can be shown by replacing the I-speaker by another speaker. Compare (6) to (6a).

(6) a Klaas thinks the bear is in the kitchen
(6) a.' Klaas thinks that the bear is in the kitchen, but it is not in the kitchen

In (6a), an embedded subspace is opened by thinks and connected to Klaas. Thus,

an embedded perspective (indirect thought, see chapter 2) is created. The embed-

ded information can be denied, as shown by (6a'), which was impossible in the case

of (6). Compare the representations of inental space structures of (6') and (6a') in
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figure 7 and 8.

Figure 7.
Mental space representation of immediate correction of embedded perspective (indirect thought)

(6a') Klaas thinks that the bear is in the kitchen (1), but it is no[ in [he kitchen (2)

B thinks M

encoded

imp!icit

B: Base space K: Klaas `P: not P
M: Subspace P: Proposition: The bear is in the kitchen
PM: Proposition Modified: Klaas thinks that the bear is in the kitchen

Figure 8.
Mental space representation of immediate conection of I-embedding

(6') ? I think that the bear is in the kitchen (1), but it is not in the kitchen (2)

B
think

M-B

encoded

implicit

B: Base space
M: Subspace

I: speaker `P: no[ P
P: Proposition: The bear is in the kitchen

PM: Proposition Modified: I think that [he bear is in the kitchen
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The difference between (6') and (6a') is that the subjective epistemic modifier in

(6') explicitly marks information as bound to the speaker as `I': in other words, the

speaker is present in the spacebuilder. Since the base is defined as the speaker's
reality, the embedded subspace is in fact automatically incorporated in the base
space. Thus, the information embedded within the mental space M that is modified

by a subjective modifier is immediately transferred to base B and therefore cannot

be denied within the base.
By contrast, in the case of epistemic must and may, this immediate correction

was possible (see examples (4') and (5') above) because the proposition P is
represented in an embedded space M that is not explicitly defined as the speaker's
base space B. Thus, the speaker leaves the possibility that to his conversation
partner it might be conceivable that P is cancellable, while for himself (in his own
discourse reality) this is not so.

T'he overview shows that epistemic modifiers and I-embeddings create a special
type of subjectivity, i.e. speaker-commitment, represented in speaker-bound
subspaces. In the next section, this subjectivity will be further analyzed by exami-
ning the various linguistic means to express this type of speaker-commitment. In
the literature on epistemic modality, the difference between epistemic necessity (as

expressed by must) and epistemic possibility (as expressed by may), as well as the
effect of negation in combination with epistemic modifiers, are well-described, for

instance by Lyons (1977), Coates (1983), Seuren (1985), Nuyts (1992) and others.
Recently, it has been suggested that the source of the speaker's information is an

important criterion in the categorization of epistemic modifiers (Palmer 1986,
Willett 1988); it is hypothesized that the type of source can influence the strength
or `firmness' of the epistemic modification (Nuyts 1992: 305).

The question arises, whether the relative strength of the speaker's commitment
corresponds to a relative subjectivity of the epistemic modification, or whether
subjectivity of the source and certainty are two distinct categories. In the next
section, a set of Dutch modal verbs will be investigated with respect to the
certainty and subjectivity they express.
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5.4 A categorization of epistemic modifiers in Dutch

Epistemic modifiers presuppose that the speaker has some kind of evidence on the
basis of which he is more or less committed to his statement. This evidence a
speaker has for epistemically predicated statements remains very often implícit, but
when it is made explicit, we can investigate the distribution of various types of
evidence."

5.4.1 Certainty
In Dutch, some epistemic modals such as moeten `must' and blijken `obviously
be'~`evidentially be'~ `apparently be'u only combine with `strong' evidence, while
others, such as lijken `seem' and kunnen epistemic `can'~`may', also combine with
weaker evidence. Sentences (7) through (10) all express that the speaker~writer is
more or less certain with respect to the state of affairs `Jan likes to play tennis',
but they do not combine equally well with various types of evidence. Compare (7)
and (8) versus (9) and (10):13

(~D Jan blijkt van tennissen te houden, want

a. hij staat al uren op de baan

? b. drie jaar geleden, tcen hij nog in Londen woonde, heb ik hem een keer op de baan gezien
? c. hij houdt ook van badminton

(8)D Jan moet van [ennissen houden, want
a. hij staat al uren op de baan

? b. drie jaar geleden, toen hij nog in Londen woonde, heb ik hem een keer op de baan gezien

? c. hij houdt ook van badminton

(~E Apparently, John likes playing tennis, because
a. he has been on the court for hours now

? b. three years ago, when he was still living in London, I once saw him on the wurt
? c. he likes badminton too

(8)E John must like playíng tennis, because
a. he has been on the court for hours now

? b. three years ago, when he was stíll living in London, I once saw him on the court
? c. he likes badminton too
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Both moeten and blijken qualify the statement as necesstrrily factual, and are thus
strong epistemic modals, which means that they presuppose strong evidence. The
(b) and (c) sentences contain evidence that is too weak for these modifiers. Note
that it is not the factuality of the evidence that varies. In all cases, the evidence (if
e~cplicitly mentioned along with the claim) is presented as factual. What varies is
the strength of the connection between claim and evidence: given the factuality of
the evidence, what is the chance that the claim is true?

The epistemic modals kunnen and lijken express a lower degree of certainty, and
consequently they also allow weaker evidence. In (9) and (10), the statement is
qualified by the speaker as possibly factual. The epistemic modifier kunnen (`may')
allows both strong (a) and weak (b and c) evidence. The (b) continuation is all
right in combination with kunnen and schijnen; in combination with lijken it is
questionable. Geerts et al. (1984) describe both lijken and schijnen as"expressing
uncertainty." However, intuitively, lijken seems to indicate that the speaker is more
than half convinced, whereas schijnen indicates the mere possibility of a state-
ment's truth. Geerts and Heestermans (1992) describe both lijken (op. cit.: 1682)
and schijnen (op. cit.: 2674) as"to give the impression that," but add to the latter
"which may or may not correspond with reality."'"

(9)D Jan lijkt~schijnt van tennissen te houden, want
a. hij staat al uren op de baan

(?) b. drie jaar geleden, tcen hij nog in Londen woonde, heb ik óem een keer op de baan gezien
(?) c. hij houdt ook van badminton

(10)D Het kan dat Jan van tennissen houd[, wan[
a. hij staat al uren op de baan
b. drie jaar geleden, tcen hij nog in Londen woonde, heb ik hem een keer op de baan gezien
c. hij houd[ ook van badminton

(9)E Jan seems to like playing tennis, bepuse
a. he has been on the court for hours now

(?) b. three years ago, when he was still living in London, I once saw him on the court
(?) c. he h7ces badminton too

(10)E Jan may It7ce to play tennis, because
a. he has been on the court for hours now
b. three years ago, when he was still living in London, I once saw him on the court
c. he 1~7ces badminton too
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In sum, epistemic modals can be categorized in terms of degree of certainry based
on the lowest degree of evidential certainty they permit. Three degrees of certainty
are intuitively distinguished. Epistemic modals such as blijken (`apparently') and
epistemic moeten (`must') explicitly express the factuality of information: the
speaker presents the information as certain, as based on strong evidence. Epistemic
modals such as lijken (`seem') and dunken (best translated by `be of the opinion' or
`consider') express a lower degree of certainty: the speaker presents his informati-
on as semi-certain. Finally, epistemic modals such as schijnen (`seem'~`look') and
kunnen (`can') seem to express uncertainty on the speaker's part. Explicitly subjecti-
ve I-embeddings such as I think and I believe are intuitively categorized as expres-
sing semi-certainty.u

5.4.2 Type of evidence

An important observation with respect to sentences (9) and (10) has not been
discussed so far: the epistemic modifier kunnen `may' combines with all three
evidence continuations, while neither the semi-certain modifier lijken `seem' nor
the uncertain modifier schijnen `appear'~`look' allow continuation (c). Difference in
the degree of certainty does not explain why evidence (c) is all right in combinati-
on with kunnen, because kunnen expresses the lowest degree of certainty.1ó It
seems that epistemic modifiers not only differ with respect to the degree of
certainty, but also with respect to the rype of evidence they presuppose. Evidence
continuation (c) concerns the speaker's reasoning based on knowledge about a
situation. Such knowledge-based evídence is anomalous in combination with
lijken~schijnen, but normal in combination with kunnen. By contrast, the evidence
(a) and (b) is more directly manifest as evidence for the statement because it is an
observation in the here-and-now with respect to the same thematic content as the
statement (i.e. `playing tennis'). Such observational evidence is normal in combinati-
on with all three epistemic modifiers. The distinction between permitted types of
evidence appears to be systematic. For instance moeten (`must') combines with
both evidence types, while blijken (`apparently') is more restricted. Compare (11)
to (12):
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(11)D Jan blijkt van tennis te houden, want
a. hij staat al uren op de baan

? b. hij óeeft altijd rackets van minstens 500 gulden
?? c. al z'n brcers en zussen zijn er ook gek op

(12)D Het mcet zo zijn dat Jan van tennis houdt, want
a. hij staat al uren op de baan
b. hij heeft altijd rackets van minstens 500 gulden
c. al z'n brcers en zussen zijn er ook gek op

(11)E Apparently, Jan likes playing tennis, because

a. he has been on the court for hours now
? b. he afivays uses radcets worth at least 500 guilders

?? c. all his brothers and sisters also love it

(12)E Jan must Itke playing tennis, because

s. he has been on the court for hours now

b. he ahvays uses radtets worth at least 500 guilders
c. all his brothers and sisters also love it

The evidence in all three continuation sentences (a-c) is strong enough to enforce

the claim with moeten (`must'). Yet, not all of them are acceptable with blijken.

What the examples show is that epistemic modifiers have more distinctive charac-

teristics than degree of certainty alone. The intuitive judgements suggest that the

evidence in (b) and especially (c) is not natural with blijken (`apparently'). Blijken,

as well as lijken and schijnen presuppose evidence which is directly manifest, based

on observation (observational evidence), such as in (a).

By contrast, the evidence in (b) and (c) is not directly manifest, but concerns the
speaker's reasoning based on knowledge about a situation. Moeten as well as
kunnen and dunken permit this type of evidence that does not only consist of
directly manifest observations, but by default presuppose reasoning on the basis of
personal conviction (knowledge-based evidence). Although moeten does allow
observational evidence as in (a) too, it can be expected to refer to knowledge as
basis of the evidence. Note, in this respect, that moeten does not express less
certainry than ólijken, since it is as certain as can be: moeten (`must') is equivalent
to `it is necessary that p' (Coates 1983: 18); its logical equivalent is `p is true in all
possible worlds' (Allwood, Andersson and Dahl 1977: 110).

The difference between the two types of epistemic modals bears similarities to
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Chafe's (1986) difference between inductive and deductive evidential devices: in
case of blijken, schijnen, and lijken, the relation between the epistemically modified
statement and its (implicit) evidence could be characterized as inductive ("mode of
knowing in which evidence plays an important role," op.cit.: 266), while in case of
moeten, kunnen, and dunken, this" relation could be characterized as deductive
("such reasoning involves an intuitive leap to a hypothesis from which conclusions
about evidence can be deduced," op. cit.: 269). However, Chafe applies these
terms in a different manner. He includes must as well as obvious, seem, and
evidentially in the category `induction' (the category `deduction' includes presumably,
can, and shou[d). Palmer (1986), by contrast, considers "deduction or inference
from known facts [as] the essential feature of `must' "(op. cit.: 64). Yet, he does
not include may in the same category as must, but in the category `confidence'.

Palmer discusses a broad range of epistemic modifiers from various languages.
He points out that different languages incorporate different choices regarding the
epistemic system. Palmer describes two basic modifying possibilities: judgmental
modifiers (involving opinions and conclusions by the speaker), and evidential
modifiers (involving the evidence a speaker has for what he is saying). In his
approach, there are languages, such as English, that can be said to be rather
judgmental, whereas other languages such as Tuyuca, a language spoken in Brasil
and Colombia, are predominantly evidential. Note, incidentally, that Palmer's
distinction between judgmental and evidential languages is not always clearcut. For
instance, some of the categories distinguished in Tuyuca, which is categorized as
evidential, clearly involve inference (i.e. judgments), namely the categories
apparent, that is translated by `must', and assumed, that is translated by `will' (op.
cit.: 68-70); possibly, the categories only differ systematically in certainty. Given the
analyses of Dutch epistemic modals above, it seems that they can be characterized
as essentially `judgmental' (such as English modals), but with one group (blijken,
schijnen and lijken) that verges on the `evidential' category.

In combination with the modifier blijken, continuation (c), which gives informati-
on that is fully static, is even worse than (b), which is at least an iteration of
observations. Naturally, both observational and knowledge-based evidence are
ultimately based on some kind of observation-it is hardly possible to generate
knowledge such as in sentences (9c), and (llb) and (llc) without any input from
the outside world. However, the conclusive force in such sentences is dependent on
reasoning, contrary to the examples (9a) and (lla). In this sense, knowledge-based
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reasoning is merely an extension of observation: reasoning is based on knowledge

of a (repeated) observation.

From this theoretical point of view it can be hypothesized that observation alone

is the basic and preferred type of evidence. Support for this hypothesis could be

found in Palmer's (1986: 67) observations concerning Tuyuca, which has a hierar-

chical system of five evidentials, namely elements expressing visual evidence (such

elements express the highest degree of confidence), non-visual sensory evidence,

elements expressing that the information is apparent, is secondhand, or that it is

merely assumed. Of these, the "`visuals' [i.e. visual observations] are the `preferred

evidentials'."

5.4.2.1 Anapltor resolution

The distinction between different types of epistemic modifiers is instantiated in the

difference between preferred anaphor resolutions in the following examples.

Compare (13a) through (13d).

(13)D a. Piet haat Klaas
b. Piet blijkt Klaas te haten (want hij slaat hem)

c. Piet mcet Klaas haten (wan[ hij slaat hem)

d. Ik denk dat Piet Klaas haat (want hij slaat hem)

(13)E a. Piet hates Klaas
b. Apparently, Piet hates Klaas (bepuse he hits him)

c. Piet must hate Klaas (because he hits him)

d. I think that Piet hates Klaas (because he hits him)

All four utterances express that the speaker~writer is quite certain with respect to

the state of affairs that `Piet hates Klaas.' Iit (13a) the claim is simply presented as

factual. In (13b) through (13d) the claim is qualified by the speaker as probably

valid. The epistemic qualifiers used, blijken `apparently', moeten `must', and Ik denk

`I think' lead to different preferred interpretations of the continuing clause.

In sentence (13b) with blijken, the intuitively preferred anaphor resolution is

straightforward: Piet, who is the agent of the first clause, is assigned to the agent

pronoun in the second clause, implying that Piet hits Klaas. The speaker may

conclude that the fact that Piet hates Klaas means that Piet hits Klaas, and vice

versa: that Piet hits Klaas means that Piet hates Klaas; this is the direct route of
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anaphor resolution. Thus, in the case of blijken, as well as lijken and schijnen, the
relation is: the evidence (E) means P, i.e. the one clause is directly observational,
intersubjective evidence for the other."

In short, when a proposition is modified by blijken (PM), this indicates that
manifest, observational evidence E is presupposed which leads directly to the
proposition (P), as is pictured in figure 9. Note that the high degree of certainty
expressed by blijken is represented by the short graphic distance between B and M.
Since E is not a part of the modified proposition PM, but presented as factual, it is
represznted in the speaker's reality, the base space B.

Figure 9.

Mental space representation for epistemic modification with óá~ken

(13b) D Piet blijkt Klaas te haten, want hij slaat hem ( Pie[ slaat Klaas)
(13b) E Apparently, Piet hates Klaas, because he hits him (Piet hits Klaas)

B

encoded

implicit

B: Base space
M: Subspace

M

I: speaker

blijkt

P: Proposition: Piet hates Klaas
E: Evidence: Piet hits Klaas PM: Proposition Modified: Apparently, Piet hates Klaas

In the case of moeten (13c), the direct route of anaphor resolution is possible too:
the speaker may have concluded that Piet hates Klaas on the basis of the evidence
(E,): Piet hits Klaas, and the reasoning that when you hit somebody, this must be
caused by the fact that you hate him (R,). This interpretation will lead the reader
to the direct anaphor resolution that Piet hates Klaas (E,). However, anaphor
assignment probably takes another route in the case of moeten. The speaker may
have concluded that Piet hates Klaas on the basis of knowledge-based reasoning,
for instance, the general knowledge that when somebody hits you, you will hate
this person (RZ). In this interpretation, the evidence (Ez) is that Klaas hits Piet.'g
This knowledge-based reasoning cannot be turned around: that Klaas hits Piet does
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not mean that Piet hates Klaas. This is the reason why, in the case of blijken, this

indirect, knowledge-based reason (R~) cannot be used to interpret the evidence.

This can be shown by replacing the male subject of (13b), Piet, by a female

referent, Marie, as exemplified in (13e):

(13)D e. Marie blijkt Klaas te haten, want tij slaat hem

(13)E e. Apparently, Marie hates Klaas, because she hits him

(13)D e.' ? Marie blijkt Klaas te haten, want hij slaat haar

(13)E e.' ? Apparently, Marie hates Klaas, because he hits her

In the latter case (13e'), knowledge-based reasoning such as ~vhenever somebody

hits you, you will hate this person' (RZ) does not provide a plausible interpretation

of `he hits her' (EZ) as evidence. In (13e), on the other hand, the direct reason-

-statement relation that is represented by Rt offers a plausible interpretation:

`whenever you hit somebody, this must be caused by the fact that you hate this

person' will allow for the interpretation of `she hits him' (EZ) as evidence. Note

that in (13d), modified by I tltink, both anaphor resolutions are possible, although

there is an intuitive preference for the direct interpretation (Piet hates IClaas).

Thus, in the case of moeten `must', the evidence is not necessarily manifest.

When a proposition is modified by moeten (PM), this indicates that reasoning (R)

is necessary to enforce the presupposed evidence E, thus establishing the validity of

the stated proposition (P). Both reasons R, and RZ can be used to reach a plausi-

ble interpretation of the evidence. R, will allow the interpretation of the evidence

Et that Piet hits Klaas (a), as pictured in figure 10 below, while R2 will allow for

the interpretation EZ that Klaas hits Piet (b), as pictured in figure 11 below. The

evidence propositions are represented in B as part of the speaker's reality, whereas

the implicit reasons are represented in the embedded subspace, since they are an

inherent (albeit implicit) part of the modal modification.

The examples in (13) also show that the epistemic modifiers themselves

-objective versus semi-subjective versus subjective-influence the interpretation

of the evidence continuation. It is therefore not possible to characterize the kind of

evidence (directly observational or knowledge-based) unequivocally without

context. Although there is no one-to-one correspondence between the linguistic

form of an utterance and its character as evidence, there seem to be clear cases:

punctual events for directly observational evidence, as opposed to statives (durati-
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ves, iteratives) for indirect knowledge-based evidence, seem to be at opposite ends

of a scale of sentence aspect.

Figure 10.
Menta! space representation oJ epistemic ntodification by moeten (anaphor resolution a)

(13c) D Piet mcet Klaas haten, want hij ( Piet) slaat hem (Klaas)
(13c) E Piet must hate Klaas, because he (Piet) hits him (Klaas)

B

encoded

implicit

m oet

B: Base Space M: Subspace I: Speaker

P: Proposition: Piet hates Klaas PM: Proposition Modified: Piet must hate Klaas
E,: Piet hits Klaas R,: whenever you hit somebody, this must be caused by the fact that you

hate [his person
Figure 11.
Mental space representation oj epistemic modification by moeten (anaphor resolution b)

(13c)D Piet mcet Klaas haten, want hij (Klaas) slaat hem (Piet)
(13c)E Piet must hate Klaas, because he (Klaas) hits him (Piet)

B

encoded

im plicit

m oet

M

B: Base space M: Subspace I: Speaker
Ez: Klaas hits Piet R1: whenever somebody hits you, you'll hate this person
P: Proposition: Piet hates Klaas PM: Proposition Modified: Piet must hate Klaas
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5.4.2.2 Immediate correction

The difference between the two modifiers can be further illustrated by the effect of

immediate correction. In the case of blijken, the direct relation between E and PM

leads to the validity of P in B; therefore it is impossible to deny the factuality of

this information in the base, as is shown in figure 12 below.

In the case of moeten, by contrast, the factuality of the information can be denied

in the base. P cannot be directly inferred from the elements PM and E in the base,

because the required reasoning R that connects E and P is situated in the embed-

ded subspace M, as in shown in figure 13 below.

Figure 12.
Mental space representation of immediate correction following an epistemic modification with óájken

(13)D b.' ? Piet blijkt Klaas te haten ( 1), maar hij haat Klaas niet (2)

(13)E b.' ? Apparently, Piet hates Klaas, but he does not hate Klaas

B

encoded

imphcit

ólijkt

B: Base space P: Proposition: Piet ha[es Klaas
M: Subspace I: Speaker
`P: not P E: Evidence

PM: Proposition Modified: Apparendy, Piet hates Klaas

M
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Figure 13.

Mentaf space representation of imntediate correction ojepistemicatly modifed utterance (moeten)

(13)c' D Fiet mcet Klaas haten ( 1), maar hij haat Klaas nie[ (2)
(13)c' E Piet must hate Klaas, but he does not hate Klaas

B

encoded

im p hcit

B: Base space M: Subspace

m 0?t

P: Proposition: Piet hates Klaas
`P: not P E: Evidence R: Reasoning
I: Speaker PM: Proposition Modified: Piet must hate Klaas

M

The analyses of examples (9) through (13) have shown that evidential modifiers
not only represent different degrees of certainty a speaker has with respect to the
proposition stated, but that they also vary in the type of evidence they express. This
parameter will be called degree of subjectivity. A group of Dutch epistemic modals,
verbs lijken (seem), schijnen (appear~seem), blijken (`evidently'~`apparently'), and
their derived predicates, express that the commitment to the validity of information
is shared or at least potentially shared by speaker~hearer and other participants;
such epistemic modals will be called objective modifiers." When the evidence has
an observational character, objective epistemic modifiers can be used. Epistemic
modifiers that do not necessarily represent observational evidence, but instead
presuppose knowledge-based reasoning, i.e. kunnen `can'~`may', moeten `must', and
dunken `be of the opinion'~`consider' are called semi-subjective modifiers. Note that
dunken is closely related to the objective modifiers in its preference for the
impersonal construction het dunkt me dat X, which construction can also be used
with respect to lijken (het lijkt me dat X) and schijnen (het schijnt me (toe) dat X);
all three are best translated by `it seems to me that X' (variants are the parentheti-
cal position X, dunkt me, translated by `X, it seems to me' ~`X, in my opinion' and
the archaic construction Jan dunkt me ziek te zijn, translated by `Jan seems to me
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to be ill'). However, dunken differs from lijken and schijnen in the obligatory
reference to `I' in object position, whereas lijken and schijnen refer only potentially

to `I' in object position (blijken, moeten and kunnen do not have this potential
reference to `I'). Dunken also differs from the most subjective epistemic modifiers,
which are not modal verbs but I-embeddings. I-embeddings explicitly encode the
speaker~writer's personal limitation of the validity of information by reference to

`I' in active subject position, as in verbs of cognition such as I think that, I believe

that. Like semi-subjective epistemic modifiers, subjective modifiers do not necessa-
rily represent directly observational evidence.

Table 1 presents an overview of the various epistemic modals and epistemic
predicates and their categorization with respect to both parameters, certainty and
subjectivtty.

Table 1.
Set of epistemic modifiers classified for degree of certainty and degree of subjectivity

Degree Degree of
of Certainty Subjectivity

blijken (appear)
moeten (must)

certain objective
certain semi-subjective

lijken (seem) semi-certain objective
dunken (be of the opinion) semi-certain semi-subjective
geloven (believe) semi-certain subjective
denken (think) semi-certain subjective

schijnen (seem, look) uncertain objective
kunnen (can) uncertain semi-subjective

The consequences of these categorizations of the uses of different epistemic modi-
fiers was be studied in two experiments which are reported in the following
sections.
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5.5 Experiment 1: Experimental evidence for the categorization

In previous sections the epistemic modifiers have been categorized on the basis of

a lexico-semantic analysis, as well as intuitive judgments. This classification leads to
predictions about the appropriateness of epistemic modifiers in different contexts.
More specifically, the categorization implies that modifiers differ in the degree of
certainty they express and in the kind of evidence they represent.

In the first experiment native speakers judged the certainty of sentences contai-
ning epistemic modifiers and they judged the appropriateness of two evidence
completions of epistemically modified sentences 20 1'hese completions were taken

to be clear cases of either observational evidence or knowledge-based evidence.
From the analyses in the previous sections it appears that observational evidence

may be considered as default, that is, as a type of evidence that can be represented
by all modifiers. It is expected that differences in appropriateness will be found for
both types of evidence. The hypothesis to be tested was that the classifications in
terms of the two dimensions given in table 1 are reflected in the judges' responses.
There were two specific expectations:

Hypothesis 1

Sentences containing modifiers that indicate certainty (henceforth `certain' modi-
fiers) will receive higher certainty scores than sentences containing `semi-certain'
modifiers, and the latter will receive higher scores than `uncertain' modifiers.

Hypothesis 2
Objective modifiers will be more appropriate with observational evidence than with
knowledge-based evidence. Subjective modifiers will be more appropriate with
knowledge-based evidence than with observational evidence. Semi-subjective
modifiers are expected to be in-between: they are less appropriate with observatio-
nal evidence than objective modifiers, but more appropriate than subjective

modifiers; they are also expected to be less appropriate with knowledge-based
evidence than subjective modifiers, but more appropriate than objective modifiers.
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5.5.1 Method

Material

The aim was to use relatively naturally occurring material in the experiment. To

this end selection of the material was based on the results of a pilot experiment. In

this pilot experiment subjects were offered a list of epistemically modified senten-

ces. For each sentence, they wrote down an evidence clause that could function as
a completion21 The material of the pilot experiment was based on a list of 14

simple sentences of the type Piet has gone shopping. This list is called the item

base. Of each sentence in the item base 14 versions were made, one bare version,

8 versions with the verbal modifiers in table 1, 3 versions with the adverbial
modifiers zeker (`certain'), waarschijnlijk (`probably') and misschien (`maybe'), and 2
versions with combined verbal and adverbial modifiers: moet wel (`may well') and
blijkt wel (`apparently'). Not all adverbial modifiers can be categorized unambigu-

ously on the two dimensions. For instance, waarschijnlijk (`maybe') expresses
uncertainty, but it is unclear what it expresses in terms of subjectivity; also, it is not

clear what degree of certainty is expressed by the additional adverbial modifier wel
(~vell'~`rather'). For reasons of homogeneity it was therefore decided at a later
stage to treat the bare version and the versions with adverbial modifiers as fillers
and exclude them from the analyses.

The criterion for the construction of the sentences in the pilot experiment was
that each sentence could be varied in a natural way with respect to each of the
modifiers. Consequently,
- the sentences were statements of facts, not opinions (Piet is a nice guy) or
predictions (we are going to France on holiday), for it is not possible to give
`certain' evidence for an opinion or a prediction;

- the sentences were not logical or natural laws (e.g., the set of primes is infinite),
for the evidence of such laws is always certain;

- the sentences were not generic expressions, for these cannot be combined with
all epistemic modifiers (? all polar bears may be white);
- the sentences did not contain intentional acts (e.g., Peter wants to buy a house),
because there is a chance of evoking a reason instead of evidence (e.g., `because
his wife expects their fifth child', instead of `because I've seen him at the real

estate office twice this week').

From the items in the pilot experiment those sentences were selected that
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allowed the largest variation in evidence completions, namely those sentences that
occurred with more or less equal frequency with both types of evidence completi-
ons. This resulted in 7 sentences.

For each of these 7 sentences two completions produced by the subjects in the
pilot experiment were selected: one observational evidence completion and one
knowledge-based evidence completion. Only those completions were selected that
had been categorized unambiguously as observational or knowledge-based eviden-
ce. As to the criteria for categorization: observational evidence is evidence of a
manifest event or situation, which can be paraphrased using constructions such as I
see that or I saw that. Knowledge-based evidence is evidence based on knowledge
of or an opinion about a situation. This situation is usually based on a regularity or
rule. For example, for the sentence Piet has gone shopping the observational
evidence was his coat is gone and the knowledge-based evidence was he always does
so on Tuesdays. The categorization was made independently by two judges.

Design and procedure
In the experiment the complete set of 14 versions (one bare and 13 epistemically
modified) of each sentence was used. Each subject saw 7 out of these 14 versions.
As a consequence of the fact that 6 of the versions were treated as fillers (see
material-section above), not all subjects saw sentences from each epistemic
category in table 1.

14 experimental lists were made. Each list consisted of two blocks of the 7
sentences that had been selected on the basis of the pilot experiment. The order of
these sentences was randomized but did not vary between blocks or between lists.
The 14 versions of each sentence in the item base were varied systematically over
the 14 lists, in such a manner that in each list each of the 14 conditions occurred
once and across lists each version of each sentence was presented once.

Because of time limitations it was considered impossible to have the subjects
judge an entire list of 14 sentences. Therefore each list was split in two lists, which
resulted in 28 lists consisting of 7 sentences. Each of these 28 lists was seen by 4
subjects.

The subjects were asked to perform two tasks for each of the 7 sentences. They
had to give their judgment on the certainty of the imaginary speaker about his~her
utterance, by indicating this judgment on a 7 point scale (`not certain at all' -`very
certain'). Subsequently, they had to judge the appropriateness of the two evidence
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completions in combination with the sentence by placing the labels (a) and (b) on

a 7 point scale (`does not fit at all' -`fits very well'). An example is given in (14).

(14) It seems that Piet has gone shopping.

not certain at all I--- I--- I--- I--- I--- I--- I--- ( very certain

It seems [ha[ Piet has gone shopping, for...
a. his coat is gone.
b. he always dces so on Tuesdays.

does not fit at all ~--- ~--- ~--- ~--- ~--- ~--- ~--- ~ fits very well

Subjects

The subjects were 112 undergraduate students from the Department of Language

and Literature of Tilburg University, who volunteered to participate. They were
unaware of the hypotheses of the experiment.

5.5.2 Results

Degree ofcertainty
For each subject the average score per certainty category was calculated. Calculati-

ons were based only on those 32 subjects who saw sentences with modifiers from

each category in table 1. The resulting means (see table 2) were analyzed using an

ANOVA with certainty category (certain, semi-certain, and uncertain) as a within-

subjects factor.

Table 2.

Mean certainty scores per certainty category

Certainty Category
Certain Semi-certain Uncertain

Certainty scores 5.50 4.41 3.73

Note: Scores from 1(maximally uncertain) to 7(maximally certain)
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There was a significant effect of certainty category (F(2,62) - 25.56, p ~.001).
Sentences containing `certain' modifiers received higher certainty scores than
sentences containing `semi-certain' modifiers (t(31) - 5.30, p ~.001). Sentences
containing `semi-certain' modifiers received higher certainty scores than sentences

containing `uncertain' modifiers (t(31) - 3.06, p ~.O1). These results are in
accordance with the first hypothesis.

Degree of subjectivity
For each subject the average score per type of epistemic modifier and per type of
evidence was calculated. Only those 64 subjects were included in the analysis that
saw sentences with modifiers from each category. The resulting means were
analyzed using an ANOVA with type of modifier (subjective, semi-subjective,
subjective) and type of evidence (knowledge-based, observational) as within-
subjects factors. The means are presented in Table 3.

Table 3.
Mean appropriateness ratings of evidence completions as a function of epistemic
modifier

Type of modifier
Subjective Semi-subjective Objective

Type of evidence

Knowledge-based 4.50 4.86 3.86
Observation 4.98 5.24 5.17

Note: Scores from 1(minimally appropria[e) to 7(maximally appropriate).

Hypothesis 2 states that knowledge-based evidence should be most appropriate
with subjective modifiers, observational evidence should be most appropriate with
objective modifiers, and semi-subjective modifiers in between.

There was a main effect of type of evidence (F(1,63) - 11.02, p ~.O1): observa-
tional evidence is judged more appropriate than knowledge-based evidence
(observation: 5.13, knowledge-based: 4.41).

There was also a main effect of type of modifier (F(2,126) - 8.37, p ~.001).
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Completions of sentences containing semi-subjective modifiers receive highest

appropriateness scores (5.05), completions of objectively modified sentences are

judged least appropriate (4.52). Pairwise comparisons using paired t-tests showed

that the difference is mainly caused by the relatively high scores for completions of

sentences with semi-subjective modifiers (semi-subjective - subjective: t(63) - 2.17,

p ~.05; semi-subjective - objective: t(63) - 3.43, p ~.01; subjective - objective:

t(63) - 1.52, p - .13).

There was also a significant interaction of type of modifier and type of evidence

(F(2,126) - 6.58, p ~.Ol). Inspection of the means showed that the interaction is

caused by the fact that appropriateness scores vary much more for knowledge-

based evidence than for observational evidence. This interpretation is confirmed by

pairwise comparisons using t-tests. In the case of observational evidence none of

the modifier types yields different appropriateness scores, whereas in the case of

knowledge-based evidence there are such differences: completions received lower

scores when combined with objectively modified sentences than when combined

with semi-subjectively modified sentences (t(63) - 4.42, p ~ .001) or with subjecti-

vely modified sentences (t(63) - 2.69, p ~.O1). Completions tend to be somewhat

less appropriate in combination with subjectively modified sentences than with

semi-subjectively modified sentences (t(63) - 1.83, p-.07). Note that the latter

result is contrary to the expectation.

In accordance with hypothesis 2, objective modifiers are more appropriate in

combination with observational evidence than with knowledge-based evidence

(t(63) - 4.33, p ~.001). Contrary to prediction subjective modifiers tend to be

more appropriate in combination with observational evidence than with knowled-

ge-based evidence, although the difference does not reach statistical significance

(t(63) - 1.86, p-.07). In the case of semi-subjectively modified sentences, there

is no statistically significant difference between the appropriateness scores of

knowledge-based completions and observational completions (t(63) - 1.36, p-

.18).

5.5.3 Discussion

With respect to degree of certainty the results are unequivocal: there exist clear

differences between the `certainty' scores for modifiers differing on the `certainty'

dimension. These differences are in accordance with the prediction.

There are some indications that the mean score for `uncertainty' modifiers is an
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overestimation. Looking at the means for the individual modifiers (as presented in
the appendix to this chapter), the `certainty' score for schijnen (`seem'~`look'; 4.63)
is of the order of magnitude of the mean of the `semi-certain' category (mean:
4.41) rather than that of the `uncertain' category (mean: 3.73). This suggests that
schijnen may in fact be a semi-certain modifier. Another explanation for the high
certainty ratings is the possibility of a second reading of schijnen. For some
speakers Jan schijnt ziek te zijn (`Jan seems to be ill') can be interpreted as `Jan is
said to be ill' (i.e. a`quotative' interpretation; cf. Lyons 1982). Intuitively the
second reading seems to imply a stronger claim, which could account for the high
certainty readings.

The question is whether yet another explanation for the relatively high certainty
score for schijnen should be considered. Schijnen belongs to the objective modi-
fiers. It has been suggested in the literature that a higher subjectivity in modal
qualification will cause a lower degree of certainty (or firmness, in the terminology
of Nuyts 1992: 304-305). To investigate this possibility, a oneway ANOVA of the
certainty data was carried out, with the subjectivity categorization as a within-
subjects factor and certainty score as the dependent variable. Again, only those 64
subjects were included in the analysis that saw modifiers from each subjectivity
category. Although the mean certainty score was somewhat higher for the `objecti-
ve' modifiers, there was no effect of subjectivity (`objective': 4.42, `semi-subjective':
4.13, `subjective': 4.32, F(2,126) - 1.53, p- 0.22). This would indicate then that
type of evidence (degree of subjectivity) and degree of certainty are truly indepen-
dent dimensions.

T'he experiment showed that observational evidence received higher appropriate
ratings than knowledge-based evidence. Note that this could not have been
effected by a relative unnaturalness of the knowledge-based evidence completions,
because all the evidence completions in the experiment were had been produced
by subjects in the pilot experiment. It might be then that in conformity with the
expectation, observational evidence is generally judged more appropriate than
knowledge-based evidence.

With respect to the epistemic modifiers' degree of subjectivity, experiment 1 also
led to some results that were not predicted. The first is that completions of semi-
subjective modifiers were judged most appropriate and completions of objective
modifiers least appropriate. By way of explanation one might hypothesize that
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semi-subjective modifiers are more natural than the other modifiers. However, this

cannot be the case: one of the tasks of the subjects in the pilot experiment was to

give naturalness ratings of the modified sentences, and it was found that sentences

containing subjective modifiers were judged as even more natural than sentences

containing objective modifiers, and that sentences containing semi-subjective

modifiers were judged least natural (on a scale of 1(minimally natural) to 7

(completely natural) the mean scores were: subjective modifiers: 6.76, objective

modifiers: 5.79, semi-subjective modifiers: 4.06; all differences significant at the l010

level)~

A second unpredicted result is that in the case of observational evidence, the

appropriateness of the completions did not differ with type of epistemic modifier.

This suggests that all modifiers can represent observational evidence and hence

that observational is not distinctive as a classification criterion. This result clearly

needs further examination of experimental data.

By contrast, in the case of knowledge-based evidence there were clear differences

between the modifiers: as predicted, knowledge-based completions were less

appropriate with objectively modified sentences. However, contrary to prediction,

knowledge-based completions were less appropriate in combination with subjective-

ly modified sentences than with sentences containing semi-subjective modifiers.

The conclusion is that experiment 1 strongly corroborates distinctions between

epistemically modified sentences on the basis of the `certainty' dimension. It also

shows that there are differences between modifiers differing in subjectivíty.

However, since these differences only partly accord with the predictions, there is

every reason to replicate the results with respect to the `subjectivity' dimension.

5.6 Experiment 2: Type of evidence as determinant of type of epistemic

modifier

A second ezperiment was conducted to investigate the reliability of the results of

experiment 1 with respect to the subjectivity-hypothesis. In experiment 1, it was

tested whether a given epistemic modifier determines the choice of evidence

completion. Thus, insight was provided into the type of evidence that is presuppo-

sed by the hearer~reader when confronted with a particular epístemic modifier.

However, when using epistemic modifiers in natural discourse, the speaker~writer
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will start from the evidence on which the claim is based. The available evidence
will determine which type of epistemic modifier is appropriate. This is the test that
was used in the second experiment.

T'he subjects in the previous experiment had judged among other things the
appropriateness of evidence completions of sentences containing epistemic
modifiers. In this experiment, subjects carried out a complementary task: they had
to judge the appropriateness of a set of epistemic modifiers in a context of either
observational or knowledge-based evidence completions. Thus, a more direct
comparison of epistemic modifiers could be made under constant circumstances.

The hypothesis is similar to that of the first experiment: objective modifiers will
be judged more appropriate with observational evidence than with knowledge-
based evidence. Subjective modifiers will be more appropriate with knowledge-
based evidence than with observational evidence. Semi-subjective modifiers are
expected to be in-between: in combination with observational evidence they are
expected to be less appropriate than objective modifiers and more appropriate
than subjective modifiers, in combination with knowledge-based evidence they are
expected to be less appropriate than subjective modifíers, but more appropriate
than objective modifiers.

5.6.1 Method

Material

Eight base sentences were constructed, of the type used in experiment 1. In a pilot
experiment, subjects were asked to generate evidence completions for each base
sentence. From the resulting collection of evidence completions, two cases were
selected for each sentence, one typical observational evidence and one typical
knowledge-based evidence. The criteria for categorizing the completions were
similar to those of experiment 1(see subsection 5.1). This resulted in a set of 16
sentences, each of the eight base sentences with two evidence types. Of each
sentence-evidence combination, three versions were made, differing with respect to
the epistemic modifier used. For reasons of simplicity of the design, the modifiers
differed in degree of subjectivity but not in degree of certainty. Only `certain'
epistemic modifiers were used: objective blijken `apparently', semi-subjective
moeten `epistemic must' and subjective ik ben ervan overtuigd dat `I'm convinced
that'. The three versions of a sentence-evidence combination were presented as a
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multiple choice item. An example is presented in (15).

Piet must have gone shoppiag, because 6e always dces so on Tuesdays
I'm convinced that Piet has gone shopping, because he always dces so on Tuesdays
Apparently Piet has gone shopping, because he always dces so on Tuesdays

The 16 items were ordered randomly. On the basis of this list, one other list in the
reversed order was made. The difference between the lists was neglected in the

analyses.

Subjects and procedure
The subjects were 24 students of Tilburg University, most of them from the
Department of Language and Literature, who volunteered to participate. They

were unaware of the hypotheses of the experiment.

For each item, the subjects were asked to rank the three sentence-evidence

combinations in order of appropriateness: 3 for most appropriate and 1 for least
appropriate. Each subject saw all 16 items. The two lists were each seen by twelve

subjects.

5.6.2 Results
It was hypothesized that objective modifiers are more appropriate with observatio-

nal evidence, that subjective modifiers are more appropriate with knowledge-based

evidence and that semi-subjective modifiers are in-between.

For each subject, the appropriateness rankings were averaged per epistemic

modifier and per type of evidence, resulting in three mean rankings per evidence

type for each subject. Two Friedman ANOVA's were used to analyze these data,
one for each evidence type, with type r,f epistemic modifier ( objective, semi-
subjective, subjective) as a within-subject factor. Pair-wise comparisons were made
using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test. The data are summarized in

Table 4.
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Table 4.
Appropriateness rankings of epistemic modifiers as a function of evidence completions

Type of modifier
Subjective Semi-subjective Objective
overtuigd moet bli,jkt

Type of evidence
Knowledge-based 2.61 2.19 1.20
Observation 1.90 1.69 2.41

Note: Scores from 1(minimally appropriate) [0 3(ma~rimally appropriate).

In order to study the overall differences between the epistemic modifiers, mean
rankings per modifier were calculated per subject, thus averaging over types of
evidence. The resulting means were analyzed using a Friedman ANOVA. There
was a main effect of type of modifier (~ - 19.98, df - 2, p ~.001). Pairwise
comparisons showed that overtuigd (2.71) was ranked higher than moet (1.79) and
than blijkt ( 1.50). The difference between moet en blijkt was not significant
(overtuigd - moet: z - 2.95, p ~.01; ovettuigd - blijkt: z - 3.59, p ~.001; blijkt -
moet: z - 1.36, p - .17).

In the case of knowledge-based evidence, there was a main effect of type of
modifier (~ - 42.02, df - 2, p ~.001). The means show that the subjective
modifier is ranked higher than the other modifiers. Paitwise comparisons showed
that overtuigd ( subjective) is ranked higher than moet (semi-subjective) (z--2.94; p
~.O1) and that moet (semi-subjective) is ranked higher than blijkt ( objective) (z--
4.29; p ~ .001).

In the case of observational evidence, there was also a main effect of type of
modifier (~ - 26.33, df - 2, p ~.001). In this case the objective modifier blijkt
got the highest mean ranking. Pairwise comparisons showed that blijkt is ranked
higher than moet (z --3.60; p ~ .001) and than overtuigd (z --2.79; p ~.O1).
Overtuigd is ranked somewhat higher than moet but the difference does not reach
statistical significance (z - -1.79; p - .07).

Note that these results are almost completely in accordance with the hypothesis.
The only exception is the relatively low score for semi-subjective modifiers with
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observation evidence.

A corollary of the hypothesis is that overtuigd (subjective) would be ranked

higher with knowledge-based evidence than with observation evidence and that

blijkt (objective) would be ranked higher with observation evidence than with

knowledge-based evidence. Both predictions were borne out (overtuigd: knowledge-

based - observation: z- 4.11, p ~.001; blijkt: knowledge-based - observation: z-

4.20, p ~.001). The predictions were less clear for moet (semi-subjective), but it

turns out to get much higher rankings with knowledge-based evidence than with

observation evidence (z - 3.98, p ~.001).

5.6.3 Discussion

To summarize the results of experiment 2: averaging over evidence types, the

subjective modifier overtuigd was judged most appropriate. It appears that the

subjective modifier is generally preferred to the other two types of modihers. The

semi-subjective moet also received reasonably high appropriate judgements (above

the mean value 1.5 for both evidence types). By contrast, the objective modifier

b[ijkt appeared to be extremely sensitive to evidence type: the judgement for

appropriateness with knowledge-based evidence is far below the mean value,

whereas the judgement for appropriateness with observational evidence is above

the mean value. In the case of observation evidence, blijkt is much more ap-

propriate than moet or overtuigd. In the case of knowledge-based evidence the

situation is reversed: the subjective modifier overtuigd is considered most ap-

propriate, and the objective modifier ólijkt is least appropriate. The semi-subjective

modifier moet is in-between.

The results of experiment 2 thus strongly confirm the prediction that objective

modifiers accord with observational evidence, while subjective modifiers accord

with knowledge-based evidence. There was only one finding that ran counter to

expectation: compared to semi-subjective modifiers, subjective modifiers are

somewhat more appropriate with observational evidence.

These results help clarify some of the unpredicted results of experiment 1. There

it was found that in the case of observational evidence the appropriateness of the

completions did not differ with type of modifier. In the present experiment, such

differences did occur. Another unpredicted finding in the first experiment was that

completions of semi-subjective modifiers were judged most appropriate and

completions of objective modifiers least appropriate. This preference for semi-
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subjective modifiers was not replicated in the present experiment: overall, there

was no difference between semi-subjective moet and objective blijkt.
For reasons of homogeneity only `certain' modifiers were used in experiment 2.

This implies restricted generalizability of the results presented here. Although the
results seem to give support to the categorization presented in subsection 4, more
research is needed to find out whether similar results will be obtained in the case
of `semi-certain' and `uncertain' modifiers.

5.7 Conclusions

1fie previous chapters have shown that perspective, in the sense of a subjective
point of view in discourse, can be established by attributing spoken or mental
discourse to a person in the text. Such attributed points of view were represented
as person-bound subspaces in the narrative reality. In this chapter I argued that
such person-bound subspaces can also be established in a more implicit way, by
using modal predicates. Deontic as well as epistemic modifiers implicitly create
subjective points of view because they express the attitude of a person with respect
to the modified proposition.

Deontic modals express an obligation, permission, and desirability in the socio-
physical reality. They presuppose at least one conscious entity, i.e. the entity who
has the obligation, permission or desire with respect to something. Also, the
authority who obliges or permits a person to do something is (often implicitly)
presupposed to be an animate conscious subject. Thus, the deontically modified
information will be represented in a subspace that is bound eíther to the subject of
the modal verb, the person who is conscious of a rule~desire, or to an authority
that (implicitly) poses the rule.

Epistemic modality essentially expresses a different type of subjectivity than
deontic modality, because the epistemically modified information is bound
specifically to the speaker of the discourse. In some cases, deontic modals (when
used in directive and commissive constructions) are also used in this performative
function, similar to epistemic modals. Crucial in this respect is the fact that the
force that is expressed by the modal (the authority, in case of deontic modals) is
the speaker, i.e. the current speaker who is (implicitly, or explicitly instantiated as)
`I'. Strictly speaking, this type of speaker-foregrounding is not in itself a type of
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perspectivization, since perspective was defined as an embedded subspace that is

bound to a person other than the current speaker. Yet, this speaker-foregrounding

(subjectification) is not alien to perspectivization devices; especially the indirect

representation mode and implicit perspectives permit speaker-foregrounding as

well, as was described in chapter 2. Thus, in order to establish a comprehensive

overview of subjective points of view in discourse, it is important to include

epistemic modality in the description of devices.

Dutch epistemic modals vary systematically along two dimensions: the degree of

certainty of commitment that the speaker has with respect to his statement, and

the degree of subjectivity based on the type of evidence the speaker has. Some

epistemic modals such as blijken represent directly manifest observational evidence,

whereas other modifiers such as kunnen and moeten represent not only observatio-

nal evidence, but by default presuppose knowledge-based reasoning that is

required to connect the statement to the evidence. The mental space approach

provides a framework to describe problems that are raised by the analysis of

epistemic modification in terms of the strength of evidence, the (in-)appropriate-

ness of evidence, and the (im-)possibility to immediately correct epistemically

modified utterances.
The categorization leads to predictions about the type and strength of evidence

that are represented by the epistemic modifiers. These predictions were put to the

test in two experimental studies of the use of Dutch modal verbs. In the experi-

ments, native speakers judged utterances containing epistemic modifiers. Both

dimensions, certainty and subjectivity (type of evidence) received support by the

results of the experiments. The certainty hypothesis was confirmed by the results of

experiment 1: epistemic modifiers differ in the degree of certainty they express.

The categorization of modifiers as either certain, semi-certain or uncertain was by

and large supported. An exception was schijnen `seem'~`look', which, contrary to

the intuitions, apparently is not an uncertain modifier, but is at the same certainty

level (semi-certain) as lijken `seem'. Support was found for the subjectivity hypothe-

sis as well. From experiment 1 it appeared that epistemic modifiers can be

classified with respect to the degree of subjectivity they express: the categories

objective, semi-subjective and subjective can be distínguished according to the

evidence they presuppose. Appropriateness with relatively subjective, that is,

knowledge-based evidence is a strong classification criterion in this respect.
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Modifiers categorized as objective, such as blijken `apparently', lijken `seem' and
scltijnen `seem'~`look' do not accord with knowledge-based evidence, while
subjective and semi-subjective modifiers do. In contrast with the expectation,
however, the degree of appropriateness with relatively objective, that is observatio-
nal evidence, was found not to differentiate between epistemic modifiers in
experiment 1: those modifiers that were categorized as semi-subjective and
subjective accorded remarkably well with observational evidence. By contrast, in
experiment 2 the observational evidence did differentiate between modifiers in
accordance with the expectations.

These different results between the two experiments may be explained by two
factors. In the first place, different tasks were used in the experiments. In the first
experiment, subjects judged for each sentence the appropriateness of two evidence
completions (observational and knowledge-based) in combination with one
epistemic modifier. By contrast, in experiment 2, subjects judged for each sentence
the appropriateness of three epistemic modifiers of different degree of subjectivity
in combination with one evidence type. Thus, epistemic modifiers could be judged
with respect to their appropriateness in combination with observational and
knowledge-based evidence separately. This resulted in a more direct comparison of
the different types of epistemic modifiers, which was more powerful to reveal the
differentiating force of both observational and knowledge-based evidence. Since
the set of epistemic modifiers that was used in the latter experiment was limited to
the `certain' modifiers, these results have a limited generalizability over epistemic
modifiers of all certainty degrees.

This brings us to a second potential factor of difference between the two
experiments: in the first experiment, where all certainty-categories were involved, it
appeared that observational evidence was preferred in general. Note that this
preference could not have been due to a relative unnaturalness of the knowledge-
based evidence completions, since all evidence completions in the experiment were
utterances produced by subjects. The preference for observational evidence
suggests that speakers tend to give evidence for their claims as clearly and mani-
festly as possible. It is possible that such observational evidence is perceived as
stronger or more `certain'. However, this is not reflected by a higher certainty as
expressed by the typical representation devices of observational evidence, i.e. the
objective epistemic modifiers blijken, lijken and scftijnen. Although experiment 1
showed higher certainty ratings for blijken (certain) than for other `certain'
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modifiers, and higher certainty ratings for schijnen (uncertain) than for the other

uncertain modifier (see appendix), in general the objective modals are not percei-

ved as expressing a significantly higher certainty compared to the other categories

(semi-subjective and subjective). This indicates that indeed, subjectivity of the

source and certainty can be described and judged as two distinct dimensions of

epistemic modification, that do not interact with each other in the actual use of

epistemic modifiers.

In both experiments, the objective modifiers were found to be less appropriate

overall than subjective and semi-subjective modifiers. This suggests that the use of

Dutch objective modifiers (blijken~lijken~schijnen) is restricted, because they

specifically presuppose intersubjective, manifest evidence, observable by more

persons than the speaker. Possibly, speakers by default prefer to modify their claim

explicitly as being subjective. In contrast with objective modifiers, subjective

modifiers do not necessarily imply only one type of evidence, as they can also

combine with observational evidence (cf. experiment 1).

Although most of the results conform to the expectations, the non-predicted

results leave us with a paradox: a general preference for observational evidence

combined with a generally lower appropriateness of objective epistemic modifiers.

So, even when speakers have evidence that permits stronger and more objective

epistemic modification, they tend to use subjective epistemic modifications. This

suggests that speakers are cautious when choosing epistemic modifiers: they do not

want to use an epistemic modifier that suggests a greater objectivity than is

justified.

The categorization presented here was based partly on evoked data (basic

material) and partly on constructed data (experimental items), and is in need of

validation by natural discourse data. An initial impetus has been given by Schoen-

makers (1993), whose analysis of Dutch epistemic modals in the Eindhoven corpus

(Uit den Boogaart 1975) shows that the objective epistemic modifier blijken

(`apparently') co-occurs with observational evidence significantly more often than

the semi-subjective epistemic modifier moeten (`must')?'
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Notes to chapter 5
1. Typical for this type of perspective (as opposed to non perspectivally-modified utterances) is that the
object of perspectivization (here: the bear) can refer to uniquely identifiable individuals, even if they do
not exist but are oely defined in some thought-domain; for the perspectivizing predicate dces not entail
that the objec[ is existential (see Seuren 1985: 395 about predicates of category Li).

2. To say that a statement is non-factual does no[ mean tha[ it is untnte or false or biosed, but rather
that the speaker of this statement has modified it as not or not necessarily representing an eristential
situation. By such modifcation, subjectivity is created because the current speaker foregrounds himself to
some degree as opposed to unmodified discourse fragments. All discourse [ypes, even stricdy informative
narcatives such as news reports, contain quite a large portion of sucó non-fac[ual information: Almeida
(1992) found that in a corpus of U.S. American newspapers, roughly one-fourth of [he statements were
non-factual statements. Note that not all newspaper articles have a strictly informative function; e.g.,
interviews, background ar[icles, and editorial comments have other functions as well, for ins[ance [o
persuade or to amuse.

3. In Dutch, both moeten ( `must') and kunnen ( `can') can express physical necessity of ability, which is
called `quasi' modality ([oneigenlijk modaal], Geerts e.a. 1984: 551). Examples are Hij kon hee! goed
zwemmen (Eng. fle can swim very wel[) and De hond moet eten hebben (Eng. The dog wonts~needs~must
have food).

4. Palmer (1986) includes volitives, such as evaluatives and commissives (e.g.lan shall lock that bear in
the kitchen this ajtemoon), as peripheral categories of modality because they are, although less important,
in some languages treated in the same formal system as epistemic and deontic modality.

5. Immediate correction of example sentences is indicated by priming, other variants are marked (a),
(b) etcetera. In all of the examples of immedia[e correction in this chapter, a con[ext of dialogue is
imagined in which the u[terance tha[ includes the denial functions as a response.

6. In [he correction of epistemic modals, tense plays an important role. II is not possible to
straightforward transpose the present tense of (5) to past tense without changing the meaning of the ut-
terance also (? The bear may hove been in the kitchen but it wos not in lhe kitchen). This phenomenon is
related to the performative character of epistemic modification (bound to the curcent speaker's here-and-
now), which is discussed in subsection 2.1.2 below).

7. The subjectivity of a statemen[ should not be confused with its bias. A statemen[ is biased if [he
information expressed by it is limited to a restricted set of proposi[ions held ro be true (i.e. less than all
the relevant propositions are included). A statement is subjective if the speaker foregrounds his degree of
commitment to the validity of the statement, or when a statement is attribu[ed to a subject in the text
(i.e. perspective, see chapter 2).

8. In the space representations, the lines with arrows represent connections between base space and
subspaces, tha[ are established by spacebuilders. The lines without arrows connect elements Ihat are
related through a pragmatic ( identity) function (cf. Fauconnier 1985, chapter 1).

9. The deontic modal in (3) 1an must lock the bear up in the kitchen can also be interpreted as an
performative utterance in which the current speaker foregrounds his authority, for instance as answer to
a question Can lan let the bear jree now? However, this subjective interpretation is non-default.

10. The phenomenon of multiple self in deontic modality can be compared to multiplications of `I' or
`se1P in perspectivization, where `selfcan be positioned in the past, in a dream, or even in addressee-
position (such as the multiple self of God in Genesis 3, see chapter 3, section 3.2.3.1).
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11. Several models for the analysis of epis[emic modality have been proposed, such as Chafe 1986,

Coates 1983, Palmer 1986, Mayer 1990, that each provide several categorizing labels for epistemic
modals. An example is Mayer's (1990) semantic account of epistemic modifiers in terms of perspec[rve.
He describes seven German modifiers: epistemic muss `must', offenbar~offensichtlich 'obvious-
ly'~`apparently', scheinbar `apparently', sicherlich `surely', folglich `therefore' (which is, strictly speaking,

not an epistemic modifier, bu[ a connective), and angeblich `supposedly'. In his analysis of these elements

Mayer uses seven labels: `immediately evidence-related' (fitting all modifiers but sicherlich), `confidence-

rela[ed' (sicherlich), `persons or groups of persons necessary as evidence-sources' (angeblich), `evidence
must occur as linguistic antecedent' (jolglich), 'proposition claimed to hold is presented as self-evident'
(offenbar), `abstraction from "full" information is possible' (ojfenbar, scheinbar, and angeblich)', and

'immediate correction is possible' (scheinbar and angeb(ich). This classification is not satisfactory for
several reasons, the most important being that some of the labels aze specific for only one modifier.
Consequently it is not clear whether the labels indicate fundamental characteristics of the epistemic
modifiers or whether they are mere assumptive labels of separate lexical items. However, the account is
particularly interesting because it gives a formal description of perspective at a discourse semantic level.
For instance, Mayer defines perspective in terms of non-monotonicity: A text T perspectivizes a
proposition p if a text fragment of T iroplies that `it seems that p' but T dces no[ convey such an
implication.

12. Apparently has a connotation of detachment or disbelief that the Du[ch blijken or 6lijkbaar do not
have (or at least it is no[ as strong). Compare Apparently, he beat two men in one stroke, which could be
paraphrased as `he is supposed to have beaten two men in one stroke' vs. Hij blijkt twee man in een klap
verslagen te heóóen, which is paraphrased as `there is clear evidence that he has beaten two men in one
stroke'. Thus, when apparently is used in translations of Dutch e~camples, the la[ter interpretation is
intended.

13. Although the observations of modal verbs mentioned below are based on Dutch sentences, I will
sometimes use English [ranslations.

14. Original: "welke al of niet aan het wezen beantwoordt."

15. Explicitly subjective I-embeddings are less clear in the degree of certainty they express. Ye[, in-
tuitively, they can be distinguished with respect to the degree of certainty they express. For ins[ance, I
think expresses less certainty than I'm convinced, but more than ! suspect.

16. One could hypothesize that kunnen expresses so li[tle certainty that it allows even the weakest
evidence; however, this dces not explain the fact that evidence completion (c) is relevant enough to be
perfectly sensible in combination with kunnen.

17. Even if there is no clear relation between E and P, as in Morie ólijkt Klaas te haten, want zij kust
hern `Apparently, Marie hates Klaas, because she kisses him,' the reader must reach the somewhat
bizarre interpretation that the current speaker thinks that [he fact that Marie kisses Klaas means that she
hates him.

18. According to some informan[s, the difference in anaphor resolution is stronger in the interpretation
of (13) as Piet is Klaas gaan haten `Piet has come to hate Klaas ; the active role of Piet creates a greater
asymmetry between the subject of the statement (`Piet has come to hate Klaas') and evidence (`because
he [Piet or Klaas] has hit him [Klaas or Piet]').

19. The label `objective' for some cases of epistemic modification should be regarded as a relative term,
since epistemic modification in general was defined as essentially subjective, i.e. foregrounding the
speaker's commitment to [he status of [he proposition (see also Palmer 1986: 54).
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20. For a similar research design see Coleman and Kay (1981).

21. The subjects also judged the naturalness and certainty of sentences containing an epistemic modif-ier.
The `certainty' scores were almost identical to those obtained in Experiment 1. The `naturalness' scores
will be discussed below (subsection 5.3).

22. One migh[ consider frequency in naturally occurring discourse as an explanation for the higher ap-
propriateness ratings of `semi-subjective' modifiers. The mean frequencies for the [hree categories (based
on the spoken language part of the Eindhoven-corpus, described in Uit den Boogaart, 1975; this part of
the corpus consis[s of circa 120,000 words) are suggestive: the mean frequency of the verb lemmas in the
`objective' category is 31.0 (blijken: 38, lijken: 44, schijnen: 11), that of verbs in the `semi-subjective'
category is 465.3 (moeten: 786, dunken: 0, kunnen: 610), and that of verbs in the `subjective' category is
212.0 (denken: 258, geloven: 166). It looks therefore as if `semi-subjective' modifiers have a much higher
frequency than any of the other categories. However, these data must be treated carefully: since these are
lemma frequencies, they contain both epistemic and deontic uses. It has to be left for future research to
determine the frequencies of epistemic uses of semi-subjective modifiers.

23. Schoenmaker proposes a categorization me[hod for evidence completions in na[ural discourse. She
proposes a continuum of evidence types, thus acknowledging that evidence by observation and evidence
by knowledge may some[imes be hard to discern, especially in the cases of what was called `knowledge by
(repeated ~ past) observation', such as in the following fragment:

"Aan het einde van de jaren '40 en het begin van de jaren 'S0 is er een onwaarschijnlijke hausse in het
aantal priesterrcepingen; dit land lijkt voor een halve eeuw voorzien van herders" [In the late 40's and
early 50's, there was an incredible boom of vocations of priests; this country seems provided with
shepherds for the next half century].

Such cases were categorized as `observational evidence'.
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Appendix: Certainty and Subjectivity Scores for Epistemic Modifiers (Experiment 1)

Certainty scores

blijken (appear) certain objec[ive 5.75
mceten (must) certain semi-subjective 5.42
lijken (seem) semi-certain objective 4.13
dunken (be of the opinion) semi-certain semi-subjective 4.38
geloven (believe) semi-certain subjective 4.25
denken (think) semi-certain subjective 4.96
schijnen (seem, look) uncertain objective 4.63
kunnen (can) uncertain semi-subjective 3.25

Subjectivity scores

blijken ( appear) certain objective 4.31
mceten ( must) certain semi-subjective 5.58
lijken (seem) semi-certaín objective 5.17
dunken (be of the opinion) semi-certain semi-subjective 5.53
geloven (beGeve) semi-certain subjective 5.11
denken (think) semi-certain subjective 4.86
schijnen (seem, look) uncertain objective 5.34
kunnen (can) uncertain semi-subjective 4.60



6 Overview and conctusions

In recent years linguistic theories have been developed based on the insight that

language is systematically grounded in human cognition. The cognitive approach has
been developed as an extension of and partly as an alternative to the traditional
theories of structure and meaning, which were based on normative judgments of

sentences in minimal contexts. In the cognitive approach, meaning is not `locked up'
in a word or sentence, because signals for meaning are underdetermined. Meaning is
produced as a result of an utterance (rather than a word or sentence) in discourse con-
text, in which world knowledge (situation models, folk models etcetera) plays an

important role (for an overview see for instance Cicourel 1987). In the study of
meaning, called cognitive semantics, this insight has had consequences for the treat-
ment ofwell-known problems in discourse representation such as definite descriptions,
presupposition, conditionals, and counterfactuals (among others, Fauconnier 1985, G.

Lakoff 1987, Seuren 1985). In the study of grammar, the cognitive point of view has
led to a different treatment of various linguistic phenomena, for instance reference
(among others, Langacker 1987 and elsewhere).

Another important development has been the increasing influence of functional
linguistics (for instance Kuno 1987, Givón 1993 and elsewhere). The common
characteristic of the various functionalistic approaches is that grammatical phenomena
are no longer treated as part of an autonomous syntactic `module' whose rules have
to be identified, but that they are accounted for in functional terms, i.e. they are
related to the producer or interpreter of the discourse they appear in, or to the struc-
ture of that discourse as a whole. For example, Matthiessen and T'hompson (1989)
aim at the explanation of syntactic subordination from the point of view of discourse
structure: information that is less important in the structure of discourse tends to be
grammatically placed in subordinate clauses. Givón (1993) views upon grammatical
constructions as signals for the interpreter to build his text representation; they guide
his processing.

These developments point to a convergence of linguistics and psycholinguistics as
a result of the influence of cognitive linguistics. Cognitive linguistics can complement
psycholinguistic models of language production and processing (among others, Just
and Carpenter 1987, Levelt 1989, H. Clark 1992, Gernsbacher 1990, Van Dijk and
Kintsch 1983) which are-to a certain extent-characterized by growing interest in
questions of discourse rather than the `lower levels of language' (morphology, syntax
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etcetera). Furthermore, the combination of (cognitive) linguistic investigations with

psycholinguistic methods of research has given new impulses to research of discourse

phenomena (cf. Noordman, 1987) such as discourse structure (Redeker 1990), cohe-

rence relations (Sanders, Spooren and Noordman 1993; Spooren 1989), and anaphoric
relations (Maes 1991).

It is at this intersection of disciplines that the present study of perspective is positio-

ned. A classical problem in the study of literary fiction, perspective can be fruitfully

treated as a general discourse phenomenon that is grounded in cognitive structure and

that has one or several functions in discourse. This line of thought is not an isolated

one; a similar approach to perspective was recently proposed in Palacas' (1993) theory
of attribution semantics. Also, other well-known problems in literary theory, such as
metaphor, have in recent years been placed in the broader scope of cognitive seman-
tics (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, G. Lakoff 1987, Sweetser 1990) as well as the

psycholinguistic study of literature (Steen 1994). Generally, the empirical study of

literature is increasingly making use of psycholinguistic insights and methods, thus
enriching our understanding of the representation and comprehension of literary
discourse (for instance Halász 1991, Zwaan 1992), and promising deeper insights in

the emotional effects that the reading of literature has. Such new insights may be

beneficial for discourse studies in general, for linguistic phenomena such as metaphor

and perspective which were often treated as exclusively literary phenomena, appear

to manifest themselves in various levels and types of discourse.

6.1 Overview of results

6.1.1 Conception of perspective

The clear spatio-visual concept of perspective is an attractive metaphor for

phenomena in various areas of human cognition and communication, language being
one of them. In communication by language, perspective-taking is an essential con-
cept, because communication is based on the ability to distinguish one's own point of
view from other persons' points of view, and to imagine these other points of view.

Perspective in language is a rather complicated concept. Perspective is often
identified, or at least associated, with subjectivity: the ideological, habitual, or in any

other sense personal point of view of the speaker, writer, or a narrative character,
with which the hearer or reader may or may not empathize.
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Perspective is not only a clarifying concept in the description of discourse-it is also
confusing. Which perspective do we mean when we want to represent perspective in
discourse? In chapter 1 I argued that in order to capture this abstract conception, it
must be anchored in linguistic manifestations. The starting point of the present
approach to perspective in discourse is the concept of vantage point, which remains
quite close to the original spatio-visual perspective. Vantage point is defined as the
set of possible instantiations of a referential center from which space, time and
entities are referred to. Vantage point is established by a combination of syntactic and
lexico-semantic choices; it is by default situated in a conscious subject.

In narrative discourse, the referential center shifts continuously through the discour-
se, thus indicating who is speaking. The fact that the term speaking is used rather than
seeing touches the core of the problem of perspective in discourse: one cannot
communicate the vision one has from a particular point of view through language
without speaking. The conscious source of speech (or the point of view) can be
constituted in either the (abstract) speaker~narrator of the discourse, or a subject who
plays a role in the discourse. Perspective, then, is essentially a subjective point of view:
a conscious subject functioning as source to which a part of the discourse must be
ascribed. It is this complex concept of subjective point of view that is the object of the
present study.

6.1.2 Definition of perspective

The considerations discussed above point at a theory of perspective in terms of
subjectivity. The underlying dichotomy between the neutral or default value of objec-
tivity and the non-default value of subjectivity is reflected in the fact that the default
value of perspective is `non-perspectivized'; note, that `default' does not mean most
frequent, but structurally simplest: discourse originating from the (possibly implicitly)
speaking entity that communicates the discourse, who presents his utterances as
factual, and whose vantage point is the discourse's here and now.

Perspective touches upon two dimensions of subjectivity in discourse that this study
has sought to investigate: the various ways in which information is attributed to
subjective sources in the discourse, and the ways in which the speaker~narrator ex-
presses his own subjectivity.' The two dimensions have in common that they express
a relation of responsibility between the speaker and the discourse. In the case of a
subjective point of view, the speaker qualifies information by attributing it to an
`embedded speaker': a person in the discourse who is (claimed to be) responsible for
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the validity of the information. In epistemic modality, I-embeddings, and explicit

evaluations, the speaker qualifies information by expressing the degree of certainty

and subjectivity of his commitment to the validity of the information.Z

The concept offoregrounding of the speaker plays an important role i~t both dimensi-

ons of subjectivity. In the case of subjective point of view, a character is acting as

speaker who is more or less foregrounded, depending on the degree of directness by

which his discourse is represented. In the case of epistemic modification and I-

embedding, the discourse's current speaker himself is foregrounded to some extent.

The relation between the two dimensions provides a theoretical basis for a cognitive

model of subjectivity.

Perspective phenomena are subjective in the sense that the claim of validity of

information (content or content and verbalization) is restricted to a particular subject

in the text. For such restrictions, mental space theory (for instance Fauconnier 1985)

offers a theoretical and descriptive model. A distinction is made between thematic re-

strictions such as temporal and local predicates, and elements that indicate the

perspective of a subject in the discourse. By reserving the term perspective for the

latter category, perspective-taking is described in terms of the intuitively closely

related concept of subjectivity. The following definition is proposed:

Perspective is the introduction of a subjective point ofview that ascribes the claim

of validity of the presented information to a particular subject (person) in the

discourse. A discourse segment is perspectivized if its relevant context of

interpretation is a person-bound, embedded space within the narrator's reality.

The restriction of validity in perspectivization is thus placed in a general framework

of comparable linguistic phenomena such as restrictions of validity by temporal and

spatial modifiers. Perspective helps structure the representation ofdiscourse, assigning

meaning to and guiding meaning through discourse; furthermore, perspective has

consequences for the truth evaluation of discourse segments (see also Palacas 1993).

In this conception, perspective is not a global and static typology of the discourse as

a whole, but a flexible, multi-level, locally as well as globally occurring and changing

phenomenon, that can be accurately located in the discourse on the basis of linguistic

features.
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6.1.3 Types of perspective

In explicitly embedded perspective-the representation of a subject's spoken or
mental discourse-the speaker~narrator indicates that a person or conscious subject
other than the here-and-now narrator is responsible for the validity of the information.
The attributed information can be a quote from an actual utterance or a(re)con-
struction by the narrator. Such attribution can be achieved by various well-known
means of speech and thought representation, such as direct, indirect and free indirect
mode. Compare the following examples:

(1) a. Piet said~thoughh "God, how I hate [hat bastazd" (direct mode)
b. Piet looked a[ Klaas. God, how he hated that bas[ard (free indirect mode)
c. Piet said~thought that he hated that bastard (indirect mode)

In all three cases, an embedded subspace is created within the cunent speaker's
discourse reality; the embedded subspace is attributed to the embedded `speaker' Piet
by using space builders as said: `:.." or said that (...). The counterpart of the
embedded information-the `original' or constructed utterance or thought, stripped
of its space builder-is represented in the subspace, which is the quoted speaker's
(Piet's) reality.

In addition to these three more or less traditional representation modes, I
introduced a more subtle type of perspectivization, namely implicit perspective. Here,
a character's perspective is not explicitly presented as such, but suggested by
representing or presupposing the presence of the character as an active consciousness,
as exemplified in (ld).

(1) d. Piet hated Klaas (implicit perspective)

Implicit perspectives are established by a broad range of linguistic means, such as
verbs of perception and cognition, modal verbs, and also the narrator's choice of refe-
rential descriptions, as was shown in chapter 2. Chapter 5 explored one of these
devices, i.e. modality, in further detail. I particularly investigated how epistemic
modifiers express various claims of validity of information.

Like the other, more explicitly constructed perspective types, implicit perspectives
are by default continued unless it is signalled that they are interrupted. In chapter 2
it was shown that perspectives thus may include larger text parts, which may in turn
be represented in various levels of perspectives.
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6.1.4 Directness of perspective

The `purest' way of attributing the point of view to a person in the discourse is direct

representation of this person's speech or thought. The direct mode is the most simple
representation mode: it gives (the illusion of) a verbatim representation of an

utterance or thought of a quoted speaker~character. There is a direct relation between
`original' utterance and quotation, not only in content but also in verbalization.

Furthermore, the referential center of tense and the reference to person are repre-

sented in the character's subspace, not the narrator's base space. One might assume

that the direct representation mode is probably basic to more indirect types of repre-

sentation (chapter 2). The fact that of all perspectives in corpus of narrative fragments

of the Hebrew Bible, the overwhelming majority were direct quotes may support this
view (chapter 3).

The distinguished types of perspective differ in the extent of fusion of the embedded

mental space with the discourse's basic reality. The extent to which descriptions of

entities in the character's embedded space are accessible for attributions to the parent

space (typically the discourse's basic reality space or base space) signals the degree
of subjectivity of the perspectivization. This offers an explanation for ambiguous inter-

pretations of perspectivized parts of discourse.

In the direct mode as in (la), the relation between original and represented

utterance is unambiguously a relation of equivalence: both content and verbalization
are identical in base space and subspace. This means that the embedded information,
including the responsibility for the expression `that bastard', is completely ascribed to
Piet, the quoted speaker~character.

The free indirect mode in (lb) is a more complicated form: here, `that bastard' is
probably the character's choice of words, but the tense and reference are related to

the narrator. The proposition as it is represented in the base space is thus quite, but

not fully similar to the unmodified proposition in the embedded space.

In the indirect mode this de dicto-de re problem is even stronger. In (lc), `that

bastard' may be either the character's or the narrator's verbalization. The relation
between original utterance and represented utterance is indirect because the
verbalization of the character's words may bear the influence of the narrator: an
`original' utterance like God, how I hate that bastard can be reported as he said that
he hated that bastard but also as he said that he duliked him. In other words, the

referential forms used in the subspace can be interpreted as originating either in the

narrator's base space or in the character's subspace; the formulation is ambiguous as
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to who is responsible. The information as it is represented in the base space can not
be attributed to the character's utterance with certainty. The relation between the
original utterance and the utterance as it is represented is one of consequence or
derivation.

In the case of free indirect mode, the relation is indirect as well, but in a different
way: the content as well as the deictic expressions in the verbalization (the deictic
center) are represented in the character's space, whereas the referential center of tense
and person originates in the narrator's space. Thus, the indirect and free indirect
mode in examples (lb) and (lc) express more subjectivity on the narrator's part than
the direct quote in example (la).

In comparison with the direct and free indirect representation mode, the indirect
representation mode and indirect narrative (by implicit perspectives) are more acces-
sible to the narrator's influence. Two examples illustrate this:

(2) He said that he did not feel wel! and was afraid he had caught a cold.
(3) He sa[ down. Good Goc~ he felt terrible. He couldn't have caught a colc~ could he?

A utterance in which a person is quoted by indirect representation of speech as in (2),
is perspectivized from the person `he', but less so than an utterance with free indirect
mode as in (3). In (2), the narrator's voice is rather strong, because the represented
utterance could well be a paraphrase of a(presumed) original utterance, verbalized
by the narrator (the de re orparaphrase-interpretation). In (3), the narrator's voice is
much weaker. Since a speech act parenthetical is absent in (3), two interpretations are
possible: either the reader is looking through the character's eyes and hears him
verbalizing his thoughts and feelings (a case of free indirect thought, or embedded
focalization); or, provided the context permits this interpretation, the reader hears the
character speak to other characters (a case of free indirect speech).

Note that when the indirect representation of speech in (2) is changed into the
indirect representation of thought, as in (2a), the paraphrase-interpretation becomes
less obvious.

(2) a. He thought that he did not fee! well and was afraid he had caught a cold.

Intuitively, the utterance of (2a) is interpreted as a more or less verbatim
representation of the character's actual thought, like in the free indirect
representation of thought. That the paraphrase-interpretation seems unlikely here
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could be explained by the reader's awareness that the narrator not only represents,

but also constructs the character's thought. A paraphrase-interpretation of (2a) could

come up, but only in a context of verbal interaction; (2a) would then represent the
character's utterance in the paraphrased form of an opinion (to think ,in the sense of

to be of the opinion that).'

Even when the character's discourse is presented relatively directly (thus in direct

or free indirect mode), the narrator may play an important role. In the case of the

direct or free indirect representation of a (re)constructed utterance or thought, the
relation between the unmodified information in the embedded space and the modified

information in the base space is complicated. When the narrator is evidently not

representing an actual utterance, but merely reconstructing the line of thought of a

person or group of persons, a relatively direct representation mode still strongly sug-
gests full control and responsibility of the quoted speaker. This can make the
attribution of the quote ambiguous, particularly when the speaker `enacts' the quota-
tion without explicit speech act parentheticals. Speaker and `quoted' subject thus may

easily be identified. That this is not an imaginary problem is shown by the Sister

Souljah-case that was mentioned in chapter 1. Let's have a closer look at the challen-

ged utterances in this case.

In an interview with the Washington Post, rap singer Sister Souljah was quoted saying,
when asked to comment on the Los Angeles uprising (Spring 1992), "If black people

kill black people every day, why not have a week and kill white people?" Following

then-candidate for presidency Bill Clinton, several politicians took issue against this

utterance that was said to encourage future violence. T'he relevant passage is

presented in (4)." Note that, for the sake of the present analysis, not every clause has
been categorized separately. Instead, only nerspective shifts between clauses have
been marked.

(4)
Narrative Embedded Perspective
I I

Q. [a] A lot of people look at the violence that was unleashed and say... let's talk now about white American and
middle-class black America-well see the videos of the looting, the burning, people with their kids walking
away with merchandise, people shooting at firemen, and think, you know,

(b] "thank God for the police, because the police is what separates us and our property and our
safety and our lives from them, because look what they're capable of."

A. [c] They do not represent the majority of black people, number one. Black people from the
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underclass and the so-called underclass do not respect the institutions of whi[e America, which is
why you can car[ as many black people out on [elevision as you want to tell people in the lower and
underclass tha[ that was stupid, but [hey don't care what you say.

[d] You don't care about THEIR lives, haven't added anything to the quality of their
lives, and then expect [hem to respond to your opinions which mean absolutely nothing?
Why should they?

Q. [e] But even the people themselves who were perpetrating [hat violence, did they think it was wise? Was that
wise, reasoned action?

A. [fJ Yeah, it was wise.
[g] I mean,

[h] if black people kill black people every day, why not have a week and kill white
people?

[i] You understand what I'm saying? In other words, white people, this government, and that mayor
were well aware of the fact that black people were dying every day in L,os Angeles under gang
violence. So if you're a gang member and you would normally be killing somebody, why no[ kill a
white person? Do you think that somebody thinks that white people are better, or above or beyond
dying, when they would kill their own kind?

Q. [j] I'm just asking what's the wisdom in it? What's the sense in it?
A. [k] It's rebellion, it's revenge. (...)
Q. [I] And the individuals don't matter?
A. [m] What individuals?

[n] If you killed my mother, that mattered to me. That's why I killed yours.
[o] How could [he individuals not ma[ter? You mean the WHITE individuals, do they matter? Not
if the black ones don't. Absolutely not. Why would they?

[p] If my child dies, your child dies. If my house burns down, your house burns down.
An eye [or an eye, a tooth for a tooth.

[q] That's what they believe. And I see why.
(Washington Post, June 16, 1992, p. A7)

Sister Souljah afterwards denied that she had incited violence. This is true if we
interpret the utterances in the right, embedded level, as not representing her own
thoughts, but as representing constructed mental or spoken discourse of a group of
persons, namely the black under and lower class.

To begin with, fragment [4d] cannot be a direct quote, because the referential
center has not been changed: they is not changed into we~us. Not quite clear is to
whomyou refers: probably, to the interviewer as a representative of white and middle-
class black people. [d] could be a case of representation in the free indirect mode: the
implicit perspective in the last sentence of [c], indicated they don't care (which
represents the group of under~lower-class black people as active consciousness)
facilitates a focalized interpretation of the following utterances. However, there are
no clear indications (for instance a locative) that the deictic center has shifted to the
perspective of an embedded speaker. The interrogative form as well as the repetition
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and emphasis in [d] could indicate that (constructed) discourse is represented, but it
could also be interpreted as Sister Souljah's own present discourse.

The following fragments are also representations of constructed discourse, this time

attributed to the rioting people in the Los Angeles uprising. In [fJ and [h], interrupted

by `I mean' in [g], Sister Souljah gives an evaluation of the wisdom of the rioting:

"Yeah, it was wise" and the explanation of this evaluation: "if black people kill black

people every day, why not have a week and kill white people?" Both elements are not

explicitly indicated as representing someone else's point of view; furthermore, the

referential center (`I') cannot be accurately located since there is no agent and, in [h],

no main verb. Solving the elliptic sentence could result in various completions: "if

black people kill black people every day, why wouldn't they ~don't they ~ wouldn't we

~ don't we have a week and kill white people?" The completions could disambiguate

between free direct representations or free indirect representation and Sister Souljah's

direct narrative. As it is, the only indication for a perspectivized interpretation of [f]

and [h] can be found in the following sentence [i] "You understand what I'm saying?

In other words, (...):' Here, Sister Souljah announces that she will rephrase what she

has just said, i.e. utterances [fJ-[h]. This can be interpreted as a translation or expla-

nation of the quoted group's perspective (embedded space) to the present reality of

the interview (base space) 6

In the passage [m] through [p], a referential center is provided in [n] and [p] by the

use of `I' and j~ou' as in [n] "If you killed my mother, that mattered to me. That's why

I killed yours." This referential center is located either in the speaker Sister Souljah

or in the quoted source, i.e. the rioting people. The utterances are perspectivized

retroactively by the space-builder in [q] "That's what they believe." Note that the past

tense in [n] indicates that the space created by "if' is counterfactual, while the present

tense in [p] indicates that "if' creates possibiliry spaces. In the same passage, both [m]

and [o] express questions to the interviewer, which means that it is less obvious to

interpret them as representing discourse from a source that is not present; yet, this

interpretation is possible if we see Sister Souljah not only as a speaker who represents

the quoted source's imaginary thought in the direct mode, but even as a player who

plays the source's role, as if she was present as their representative.

It is precisely this dilemma that causes the problem. By representing the quoted

source's thoughts in the direct mode, a new, embedded base space is created, which

can easily be fused with the speaker's, i.e. Sister Souljah's, base space since she herself

reconstructed the source's discourse. This interpretation is enforced by Sister Souljah's
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expression of her understanding of the source's purported line of thought ([q]: "And
I see why"). Of course, this does not necessarily mean that she approves of the
represented line of thought. However, readers may still have read at least partial

approval in those words. It should be taken into consideration that Sister Souljah like
many other black rap singers functions to some extent as a representative of the lower
and underclass black people. Consequently, readers may tend to see little difference

between her opinion and the free indirect and direct thoughts she represents.
The analysis of this case suggests that when the embedded, perspectivized informati-

on is a (re)construction by the speaker~narrator, it is difficult to interpret fragments
in direct and free indirect mode as representations by a distant or even disapproving

speaker (see chapter 4).

6.1.5 Functions of perspective
The degree of directness of the perspective is an indication of its dramatizing
function: the more directly a narrator can present the character's perspective, as in the
direct and free indirect representation mode, the stronger the dramatizing function.
That is to say that the narrator rather shows (mimesis) than reports (diegesis). The
more strongly mimetic a discourse is, the more the characters `speak for themselves',
and thus the more dramatizing its effect. For instance, the free indirect mode in (3),
repeated below, has a stronger dramatizing effect than the indirect mode in (2),
because the character is allowed to speak more clearly in his own (mental) words.

(2) He said that he did not feel well and was afraid he had caught a cold.
(3) He sa[ down. Good Go~ he felt terrible. He couldn't have caught a colc~ could he?

However, this is not an absolute rule. A complicating factor is that the direct mode,
which is theoretically the most dramatizing mode, in certain contexts such as news
reports, has a more `evidential', documenting effect. In such cases the quotation of the
character is used to maximize the report's reliability, as in (5).

(5) According to the spokesman, the man was "clearly on the run from the police."

This does not apply to the free indirect mode, since in this mode narrator and
character are fused, which is always dramatizing, not documenting. This difference
explains why the free indirect mode was very infrequent in the corpus of hard (strictly
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informative) news texts (chapter 3).

There is, finally, also a difference in the dramatizing function of spoken discourse

representation and mental discourse representation. A`close' and vivid picture is crea-

ted when thoughts are represented, because a person's mental discourse (thoughts,

feelings, perceptions, as in example (3)), is by default inaccessible to other persons,

in this case the author~narrator. The presumed dramatizing effect is reinforced when

the direct or free indirect representation mode are used (direct thought or free indi-

rect thought). Because of its `unauthorizedness', a character's mental discourse can

only be used in fictional or `fictionalized' narratives, and does not accord with the

objective~reportive discourse type. This hypothesis was confirmed by experimental

studies in chapter 4.

Empirical evidence was provided that a limited dramatizing effect of subjective

point ofview is compatible with the demands of objectivity and validity of information
in news stories. Subtle dramatization by implicit perspectives in news texts appeared

to be not only admissible, but even desirable. In addition, a possible explanation for

the prominent position of implicit perspectives among perspective devices in objective-

informative texts (as the corpus analysis of news reports in chapter 3 has shown) is

that they enable the narrator to modify information as coming from another source

without taking the source's embedded perspective. Thus, the narrator is enabled to

give a succinct report in which a dramatizing effect is avoided and yet, he is able to
share responsibility for statements with characters, which helps maintaining the

discourse's objectivity.

Sometimes the effect of perspectivization is counterproductive. An example is

provided by the Jenninger-case that was mentioned in chapter 1. In this case, the basic

problem is caused by source-ambiguities similar to those in the Sister Souljah-case.
In addition, the perspective devices that were used did not satisfy the speaker's presu-

med goals. I will analyze the crucial parts of Jenninger's speech more closely.

The speech of the German politician Jenninger that led to his political fall was held

on November lOth 1988. It was meant as a memorial of the Reichsktistallnacht, 50

years earlier, which was the starting point of the openly persecution of Jews in Nazi

Germany. In his speech, Jenninger outlines the developments that eventually led to-
wards the Holocaust, as well as the general attitude of the German people at the

time, which made these developments possible. He uses various linguistic means to

represent this attitude, as can be seen in the fragment cited in (6). Note that the pas-
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sages presented here are among the fragments of the speech that were most often
quoted and criticized in the media (cf. Ensink 1992). (Previous context: outline of Hit-
ler's campaign against Jews and the moral downfall of Germany.)'

(6)
Narrative Embedded Perspective
I I
[a] Perhaps even more disastrous for [he fate of the German and European Jews than Hider's outrages
and crimes were his successes.
[b] Even in distant retrospect and knowing what followed, the years 1933 [hrough 1938 are still a
`fascinosum' in that there is hardly any parallel in history to the chain of Hitler's triumphs during those
first years.
(...)
[c] That means that Hitler's successes discredited post-hoc mainly the parliamentary-cons[itutional, liberal
system, the Weimar democracy itself.
[d] And for many Germans the question of which system [o prefer didn't even arise any more.

[e] Perhaps there were fewer individual liberties in some areas: but still, personally, one
was doing better than before, and, after all, the Reich was [doch]e undeniably big again,
yes, even bigger and more powerful than ever.
[fJ Hadn't the leaders of Great Britain, France and Italy just recently paid [heir respects
to Hitler in Munich and helped him achieve another of those successes that hadn't even
been deemed possible?
[g] And as for the Jews: óadn'[ [hey in the past [doch] been assuming a role that didn't
behoove them?
[h] Didn't they fmally have to accept some limitations?
[i] Didn't they perhaps even deserve to be put in their proper place?
[j] And above all: Didn't the propaganda-except for wild exaggerations that could not
be taken seriously-[doch] correspond in crucial points to one's own suppositions and
convictions?

[k] And when it really go[ [oo terrible, as in November 1938, one could still say to oneself in the words
of a con[emporary:

[]J "What's it to us? Look the other way if you are horrified! It is not our fate!"
(Rauschning).

(FrankfurterAllgemeine, November 1988)

The most radical critics, pointing at the sentences [6g] through [6j], accused Jenninger
of having anti-semitic ideas; milder critics, pointing at sentences such as [b] and [c],
blamed him for using terms that could be explained as positive evaluations of the
Nazi's policy. Ensink (1992) rightfully argues that terms such as success, fascinating
and triumph can be used in a positive evaluative way as well as in a neutral descriptive
way, and that the latter meaning is applicable here (op. cit.: 68-70). Yet, some
listeners and readers of the speech thought that Jenninger verbalized and extenuated
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the Nazi-perspective by the use of these terms. The question is, of course, how such
interpretations can be explained.

An important factor may be the relatively frequent use of the free indirect mode in

the speech, such as in sentences [e] through (j] of the selected fragment (6). Linguistic

signals are the shift of deictic center in `just recently' in [fJ (see also Ensink 1992: 71),

the interrogative mode and the inclusion of expressing elements such as j~es, even

bigger ...' in [e]. Yet, since explicit perspective-indicating clauses or parentheticals are

absent in free indirect mode, hearers and readers may overlook these subtle space-

building markers of the free indirect mode and interpret the represented discourse as

non-perspectivized, that is, as part of the narrator's reality.'

Even hearers and readers who recognized the sentences as represented discourse

may still hear the narrator's voice in it. Typical for the free indirect mode, as

discussed in chapter 2, is the intertwining of narrator's and quoted character's voice:

although free indirect discourse is by default interpreted as originating from the

embedded source, the subspace created by the free indirect mode is still accessible

from the narrator's reality. This means that at least the form of the perspectivized

information can be interpreted as (partly) originating from the narrator. In this case,

the interpretation is further complicated by the fact that the source's represented

discourse has no purported existential status outside the discourse; the narrator merely

reconstructs the thoughts that German people are presumed to have had during the

first years of Hitler's government. In this respect, the narrator is in fact the source of

both voices: one voice is his own, and one voice is imaginary, attributed to another

entity, as in the case of Sister Souljah's direct representation of constructed thought

(subsection 1.4 above). The free indirect representation adds to the effect by intertwi-

ning the two voices. This explains why it is not so unthinkable that hearers and

readers should have difficulty in representing who is responsible for which part of the

perspectivized ínformation. Note that this problem did not arise with respect to direct

speech perspectives such as in [1]; this quotation is explicitly announced and attributed

to a locatable source.

In literary fiction, the construction of represented discourse is inherent to the genre,

because not only the quoted voice is imaginary, but also its source. The most impor-

tant function of fiction is not to inform but to entertain or engross, that is, to make

the reader imagine, empathize with, wonder about, and be enlightened or horrified

by, a fictional world. As was argued in chapter 4, the dramatizing effect of the free

indirect mode fits very well the function of fictional discourse; it may cause the reader
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to empathize with fictional characters.

It is possible that Jenninger used the dramatizing perspective devices in his speech
in an attempt to create such engrossment, in order to cause empathy, not with the

source of the represented discourse, but with the victims thereof; his ultimate goal
may have been to break the public's presumed ignorance and indifference with respect
to the German war crimes. However, the dramatization by free indirect mode had an
adverse effect in Jenninger's speech. Not only did readers feel strongly antipathetic
towards the quoted group that was pictured so vividly, many of them also felt strongly
antipathetic towards Jenninger, since the voice of the quoted group was not comple-
tely distinguishable from the voice of the narrator-personified by Jenninger. Perhaps,
this antipathy also evoked or facilitated the interpretation of the words success,
fascinatin~ and triumph in [b-c] as Jenninger's positive evaluation of the Nazi-policy.
In terms of the mental space theory of perspective: in this interpretation, the
viewpoint from an embedded Nazi-ideology space is used to access the words in the
narrator's base space that is in focus. The analysis of the fragment of Jenninger's
speech illustrates my earlier conclusion that the type and degree of subjectivity used
in a(partly) narrative text interacts with the function of the text genre. It is also
another illustration of the idea that when the discourse ascribed to the quoted source
is generally evaluated negatively, this may have consequences for the evaluation of the
quoting speaker.lo

6.1.6 Subjectivity revisited

Within the speaker's~narrator's own reality space, subjectivity can be expressed by
various non-factual statements, such as utterances with evaluative parentheticals (Jan,
unfortunately, is ill); utterances that are embedded by so-called I-embeddings (..., I
think), and epistemically modified utterances (Jan may be ill). Compared to factual
statements, such statements can be characterized as subjective. In factual statements,
information is simply presented as valid in the speaker's reality (either the narrator
or an embedded speaker). Since the statements are unmarked, the speaker~writer is
completely off-stage: a maximally objective construal. In the case of a non-factual
statement, the speaker~writer is partly foregrounded because he is more on stage, as
part of the statement through the statement's modification. At the same time, the
statement is subjectified (Langacker 1990). This is illustrated by comparing a deon-
tically (7) and an epistemically (8) modified utterance.
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(~) Piet must come home early - deon[ic (or root) meaning: somebody who has authoriry has
told him so

(8) Piet must hate Klaas - epistemic meattin~ I, speaker, conclude that Piet hates Klaas

In sentence (7), the modal expresses a force in the socio-physical reality, which can

be analyzed as "the direct force of the person with authority compels you (to come

home early)." By contrast, in (8), the modal expresses a force that manifests itself in

the domain of reasoning, which can be analyzed as "the available (direct) evidence

compels me to the conclusion that" [Piet hates Klaas] (Sweetser 1990). Thus, (8) with

an epistemic modal is by default interpreted as representing a non-factual statement

that creates subjectivity: the speaker does not state a fact but adds his estimation of

the relative certainty of his statement.
On the basis of a lexico-semantic analysis of Dutch epistemic modals (chapter 5) I

have argued that some epistemic modal verbs are indeed subjective in the sense of

epistemicity in general (in that they express the amount of certainty of a statement),

but that they nevertheless express a relative objectivity. Recall the following examples:

(9) Píet blijkt Klaas te haten, want hij slaat hem

Apparently, Piet hates Klaas, berause he hits him

(Piet hits Klaas)

(10) Piet mcet Klaas haten, want hij slaat hem

Piet must hate Klaas, because he hits him

(Klaas hits Piet or Piet hits Klaas)

In general, some types of epistemic modals such as blijken (`evidently be'~`apparently
be') and lijken (`seem'), express less subjectivity on the part of the speaker and are
thus more `objective' than other modals such as moeten (`must') and kunnen

(`can'~`may'), that were called semi-subjective modals. The explanation is that moeten

and kunnen imply reasoning on the part of the speaker as a connecting element

between the (implied) evidence in the base space and the subspace (which enables
two different readings of (10), see chapter 5), whereas blijken and lijken presuppose
just directly observational, intersubjective evidence (which permits just one reading
in example (9), see chapter 5). By contrast, explicitly subjective epistemic modification

is given by I-embeddings such as I think.

In two experimental studies investigating the appropriateness of these different types

of evidence combined with the three categories of epistemic modifiers, this difference

in subjectivity was by and large supported. Also, support was found for the hypothesis
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that epistemic modifiers differ in the degree of certainty they express. Intuitively,
direct (intersubjective~sensory) evidence in itself could be perceived as stronger
evidence than indirect (reported~quotative or inferred) evidence, as is suggested by
Willett (1988) and Nuyts (1992). However, the present study (chapter 5, experiment
1) has shown that this does not implicate that objective epistemic modifiers are
generally perceived to express more certainty than semi-subjective epistemic modifiers
or subjective I-embeddings; this suggests that certainty and subjectivity are two
independent categories in this set of Dutch epistemic modals. Whether this categori-
zation can be generalized to non-verbal epistemic modifiers in Dutch, or even
epistemic modifiers in general is a question to be answered in future research.

6.2 Scope and limitations of this study

6.2.1 Linguistic aspects of perspective
The first goal of this study has been to develop a descriptively adequate and
cognitively plausible theory of perspective in narrative discourse. This goal is satisfied
by the mental space theory ofperspective presented here. The mental space approach,
as well as other cognitive linguistic theories, seeks to represent discourse in a way that
is grounded in what we presume human cognition is like. Its central idea is that
discourse is represented by speakers~writers as well as hearers~readers by building
mental space constructions that give meaning to the discourse. The present study
shows that perspective in discourse can be adequately described as an aspect of such
mental space constructs. Thus, this study makes a contribution to the further opera-
tionalization of inental space theory. It is shown here that perspective-structuring
mental spaces are relevant to the representation of narrative discourse: they involve
not only single clauses or pairs of clauses, but can indeed include major text spans;
they function as instructions to assign meaning to the discourse.

Several questions have had to remain unanswered here. The first one is how
perspective-structuring mental spaces are related to other spaces in the discourse
representation. To give a seemingly simple example: how does the progress of time
in narrative discourse interact with perspective spaces? Are several time spaces built
within one perspective space? Or should we presume that each new time space
presupposes a new perspective space in a one-to-one relationship (because the spea-
ker is related to a different here-and-now)? Likewise, one could presume that modal
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constructions not only create a`modal' space, but also a temporal space: for instance,

from the immediate correction of modified utterances in chapter 5 it is conceivable

that a present tense deontic modal presupposes a future space, while a present tense

epistemic modal may presuppose a space that represents the past. It is, needless to say
that interaction with still other types of spaces, such as possibility spaces, counter-

factual spaces and metaphorical spaces does not simplify the picture. Much work must

be done in order to achieve a more complete representation of discourse.

The mental space structures as they were discussed in this study and elsewhere are

the presumed products of processing. Very often, a discourse (fragment) can be

interpreted in different ways, for instance a de dicto-de re ambiguity in a perspective

by indirect represented speech. This means that there are different mental space

structures which may be arrived at as a representation of the discourse, of which there

one is simpler and more common than the other(s). What does this mean for the

processing of this discourse? It is not very likely that all the possible mental space

structures will be produced, of which one is ultimately selected as discourse

representation. Will the simple~default structure be selected automatically, or is this
influenced by the discourse context? And will the simple structure be processed with

less effort, for instance reflected in a shorter reading time?

Another question is whether subspaces with a high degree of accessibility (such as

indirect representation of speech and thought, and implicit perspectives) are more
easily `penetrated' by elements of other spaces than relatively unaccessible spaces. A

hypothesis, potentially testable in a word recognition task, is that elements from previ-

ous spaces may be more available in spaces with high accessibility.

To mention a final question, I wonder whether it is possible to get lost in the space

lattice during processing, especially when a space includes larger discourse spans. For

instance in the IRA-news text (chapter 2), the implicit perspective space of the infor-

mant's story told to the police seems to gradually drift into a press conference setting.

Is it possible that both the speaker~writer and hearer~reader lose awareness of the
space they are currently processing, and thus transform it gradually into its parent
space or another space? This too could presumably be tested with psycholinguistic

means. I expect that fascinating insights in the process of discourse understanding can

be gained by the combination of inental space theory and psycholinguistic research.
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6.2.2 Cognitive aspects of perspective

The second main goal of this study has been to obtain understanding of the functions
that perspective serves in narrative discourse. This goal was served by investigations
of the actual use of perspective phenomena and their effect on readers. The present
study examined the functions of perspective mainly by a meta-linguistic method:
affective judgments of readers of perspective in different contexts (chapter 4). lfiis
method, which was also used in the investigation of epistemic modifiers (chapter 5),
is based on the assumption that readers' appreciation of the perspective categories is
an indication of the function of perspective types in two respects: their effect on the
comprehension process of readers; and the relation between the text function and
perspective function, that is, why writers use different perspective types in different
text types. This assumption, which also underlies the comparison of perspective types
in different narrative genres in chapter 3, is based on the main tenet of discourse
studies, that discourse function is one of the explanatory factors for discourse
form-the way a speaker~writer says what he wants to say depends on what he wants
to achieve with his text-and furthermore, that discourse form affects discourse
comprehension-the way the text says what it says influences the reader's
understanding of, and affections caused by the text (see Noordman 1987; Noordman
and Vonk 1992; Graesser 1981). In this section, I will discuss some evidence for the
effect that perspective has on the comprehension process provided by recent studies,
and pose some unanswered questions arising from these studies and the present study.

The effect of perspective on discourse understanding and production is a problem of
growing interest in discourse studies. Traditionally, perspective or focalization belongs
to the field of narratology and theory of literature (among others, Booth 1961,
Genette 1972, Bronzwaer 1977, Bal 1990). In that field it is generally assumed that
taking a character's perspective has an expressive function (Fleischman 1990) and
causes a dramatizing effect. This is supposed to evoke feelings of sympathy and
empathy in the reader (see Stanzel 1989, Bal 1990, De Jong 1989, among others).
Various perspective phenomena, such as the representation of characters' inner
feelings and thoughts, and the dramatized I-narrator (Booth 1961) are thought to
enhance the reader's involvement with characters in the text. It is hypothesized that
the reader will' identify with the person whose perspective is taken in the text.
Andringa ( 1986) found that readers tend to-dependent on the context-empathize
with the I-narrator of a story, and judge other characters from his point of view (but
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see also Van Peer and Pander Maat, to appear). Starting a text with the acts and

thoughts of a character also increases the tendency to identify with that character: the

reader is more likely to recall thoughts of that character, to describe events from his

viewpoint and to give a sympathetic interpretation to his actions (Bower 1978).

Various studies of the effect of perspectivization in narrative texts report affective

effects in discourse comprehension (see Feldman, Bruner, Renderer and Spitzer 1990;

Gernsbacher, Goldsmith and Robertson 1992; Gernsbacher and Robertson 1992;

László and Larsen 1991, who report only affective effects at a local (momentary)

level). Gerrig (to appear) argues that when a reader has more knowledge than a cha-

racter, he has to switch between his own representation, that is, the reader-centered

perspective, and the character-centered perspective. The dissimilarity between the two

representations may evoke tension reflected in participant responses that explicitly

encode the reader's hopes and preferences. Gerrig reports that such responses can

have a concrete effect on readers' ability to confirm the actual information in the

narrative.

Apart from textual factors, contextual factors such as the reader's ideological or
habitual perspective may influence the comprehension of discourse, because the rea-

der's high-level schemata provide `slots' for different types of information. For

instance, reading a story about a house from a burglar- or a homebuyer perspective

led to different representations of the story (Pichert and Anderson 1977). A reader's
personal characteristics may influence the degree and distribution of empathy with

characters. Especially the reader's recognition of a character's experiences or gender

can evoke identification with this character. Bal shows in analytic studies of biblical

stories, that interpretation from a certain ideological point of view, i.e. a feminine

(feminist) viewpoint, yields alternatives to prevailing interpretations, mostly chosen by

male `eyes' (Bal 1987 and elsewhere). Also, from psycholinguistic studies it appears

that contextual factors such as the reader's own perspective influence the reading pro-

cess. If readers take a protagonists perspective-evoked by their own habitual per-
spective, or a perspective-taking instruction-both the recall of the text and the evalu-
ation ofprotagonists are influenced (see for instance Bower 1978: 227-9; Flammer and

Tauber 1982; Goetz et al. 1983: 509; Andringa 1986: 145; Graumann and Sommer

1988: 209). A consciously chosen reader perspective towards the discourse may also

influence the reader's mental representation of the discourse. For instance, reading

a discourse as`news' or `literature' affects the comprehension of narrative discourse

(Zwaan 1991).
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In the present study of perspective, the function of perspective was tested only with
respect to discourse comprehension, while it was presumed that differences in per-
spectivization also have an effect in discourse production. In a recent study, Sommer,
Freitag and Graumann (1993) found that readers' instructed perspectival identification
with one of several protagonists in a video caused perspectival divergence in free
verbal descriptions of the video, influencing factors such as choice of grammatical
subject, spatial and cognitive orientation and the use of verbs of cognition and
perception. Thus, perspective in discourse production-especially in the sense of
vantage point-was influenced by the narrator's orientation. In addition, Traxler and
Gernsbacher (1993) found support for a frequently given piece of advice in handbooks
on writing: writers of expository and other texts communicate more successfully with
their audience when they build a mental representation of the readers' perspective.

These studies suggest that it would be useful to investigate the function of various
perspective types in both discourse production and discourse comprehension.
Presently, a study is in preparation (Sanders 1993) that will test one of the hypotheses
arising from the present study, namely that the difference in directness of the perspec-
tive types has a more or less dramatizing effect on the reader, and that writers will
produce the perspective types accordingly, based on the goal of their discourse. It is
expected that more perspectivization will occur in persuasive as well as in
entertaining~engrossing discourse than in objective-informative discourse, but that the
types of perspective that are used will differ. In persuasive discourse, direct perspecti-
ve is expected (which can have both dramatizing and documenting functions), while
in entertaining~engrossing discourse it is expected that the narrator and character will
be less separated and thus the free indirect mode will be used more. In objective-
informative texts, implicit perspectives are likely to be prominent among the per-
spective devices. They have two functions: creation of liveliness and suspense within
the restriction of objectivity of the genre, and to enforce discourse's objectivity by
pointing the responsibility for statements away from the narrator to characters. In
order to test these functions empirically, both production and comprehension experi-
ments should be conducted.

Questions like these suggest a promising line of research. They suggest furthermore
that perspective and subjectivity deserve a place at the core of discourse studies, both
from an analyt'ical and a cognitive point of view.
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Notes to chapter 6

1. Subjectivity in the sense of `biased' or `untrue' is not intended here.

2. The broad definition of the term `epistemic' as indicating the commiiment by the speaker to what he
says includes so-called evidentials such as hearsay and report (Pahner 1986: 51). Such `evidentials' or
`quotatives' that indicate the evidence's source (other than the current speaker) and thus combine the two
senses of subjectivity mentioned above: subjectivity as expressed by embedded perspective (attribution of a
statement to another person) and subjectivity as eicpressed by the cunent speaker's commitment to the truth
of the statemen[.

3. Whatever the degree of directness of the representation mode is, the representation of thought has a
stronger `authoritative' effect than i[s counterpart in the representation of speech, because [he narrator
suggests access to the character's consciousness; see subsection 1.5 below.

4. The presented passage is a fragment of a`partial transcript' of the original interview session, which was
published in the Washington Post on June 16, 1992. The quo[e that caused [he stir ("If black people kill

black people every day, why not have a week and kill white people?") was first published in the original
interview article published in the Washington Post on June 13, 1992. Sister Souljah claimed that the Post
quoted her out of context in that article (source: Linguist List, 1992, Vol. 3-512).

5. Leech and Short ( 1981) categorize direct representa[ion without speech act parenthetical as free direct
(cf. free indirect discourse).

6. Nole that the last sen[ence of fragment [i] contains two perspec[ive space builders that have ro remain
undiscussed here.

4[i] Doyou think that [1] somebody thinks that [2] white people aze better, or above or beyond dying,
when they would kill their own kind?

7. The original German version of this fragment was given in chapter 1, section 1.3, note 7.

8. The German particle `doch' is un[ranslatable in sentences [e], [g] and [j]. I[ denies an implicit
assumption, and thus marks these utterances as justifications. Its occurrence dces not, however, lead to a
preferred attribution (for instance, that Jenninger is justifying these opinions).

9. It should be taken into consideration that Jenninger was not very popular with some political groups
which consequently may have listened or read without the goodwi0 of a careful listener~reader.

10. Blaming the quoting speaker for negatively valued speech or thought of the quo[ed source can also
occur in literary fiction. If ideas that are generally rejected are ascribed to a fictional character, this may s[ill
be considered the responsibility of the narrator~impGed author who is identified with the real author, who
constructed the characters and their discourse. As mentíoned in chapter 1, author Frans Kellendonk was
blamed for the anti-semitic utterances of one of the characters in his novel Mystiek Lichaam [Mystic Body].
The fact that in most modern fictional narratives the narrator dces not explicidy evaluate the characters'
actions and ideas may reinforce the tendency to ul[imately attribute their attitudes to the author.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over perspectief in tekst. Ik heb perspectief opgevat als een
verzamelbegrip voor verschillende manieren waarop een subjectiefgezichtspunt in tekst
kan worden ingenomen. Daarbij zijn twee aspecten van subjectiviteit van belang: de
bron die verantwoordelijk is voor de informatie, en de mate waarin deze bron op de
voorgrond treedt in de weergave van de informatie. Het doel~van dit proefschrift is
perspectief in de zin van subjectief gezichtspunt te beschrijven in termen van talige
verschijnselen in een natuurlijke omgeving van verhalende teksten, en te onderzoeken
wat voor functie perspectief heeft in zulke teksten.

Het uitgangspunt dat talige verschijnselen in teksten niet toevallig zijn heeft een
centrale plaats in de tekstwetenschap. Een spreker of schrijver gebruikt bepaalde
tekstuele vormen-bijvoorbeeld uitdrukkingen van perspectief-met een bepaalde
bedoeling, en dat vindt zijn weerslag in de manier waarop een luisteraar of lezer de
tekst begrijpt. Vanuit dit oogpunt heb ik perspectief onderzocht. Wat zou het doel
kunnen zijn waarmee schrijvers perspectief gebruiken in teksten, en wat voor effect
heeft dat op lezers? Om die vraag te kunnen beantwoorden moet eerst duidelijk
beschreven worden wat we wel en niet onder perspectief verstaan, welke verschillende
soorten perspectief er zijn, en aan welke verschijnselen in teksten we die soorten
kunnen herkennen. Het proefschrift bestaat uit zes hoofdstukken die ieder een deel
van deze genoemde vragen behandelen.

Hoofdstuk 1
In het inleidende hoofdstuk wordt beschreven waar het begrip `perspectief vandaan
komt en hoe het in tekst voorkomt. Perspectief betekent oorspronkelijk `doorzicht-
kunde', dat wil zeggen, de kunst om dingen af te beelden vanuit een bepaald punt van
waarneming, zoals in de schilderkunst en de architectuur gebeurt. Die voorstelling van
zaken vanuit een bepaald gezichtspunt kan letterlijk wertaald' worden naar
gezichtspunten in tekst. Als iemand een bepaald gezichtspunt op de werkelijkheid
heeft, zal dit zijn woordkeus beïnvloeden: bijvoorbeeld, wat de één een sigaretje
noemt, noemt de ander een stinkstok; wie mannen in het middelpunt van zijn
wereldbeeld heeft geplaatst zal eerder "meneer Jansen en zijn vrouw" zeggen dan
"mevrouw Pieters en haar man, meneer Jansen." Ook de inhoud en structuur van een
tekst staan onder invloed van het perspectief op de werkelijkheid. Bijvoorbeeld: wat
een schrijver niet graag ziet, zet hij misschien op een onbelangrijke plaats in de
tekststructuur, en wat hij helemaal niet ziet, laat hij achterwege. Het perspectief van
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de schrijver op de werkelijkheid is dus niet altijd gemakkelijk te achterhalen. Om

greep te krijgen op perspectief moet dit begrip expliciet gemaakt worden door het te

omschrijven in termen van talige signalen.

Op de eerste plaats worden bij het schrijven (en spreken) voortdurend perspectief-

keuzes gemaakt: het vertrekpunt in tijd en plaats'(toenjnujstraks; hier~daar), maar

ook keuzes in de beschrijving van personert zoa de keuze om naar de schrijver te

verwijzen met `hij' of `zij'). Een andere belangrijke vorm van perspectief is het

toeschrijven van informatie in de tekst aan een bepaalde verantwoordelijke bron, van

wie zodoende uitspraken, gedachten of ineningen weergegeven worden. Deze vorm

van perspectief is samengevat onder de noemer `subjective point of view'. Immers, de

schrijver heeft telkens de keus welk subject (dat wil zeggen, welke bewuste instantie)

hij opvoert als bron van informatie. Het is dit begrip van perspectief dat centraal staat

in dit proefschrift.

Hoofdstuk 2

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt nader onderzocht wat we onder perspectief in deze zin

kunnen verstaan. Daarbij streef ik naar een cognitief plausibele representatie van

perspectief in tekst, dat wil zeggen, een beschrijving die zoveel mogelijk overeenkomt

met de manier waarop we veronderstellen dat lezers perspectief in tekst begrijpen.

Een interessante~theoriéin de cognitieve linguïstiek is de mental space-theorie van

Fauconnier. Deze theorie gaat ervan uit dat lezers betekenis geven aan teksten door

een mentale wereld te scheppen-de werkelijkheid vande tekst-waarin afgebakende

mentale `ruimtes' (mental spaces) worden ingebed. Op basis van tekstuele signalen

(space builders) en kennis van de wereld wordt informatie van de tekst verdeeld over

mental spaces. De spaces, die in hiërarchische structuren met elkaar verbonden zijn,

sturen het proces van betekenisgeven. PerspPctief kan in dit kader begrepen worden:

informatie die vanuit een bepaald perspectief wordt gepresenteerd, wordt in een

ingebedde mentale ruimte geplaatst die gebonden is aan een subjectieve bron in de

tekst. Deze benadering van perspectief sluit aan bij theorieën in de literatuur-

wetenschap waarin perspectief al vaak beschreven is; bekend en veelgebruikt is het

focalisatie-model van Genette, en de uitbreiding daarvan door Bal.

Focalisatië Tcan worden opgevat als het verschijnsel in (voornamelijk fictieve)

verhaSen dat de verteller de lezer laat kijken door de ogen van een personage in de

tekst door de visie van dit personage weer te geven. VóTgéns het fócálisatiemodeI

kunnen óok personages op hun beurt de visié van andere personages weergeven, zodat

`
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focalisatie in focalisatie ingebed kan worden. Dit model is inspirerend, maar heeft als
nadeel dat het een te scherpe scheiding trekt tussen de talige weergave van iemands
gedáchten en die van iemands uitspraken-immers, visie kan niet los gezien worden
van de taal waarin deze visie in tekst noodzakelijkerwijs verwoord is. In mijn opvatting
is het cruciale kenmerk van perspectief dat een subjectieve bron verantwoordelijk is
voor de ingebedde informatie, zij het een visie of een uitspraak. Het is wel belangrijk
om vervolgens onderscheid te maken tussen de weergave van gedachten en
waarnemingen enerzijds én die van gesproken woorden anderzijds, omdat ze niet
dezelfde toegankelijkheid hebben: immers, mensen hebben normaal gesproken geen
vrije toegang tot andermans gedachten en waarnemingen.

Ik bepleit dus een ruime opvatting van perspectief, die zich uitstrekt tot alle
gevallen waarin informatie geïnterpreteerd moet worden vanuit de mental space die
gebonden is aan een bepaalde persoon of bewuste instantie in de tekst. Deze
opvatting, die in zowel fictionele als niet-fictionele verhalende teksten toepasbaar is,
beschrijft niet alleen `klassieke' perspectiefgevallen (focalisatie door vrije indirecte
gedachte), maar ook directe en indirecte citaten, meningen (volgens Jan...), en zelfs
impliciete perspectieven. Hierin worden personages als actief bewustzijn weergegeven
zonder dat de lezer toegang krijgt tot de woordelijke inhoud van dit bewustzijn.

De mental space-benadering van perspectief staat ons toe om al deze verschillende
perspectiefverschijnselen nauwkeurig te beschrijven. Het uitgangspunt is dat alle
informatie in de tekstrepresentatie aan een bron (hetzij de verteller, hetzij een
personage) toegeschreven moet worden. Deze bron is ten minste voor de inhoudelijke
validiteit van de informatie verantwoordelijk, en mogelijk ook voor de vorm ervan. De
verschillen in de mate van subjectiviteit worden weergegeven in termen van de
toegankelijkheid van de ingebedde perspectief-space. Bijvoorbeeld: invergelijking met
de indirecte weergave van gedachten of uitsprake~ van een personage heeft de directe
weergave een lage subjectiviteit. De spreker~verteller blijft op de achtergrond omdat
het directe citaat informatie representeert in een space die strikt gebonden is aan een
subjectieve bron, en ontoegankelijk voor beïnvloeding door de verteller. Tegelijkertijd
is de subjectiviteit van het geciteerde personage, dat op de voorgrond treedt, hoog.

De verschillende perspectiefvormen worden gekenmerkt door linguïstische signalen
in de tekst. Om vast te stellen hoe de subjectiviteitsverhouding tussen personage-bron
en verteller ligt; zijn twee aspecten van cruciaal belang het referentiepunt (wie is `ik',
wiens werkwoordstijd is tegenwoordig) en het deiktuch vertrekpunt (voor wie is de
plaats `hier' en de tijd `nu'). Het resultaat is een analysemodel waarmee verhalende
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~ teksten-bijv. nieuwsberichten-nauwkeurig geanalyseerd kunnen worden op hun

perspectiefverschijnselen; deze kunnen van één woord tot grotere tekstdelen beslaan.

Hoofdstuk 3

De bruikbaarheid van dit analysemodel wordt gedemonstreerd in hoofdstuk 3. Eerst

worden een aantal langere verhalende fragmenten uit de Hebreeuwse Bijbel (het

Oude Testament) geanalyseerd. Uit de analyses blijkt dat de bijbelverhalen zeer direct

en eenvoudig van perspectivering zijn (veel directe vertellerstekst en veel directe rede

van personages). Directe, indirecte of vrije indirecte weergave van gedachten van

personages, die in moderne verhalen heel gewoon zijn, ontbreken vrijwel geheel. Soms

laat de verteller de personages op zeer impliciete wijze hun visie weergeven, waarbij

dit een enkele keer zó impliciet gebeurt dat het ambigu blijft wiens perspectief

ingenomen is. De voor het overgrote deel directe perspectiefkeuzes in de bijbelver-

halen laten veel ruimte voor de interpretatie van de lezer.

De analyseresultaten leiden tot de vraag welke verschillende functies perspectivering

kan dienen: dramcitiseren (`laten zien', dat wil zeggen, personages levendig ten tonele

voeren) of documenterert (`bewijzen', dat wil zeggen, als evídentie in een verslag

gebruiken). Perspectivering in moderne verhalen lijkt vooral een dramatiserende

functie te hebben, maar de vraag is of dat in andere tekstgenres ook het geval is.

Corpora van twee verschillende soorten verhalende teksten, bijbelverhalen en

nieuwsberichten, werden daarom geanalyseerd volgens het ontwikkelde model en met

elkaar vergeleken. Het blijkt dat in de bijbelverhalen voor meer dan de helft uit

directe citaten bestaan, terwijl indirectere perspectivering vrijwel afwezig is; dit heeft

een dramatische tekst als resultaat, waarin de personages een hoge, subjectiviteit

hebben die hen als het ware `dichtbij' laat komen. Nieuwsberichten daarentegen

bestaan voornamelijk uit vertellerstekst en indirecte perspectiefvormen (indirecte~--
rede, impliciete perspectieven). Directe citaten in de nieuwsberichten hebben een

andere rol dan in de bijbelverhalen, omdat ze voornamelijk gebruikt worden om

autoriteiten aan het woord te laten; de directe rede geeft de spreker~verteller een

lage subjectiviteit waardoor hij afstand kan scheppen tot het beweerde (documen-

tatie). Opvallend is dat de linguïstisch complexe vorm van vrije indirecte weergave in

beide tekstgenres vrijwel geheel ontbreekt. Voor de bijbelverhalen wordt dit verklaard

vanuit de ouderdom van de teksten, maar dit kan in nieuwsberichten niet de

verklaring zijn. Wellicht is de vrije indirecte vorm per definitie dramatiserend, omdat

de stem van de v~rteller en die van het personage vermengd zijn. De hypothese wordt
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hier geopperd dat dit niet strookt met de tekstfunctie van nieuwsberichten, namelijk
objectief verslagdoen.

Hoofdstuk 4
In het vierde hoofdstuk wordt verslag gedaan van experimenteel onderzoek waarin de
hypothese getoetst wordt dat de vrije indirecte gedachten van personages niet passen
bij de objectieve tekstfunctie van nieuwsteksten, maar meer subtiele perspectivering
door impliciete perspectieven van personages wel. Deze toetsing gebeurde door
middel van een tweetal experimenten waarin oordelen van lezers werden gevraagd.

In het eerste experiment kregen lezers gemanipuleerde nieuwsberichten voorgelegd:
teksten zonder perspectivering, teksten met alleen subtiele perspectivering, en teksten
met vrije indirecte weergave van gedachten. Bovendien werden de teksten zowel in
de nieuwsbericht-opbouw (met de lead, dat wil zeggen, het samenvattend intro) als in
een verhaal-opbouw (zonder lead) aangeboden. Het bleek dat lezers nieuwsteksten
met vrije indirecte gedachten minder geschikt achten als nieuwstekst, hoewel ze deze
teksten wel levendiger vinden dan zonder vrije indirecte gedachten. Subtiele
perspectivering gaf geen effect te zien in de lezersoordelen. Dit kan verklaard worden
door het sterke effect van de vrije indirecte gedachte. Daarom is dat laatste element
weggelaten in een tweede experiment, waarin alleen nieuwsteksten zonder perspec-
tivering en teksten met subtiele perspectivering werden vergeleken. Nu bleek dat de
subtiele perspectivering de teksten in de ogen van lezers levendiger maakt en tegelijk
beter aanvaardbaar als nieuwsbericht. Hieruit mag geconcludeerd worden dat een
lichte vorm van perspectivering niet strijdig is met de objectieve tekstfunctie en zelfs
gewenst is.

Hoofdstuk 5
In de voorafgaande hoofdstukken heeft het verantwoordelijke bron-aspect van
subjectiviteit centraal gestaan. Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan het voorgrond-aspect.van
subjectiviteit. Wanneer een spreker of schrijver een keuze gemaakt ïiëeft wat betreft
de bron van de informatie, kan hij vervolgens nog keuzes maken in de mate waarin
die bron op de voorgrond geplaatst wordt. De bron wordt op de voorgrond geplaatst
door het uitdrukken van de attitude van de bron ten opzichte van de betreffende
informatie. Dat kan op verschillende manieren: expliciet, door een evaluatie toe te
voegen ("Meneer Jansen komt, helaas, naar huis") of impliciet, door modaliteit
("Meneer Jansen moet naar huis komen"). Twee belangrijke vormen van modaliteit
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worden in hoofdstuk 5 besproken, deontische en epistemische modaliteit. beontische

modale werkwoorden vallen onder de categorie impliciete perspectieven: ze drukken

een attitude van een subject in de tekst uit ten opzichte van iets in de werkelijkheid

("Meneer Jansen moet (van zijn vrouw) naar huis komen, anders zwaait er wat").

Epistemische modalen zijn in dit opzicht anders: zij drukken het subjectieve oordeel

van de hier-en-nu-sprekende instantie uit ten opzichte van de werkelijkheidswaarde

van het gezegde ("Het moet wel zo zijn dat menéer Jansen naar huis komt, want hij

houdt het nooit lang uit in de kou"). Dat oordeel kan meer of minder zeker zijn (`het

kan dat ...' tegenover `het moet dat ...').

Epistemische modalen vallen eigenlijk niet onder mijn definitie van perspectivering.

Toch is het juist van groot belang om ze hier te behandelen omdat ze, net zoals bij

de meeste vormen van perspectief het geval is, de spreker~verteller in zekere mate

op de voorgrond plaatsen, en zodoende deels hetzelfde type subjectiviteit uitdrukken.

Bovendien blijkt uit de analyse van een set van epistemische modale werkwoorden

(kortweg modalen) in het Nederlands, dat deze werkwoorden net als perspectief-

vormen ook verschillen in de mate waarin ze de spreker~verteller op de voorgrond

plaatsert. ,~iodalen zoals `blijken' en `lijken' drukke.n verschillende maten van

zekerheid uit, maar dezelfde,,lage mate van subjectiviteit, in têgenstelling tot modalen

als `moeten' en `kunnen' die een hogere mate van subjectiviteit uitdrukken, semi-

subjectief. De hoogste mate van subjectiviteit wordt uitgedrukt door expliciete ik-

inbeddingen zoals `ik denk dat ...'. Het verschil in subjectiviteit correspondeert met de

verschillende typen van evidentie die de modalen veronderstellen: objectieve modalen

veronderstellen evidentie in de vorm van observatie die direct manifest is ("Het lijkt

dat meneer Jansen boodschappen aan het doen is, want kijk maar, de boodschappentas

is weg"), terwijl semi-subjectieve modalen ook op kennis gebaseerde redeneringen als

evidentie kunnen veronderstellen ("Het kan dat meneer Jansen boodschappen aan het

doen is, want dat doet hij altijd op dinsdagmorgen"); ik-inbeddingen kunnen in

combinatie met beide soorten evidentie voorkomen.

De twee indelingscategorieën van Nederlandse modalen-zekerheid en subjec-

tiviteit-kunnen nauwkeurig beschreven worden aan de hand van het mental-space

model dat in hoofdstuk 2 geïntroduceerd werd. Bovendien werd bevestiging voor de

indeling gevonden in de oordelen van lezers in twee experimenten. In het eerste

experiment beoordeelden lezers een set zinnen met epistemische modaal op de mate

van zekerheid, en vervolgens beoordeelden ze bij elke zin twee vervolgzinnen met

verschillende typen evidentie op hun adequaatheid als vervolg op de gegeven zin met
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de modaal. De indeling in zekerheidscategorieën werd grotendeels bevestigd. Wat
betreft de mate van subjectiviteit bleek dat met name objectieve modalen slecht
combineren met kennis-gebaseerde evidentie; maar semi-subjectieve modalen
combineren even goed met beide typen evidentie. Om de natuurlijke taal-
gebruikssituatie zo goed mogelijk te benaderen werd in een tweede experiment
onderzocht hoe een gegeven evidentie de keuze van epistemische modaal beïnvloedt.
Lezers beoordeelden sets van drie zinnen (met drie verschillende epistemische
modalen van de hoogste zekerheidscategorie) die elk in combinatie met één en
dezelfde evidentie-vervolgzin aangeboden werden. Het bleek dat lezers de objectieve
modaal beter vonden passen bij een observationele evidentie, en de semi-subjectieve
modaal beter vonden passen bij kennis-gebaseerde evidentie.
i~ We mogen concluderen dat in het Nederlands subjectiviteit uitgedrukt kan worden
door epistemische modalen, waarbij de mogelijkheid bestaat om tegelijkertijd de
spreker zo ver mogelijk naar de achtergrond te plaatsen door direct manifeste
observaties als evidentie te veronderstellen: een `objectieve' subjectiviteit.

Hoofdstuk 6
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de belangrijkste resultaten samengevat. Voorts
worden in dit hoofdstuk de resultaten en nog openstaande vragen van het onderzoek
besproken vanuit het kader van de cognitief-taalkundige theorie waaraan het
onderzoek een bijdrage wil leveren.

Dat de hier voorgestelde benadering van perspectief ook in actuele context
verklarende waarde heeft wordt gedemonstreerd aan de hand van perspectief-analyses
van twee teksten die veel stof hebben doen opwaaien: een Amerikaans interview met
rap-zangeres Sister Souljah over rellen in de ghetto's van L.os Angeles, en de
Bondsdag-rede van de Duitse politicus Jenninger waarin hij de brand in de Rijksdag
herdacht. Uit de analyse van fragmenten van hun teksten blijkt dat beiden veel directe
of vrije indirecte citaten reconstrueren en toeschrijven aan een bepaalde groep mensen
(de zwarte bevolkingsgroep, resp. de Nazi's). Dit kan zó sterk dramatiserend werken
dat het leidt tot ambiguïteiten in de perspectivering: het is dan voor lezers niet steeds
duidelijk wie verantwoordelijk is voor bepaalde tekstfragmenten, de schrijver~spreker
zelf, of een groep mensen die hij~zij `citeert'. In het algemeen geldt dat met name
wanneer dramatiserende perspectiefvormen niet stroken met het doel van de tekst,
zij averechts kunnen werken, zoals in het geval van Jenninger wiens rede een ernstige
functie en context had.
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